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FOREWORD 

9 
ei 

I have been working on the Moderniiati+ of the Bullock-cart Transportat& 
System and the Management of Animal En:rgy Use during the last few y.ears. A 
number of papers were prepared on various aspects of the system-for publimtion, ie . 
for presentation at semintirs , as background material, or project proposals submi,1tkd* 
to funding authorities. Selected papers havd been assembled in this volume. 

’ _ 
There 

is a cer&in amount of ob,vious overlhpping as betweelp. the pqpers; this became 
‘inevitable in the process of making each paper self-contained. Taken together, tile * 
papers cover most of the salient points whi& .would be of interest to ‘profe&onais ~ 
and to the public at large. In this volume of papers, however, it is animal energy, 
which constitutes the principal interest, 

: ~ . ‘> 
the bullock-drawn cart being cited as $ . . 

case study *of an important mode of utilization. h I , 

A number of my faculty colleagues have helped me in’ evolving ideas and in 
1 the preparation of these papers. Prof.. C. L. Narasimhan has worked with me 

throughout on the preparation of these papers; I am deeply indebted - to him, 
e 

Dr. P. V. George,- Dr. V. Radhakrishnan and Dr. T. P. Gopalaswaniy-helped in the . _ 
preparation of the Modemization of the Bullock-cast System: ‘T~cJzl?o-Ecol?ol71ic 
A.qecth. Dr. J. Bandyopadhyay helped with the Animal Energy paper. The first . ” 
paper on the antecedents .of the animal-cart in tradition and in history and the last 
sectio’n on Reecol71i?1el?~~fio1Zs For action are taken fhxxn the project repoTt *entitled ~-_~~--- 
Moderrlization of the Bullock-cut Tnmsportntion System submitted to the Depart- -- 
m&t of ScienCe and Technology in September 1978. This. repbrt on the Mod,erni-, 
zation of the Bull&k-ca,rt project I- funded -by. the -Department of Science and i’ . 
Techllql~gy in -Janua~y~ 1976 was drafted by Shri N. A. Sirsi and ‘“by Prof. C. L. 

-- Nal’asimhan. I take this opportunity of t’hanking all of them. 
. . 

-- The Zqdian Institute of Management, Bangalore, has s&e taken up Animal 
Energy Management ‘as one of its major interests. My first thanks are due to my 
esteemed colleagues in the Institute. A number of faculty llave been assisting me in 
this inter-disciplinary project, each in a specific aspect, area or sector. The ideas ~-I : -~-- 
contapined in these papers are the product of my interaction with -faculty -some- 
working intensively and full time,---+@ others part time: Th% acknowledgement, 
is -intended ;t-o -4~ a to?%% x5f the appreciation of their interest and contribution in 
what JIM-B regards as a vital project. 1 

.a Pi’qfi’ssol’ . 

C. L. Marasimhan” 

Principal Areb of Contributiorz” 
’ 

Socio-economic Survey; Redesign of Carts; 
Cruelty to Animals ; Documentation Manual; 
Visual Aids ; Editing; Iiiter-disciplinary Studies 
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. . ment’ Projects %- 

K.‘L.K; Rio- Socio=ecohomic Survey; Use of Steel in 1 .* - 
;j 5 > Rural ,Areas - 

- A. V. Shanmugam ~~ ,* B .:- Rural Communication; Exhibition L . ’ , ’ 
L 

,/. ‘: T. P. Gopalagwamy ‘- 
. -- 

P. V. George -’ 
Socio-e’conomics of Bullock-cart0 Traniporta- ’ .’ 

, L 
._’ V.‘Radhakrishnan . - b- .,_ . 

tion and Rural D&elopment * 
__ -_ i 

R; N. Warriar ’ ’ Rural .X&u-keting I * 
1 

c L K. S. Pillai ’ ” . _ Rjiral Roads . -z 
0. IS. Govindarajan *.. . . Value Engineering; Rural’ Industries* 

.;: V. Ranganatlian . Cost-bene6t Study * : 
‘i ~1 . . . . ’ .M.:R. Rao 

I- 
Operations Research; Energy vanaggment - 

SSubbaRao , .. ’ 
3 __--- - : \ 

-Is G,. K. Nayar - -. 2.. , / I Productivity Studies. -. and Mea,u.&nent;-~-l~--~ +;. 
. . 1 Editing ,- - 

___.-- - , __-_-~-- ! :+ 
I+.- 

0 *.These Irfaculty have devoted a major ‘share of ~h~~r$~~t-d-~~~~~stitute’s animal energy - . 
and bullock-cart projects. Gthers-have %&ked part time. Shri $I. A. Sirsi and 

\ Dr. G. Venkata~halamj: -Officers on. Spedial Duty, worked on the sedesign an 
.&i 

Anipl_al-EriergJi~components of th~tgroject.,+ 2 ‘* a,i’ , 
f 

. . : . 
. 

.___- __--- - Dr.- K. A. -Damodaran, IIT, Madras,+and Dr. Vehkataraman; PSG Institute *‘T 
. 

of Technology, : Coimbatore, helped in the earlier stages. The Indian Roads Con- : ~...~_ 
_ -gress. and Dunlopsswere the-pioneers in the upgrading of ~bullock-cart technology. 

Dunlop&- have evinc,ed. renewed interest. In particular, I should like to re&rd-om- . ^_. : 
“‘:-debt .to Sarvasri ,I%. M. Bhandari, V. Kumaraswami, and J.&Ferr&niez. When .. 

’ - 
- scientific and bullock-cart technology ruled low, the-mo-dest work of CRRI served 

to focus attention on unsolved problems:-Isl5~ld also here like to- acknowledge the. 
devoted interest of fellow.-worker6n the bullock-cart : Shri S. S. Venkataramanan, ‘_ 
Value En~gmmzer-from- SAIL: Dr. Ojha, IIT, Kharagpur, Dr.. Reddy, Warangal., and 

ADDS. Nagabhushaniah, Rourekela, - both from Regional Engineering Colleges. -’ 
,/?------ - \ 
q., The Board of Governors ‘of IIl$ Bangalore and the Ministry of Education have ‘ - ~ 

c 

-... always encouraged socially .relevant activities of the Institute generally, and this 
‘- 3 .- .project particularly. Special mention must be made of Dr. P. C. Chunder, Minister, 

Mr. ,.tP.*?jabhanayagam, Secretary, i,n the Iv&&try of Education, : Sri T. A. Pai, ’ *I 

Sml G.VK. Rao, and Shri B. Sivaraman,, all former Chairmen of the Institute; ” I 
Shri Govind Narain, the present Chairman of the Board ofiGoverno@ has e.vince&deep _ I- ‘1 ~ 
‘interest in the bulldck-cart and animal energy programmes. I must record the . 
sympathy’ and encouragement -that I have unfailingly received from Board ‘Chairmen 

* and members. b / : . 

Besides my colleagues, several friends, well-wishers and professionals inindustry,* * 
, in Government, in foreign Universities and international organigations have encouraged 

‘I .__ .~ :* 
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project. in 4 variety, of ,Waj!s.; M~~,tha&ks~ are due to a!1 ‘Li ’ : a a :,” 
of the project will ~~ontitinue to d”epend Bn t@m. Bat. for the& ;, q’ nj* 

t =perh&ps .ha;e. go! o@ t$e &ou$ at all. ’ ) . “-;I .‘. . * :. 
0 m-1 R f - .:; z$ 4 

.: I. - ? -. ’ , 1 I* 
andran: form&y Secretary. in the SDepartmeal of Science, and * ;a 

0 *: 

the Executive Direct”& of the .UW Centre for&Human’ Settl&n{s, ; p ‘.‘_ 
ed the”ftrst funds fy the ptoject at a time whe”n* lhheb Institute need&d;/ j+.-, : 

. - He +so. approved the *Documentati$l Ma,nu@l .P”foject; work ‘$n@ l ” rr _ 
* whiFh,-sis nowi in progress. IIM-BY&gratitude ‘to !$hri -@I* K. Menon, his sti&ces!s+-, _ 
ID 

. must al<o be! re&ded. His colleagues, D$. J. Dharf Dr?33&2hpa.nde;~Di. J. GfiruraJa, ?’ ’ *. ;** 

Dr. Manj; Sharma, Mr. ’ RamanujXmj 0 and. o&&s .in the: Dep’artment of S6ience’ a~$ ’ :‘:. -, 
. Technology have unfailingly given ofa their time’and stipported t% ‘p~rojeeta~~ ever& .~ -_ 

- turn: Dr. S. R. Valluri, head *of the Technical Committee; -and Director, N*Af,, - - ,’ 
recommended the _redesign’~~project -for funding in’ the first. instan”ce. * . I 

1 
I ‘rMm-- _ ----- -.. 

_------ L . ‘I - -The major breakthrough in obtain&rg acceptance for the project at Govern: . - _ 
meht level came with the initiative ofPShri M. Ramakrishnayya,’ IAS,; formerly 

7 Secfetary- in the Ministry of Shipping and Tra.nsport and s-urrently Deput Governor,---,,- L b;--Y-,m 
-- 

,Reserve Bank of InQia. An inter-ministerial_e~o~~was-launchid y the constitution . ’ 
of! a Steering Co7l_mitte_e_corn-pod-~~?nterested departments, with J. S-Mp,-- .- --- 

1- 

I> A/dditional-S@i-etary, Ministry of Shipping and. T~ans~~rt_~~-~~~c~r-Geheral, ” _ 
__~ .~~-- - -~%oads Wing, as Chairman. He and_hjs-colleagues~n~~he Ministry c&,@ipping* and 8 -.. 

’ /Transport, particul~y~Brig+36E%dar Singh, Sarvashri Shiv@%%~R,~P. Sikka, D. P. -’ .. 
’ G-u&ta&K:-Aru&halam, and Dr. Swaminathan, Director,. CRRI, all’ evinced much. :I ._’ 

1 
-*- ./ -%terest, and they deserve the gratitude of the Institute. In the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Dr. M.’ S. Swaminathan, now Secretary, and formerly ‘Director-General; ICAR, 1 _- ’ 
_,.,. Mr. G.V.K. Rao, Secretary, and now Member, Plannmg Commission, K. P.&A. Menon, / . L. 

Additional Secretary, Dr. B. K. Soni, and Sri C. S. Sridharan, now in the UNDP, 
..,’ 
:: , 

have all been helpful,,. A &nference of ICAR and Agriculture Ministry offiqials was 
- ,s’ convened in Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi, on February 8, 1979 at the conclusion‘ 

r ,/ of whiczh IIM-B w.as formally called upon to formulate proposals for an autonomous 
. 

. 
. Animal Energy Development Board. !- 

. 

. Dr. S. R. Valluri of NAL, Air Marshal S. J. Dastur of HAL, Dr. S. M. Patil . . 
,t 

‘of HMTp Mr. K. C. Mohan, off MECON, Mr. Suri of Suri..and Nayar, Mr. Raj. - , ,‘. : -Bhandari and Mr. G. S. Krishna of Dunlop, Mr. C. .R. Dasgupta-of IOC, Mr. Ravi 
Bhatnagar of Bharat ,Petroleum, ,Mr. M. V.. Arunachalam of Tube Investments, 
Prof. G. R. Damodarani -Vi& Chancellsr of Madras Unigersityj Prof. M. Subbayyan 

G College of Technology, Coimbatore, Dr. :S..-Dhawan of the Institute.. . I. ._ -. 
Dr. Pandalai of IIT Madras “a&d numerous others persuaded the 

engineer-&leagues in their organization to help in the redesign of the bullock-cart. -.._-_ -.---_-_ .- _ 

‘-. During a recent trip abroad, I discussed this project with the, UN Agencies, . ,__ l 
Universities, R & D Institutions, funding organizations -and with professional groups 
working on Appropriate Technology. .I hope they- will continue, their co-operation 

‘ t and contribution, as the long march towards fulfilment of the goals of this project 
I. _’ . ,’ 

% 
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SUtiMARY D&T-A ON - 

INDIA’~iANIMAL +ERGY RESOURCES 

Faced with a worldwide enerby crisis, scient- 
’ . 

0 ! 

ists-are.searching of energy *i 

-from the sun, biomass and so / 

. ’ on. , - 
i . . ,I 
I m ! 

Meanwhile,. work-animals are used extensive- 
ly in many third-world !countries for plough-’ ( 
ing, the hauling of caits, water-lifting, chaff- 
cutting and in oil. extraction. Animal energy 1 

is appropriate and essential in these’contexts. , 

’ .Indeed, they will ha&e so to depend onanimal 
energy for many decades te come. Neverthe- 
less animal ener. y $ has-U 

_ the hands of pilioy-makers, scientists and 
professionals. -E$sides, animals are ill-treated 

$h’hrbughout their wdrk?n$ life and in%eath. 
:.,, “. ; j. 
Animal e?erg$ is significant 1, ./ 

(a) to countrjes of the lnbi’an sub-contineni, 
-such as Pakistan, ‘-Nepal, Bangla- Desh, XI:., 
India, Sri Lanka and Burma. 

(b) to Indo-China-Laos, Cambodia, and Viet- 
_ Ram, 2 

(c) to Malaysia and Indpnesia, ’ * 

(d)- to China, and. ‘a I 

-L 
,, , * 

I 

I 
(e) to a few-countries in Africa, South America 

and West Asia. 

-4 , ’ The co.rqbined population of these countries 
=i c-. is about two bjllions. Their work-animals may 

number around 200 milljons. “* 
. , ;’ w 

The draught capacity ~of a work-gnimal dk 

, pends on its breed, size, .feed, its quality add 
nutritive content, etc. In India, it ranges from 
0.4 h.p. to one h.p.’ and .indeed, an animal 
is ‘capable of putting forth bursts of’ energy 

0 
. .. up tp 1.5 h-p. For purposes of calculation of 

*@energy availa&ilit);, a low average of 0.5 h.p. is 
’ assumed. This is based on an animal exerting 

.-r ” _ 

about 50 kg. or 100 to 110 lb. of draught and 
walking at the rate of two miles per hour over 
a sustained period of time. ( .I 

a- ’ * 
On this basis, ti$e energy m.ade available by 

,c ,‘I 

work-animals in the third-world countries wjth .\ 

their estimated work-animal populafion of 200 
millions may be around 100 million horse- 
power. The investment in work-animals and 
the associated components of the system may 

: be around Rs. ,200 billions. 
.\ - :r .* 

\ . ,,I’ 

Some data regarding work-animals in India 
are readily available. It seems that the’situa- 
tion in other countries ‘maabe more or less 
similar to that of India. There are about 80 ’ 

, million work-animals in India-70 mjllion bul- 
locks, eight million buffaloes, one million * L 
camels and one million horses. Besides these, 

.s mules, donkeys and’tlephants are also used 
i 

as pack animals. 1. 
* 

i The price of a work-anim.al varies be ween ” 
. Rs. 500 to Rs. 2,000 and an -average,’ figure 

of ds. .l,OOO has, been taken for ‘purposes of 
calculation. 

-7, , ‘1 
Energy available from 80 rnil,lion $q(k-an;.ma!s _ 

is of the order of 40 million. h. 
1 

. which is 

_’ .roughly.equal to 30,000 megawa$t . fnvestment 

‘VR the an-@al energy system, in 
ments: and carts, may be of th tf 

uding imple- 
order of Rs. . 

iO,OOO crores. Assuming that Jfhe WSt O?One I 

kilowatt -of electrical energy at *the. poiht of = 

application is’ Rs; 10,000, the replacement of 
animals wbuld call for an in/xlestment of any- 

:, 

where betKeen Rs. 200 to,390 billion. I 
I c ,/ I 

A draught,,animal can start work at the age of 
three years;and work up to 10 or 15 years, de- 
pending onlthe intensity of use; health care 

and feeding; 
xc 

Work-animal% re principally used for plough- * 

iy&~he-i7eXt Important use of workranimals _- 



is for dravSing darts. Horses are mainly used 
for transporting passengers in urban areas. 
Buffaloes are coming intotuse in certain parts 
of India. Not nearly so common as bullocks, , 
they are great feeders, and certain breeds can 
do more work than bullocks. They are used 
for ploughing and carting and are used most- 
ly singly. Hitched to a cart, buffaloes can haul 
heavier loads, but can only’ walk slowly. 
Camels are used both for hauling carts and 
ploughing and as pack animals as well. 

Out of 80 million work-animals, 74 millions are 
assumed to lie in the rural areas *and about 
six millions in the urban areas. 

Two-thirds of the energy input going into the 
farming enterprise excluding carting, origin- 
ates in work-animals-from bullocks for the 
most part. About 23 per cent is contributed 
by human labour and only ten per cent by 

’ Y hydel and fossil fuels. I 

For optimum output of farm produce, the pre- 
sent’ energy input to the farms has to be 
doubled. Such a vast quantity of ready energy 
can come only from animals. Even if the 
output of energy from fosStrYueIsXi?~ydeI 
energy were doubled, the pcopofiion of ani- 
mal energy to the total would remain the same 
for a nur$ber of years. 

Seventy f$er oent of tlie total number of hold- 
ings cov’ring only about 20 per cept of the 

% area un er cultivation are less than two hec- 
tares in extent. Even power-tillers are econo- 
mical only for holdings of three hectares and 
more. Tractors are, optimally used on farms 
of five acres-that only in places like the 
Punjab where a ‘three-crop regimen can .be ’ 
assumed. Normally, a 15-h.p. ‘tractor is, user 
ful for diversified activity orf a lo-acre farm. ’ 
It has been found, however, that the owner- 
ship of an animal emerges only at the level of 
a three-acre farm. 

Animals cannot therefore be replaced by til- 

lers and tractors, unless the size of the hold- 
ings increases. Alternatively, tillers and, trac- 
tors should be hired out to farmers as most 
cannot afford their own. U.N. reports suggest 
that mechanization of agriculture has not been 
overly successful in Pakistan and Tanzania. 

The high cost and worldwide shortage of pet- 
roleum fuels, the uneconomic size of small 
and marginal farmers’ holdings and their 
poverty preclude the use of fertilizers and 
tractors. For the.above reasons, animal energy 
will continue to be used for years to come. 

Haryana, Punjab and Kerala are switching 
over to tillers and tractors, since tractor ren- 

’ tal services are being established. Also, there 
is pressure on land, and pasture is shrinking . 
in every village because of competing claims 
on land. 

Elsewhere, work-cattle are increasing be- 
cause of multiple cropping, higher yields per 
hectare, fresh land brought under cultivation, 
etc. In single-crop areas, farm animals are 
underutilized a?rd carting serves to reduce 
idlk time but not every farmer who has animals * 
owns a cart. 

Animai’. utilization in rural areas can be in- 
creased- if: 

q ’ the area under second and third crops 
and under scientific agriculture gene-. + 
rally can be Increased; 

n implements and’ machinery used for 
threshing, oil extraction, water lifting, 
etc., are improved and powered by 
animals. Ploughs, carts and harnesses 
have to be improved so that they utli- 
ize animal energy optimally without a,p- 
plication and transmission losses; 

n new implements and machinery are 
, designed; 

w ,animal power can be used to generate 
electricity. I. 

A-- 
Improved &imal-using implements developed 
so far have-not been utilized on a large scale. 

-. 

CARTING: 

The most popuiar among carts, countless in num- 
ber and variety, is the traditional wooden-wheeled 
and iron-rimmed bullock-drawn cart. 

Its capacity drawn by a pair of average-sized bui- 
locks varies from about half to one tonne. 



The. two’wheeled, double-harness Dunlop cart 
equipped with a mild steel axle’: smooth roller 
bearings and pneumatic tyres, and hauling two to 
three tonnes of cargo, can be designated as im- 
proved, Four-wheeled carts put together from dis 
carded axles, wheels and pneumatic tyres of ob- 
solesce$ttrucks are f&nd in increasing humbers 
in Tamil Nadu, Delht; Punjab and Rajasthan. 

. 

weights run high. Traditional carts can ‘be easily 
improved by 

n smooth bearings; 
i 

n lower tare-weight; 

.I .the, introduction ,of a log-brake; 

n better harnessing, and 

q the use of pneumatic tyres on paved roads. -9 
The price of a traditional cart varies between 
Rs. 500 and Rs. 800 in parts of Orissa and Maha- 
rashtra and from Rs. 1.500 to Rs. 1,800 in Karna- 
‘taka and Tamil Nadu. The cost of the improved 
pneumatic tyred carts varies from Rs. 2,000 to 
Rs. 3,000 

Most animal-drawn carts are used for hauling 
freight and for carrying passengers. In some parts 
of India, they at-e the only means of transportation. 
There are 15 million carts, approximately 12 mil- 
lions in the rural areas end three millions in the 
urban areas, out of which 14 millions are of the 
traditional variety specific to the region. One ‘mil- 
lion carts have been improved in one form or an- 
other. It is observed that the number of carts has 
been increasing over the years. a--. -a .a 

With the ab&e improvements, capacity can’ be 
doubled. Even if no additional freight is forthcom- 
ing ,for the fresh capacity generated, the animals 
can pull normal loads with greater comfort. This 
would increase an animal’s life and reduce feed 
levels. 

The &arnes,sing device is perhaps’the most dif- 
ficult to improve. In the existingadesjgn, the ani- 
mal’s neck is being constantly injured, and it be3 
comes uns&viceable much ahead of its time. Four- 
wheeled designs with pneumatic tyres reduce the 
vertical weight incident on the animal’s neck. But 
these can ‘be used only on smooth paved surfaces. 
Freight moved by carts is .estimated at between 

- lgd,q.,1.f .bi,l!i~n,t,?n?e-km..p~r,y.~ay..As .g,~i,yt.~h~s~ . . 
railways carry 200 billion tonne-km. and road 1 

. . . 
’ u 

., ,, 

When villages become affluent, the number of 
carts tends to increase. Also, as small towns 
increase in extent and popujation and become 
large ones, cart numbers increase. It is at the size 

_. .of a metropolis that any large-scale substitution of 
-_ .z 

carts with trucks begins to take place. Also, carts 
are being modernized at a fairly rapid rate. 

Since animals are used only seasonally in farm- 
ing, and even less occasionally for carting in small 
villages, the cart is not in these..cases self-support- 
ing? The bulk of the cost of*animal use has to- be 
mptited to ploughing. In the cities, however, carts 
work for five to six days in a &eek and the returns 
from professi&al carting aF Rs. 20 a day on an 
average compare very favoiurably with incomes in 
other non-organized activ(ty. ‘On the other hand, 
traditional carts leave littl&suPplus for the carter. 

> - 

The traditional cart is defective in design. The 
draught power of the animal, is wasted due to 
friction resulting from rough bearings and crude 
and inefficient harnessing, etc.,The wobbling rim 
cuts intofthe road surface and daQQes it. Tare- 

I 

transport 100 billion tonne-km. 

Investment in the animal-drawn vehicle system r ‘-L 
may be around Rs. 30,000 million while invest- 
ment in railways is Rs. 40,000 million. 

For short distances, over small roads and where 
loading and unfoading time is high compared to 
travel time, carts are most economical and the 
appropriate form of transportation. 

Trucks become economical only when the dis- 
tance moved per-hay is 100 miles or over. Thus, 
in urban areas, carts are appropriate for numerous 
odd jobs where trucks are *not’ competitive. 

. 

In 50 per cent of India’s villages which have no 
roads, bullock-carts constitute the only means of 
transport. 

Carts will remain on India’s roads for a number 
of years to come. We must learn to live with them 
but they must be technically improved. 



For field tracks and kutcha roads which are un- 
even, the bearings must be such that they do not 
break; hard rubber ,bushes have been suggested 
for this purpose. For all paved roads and for city 
traffic, hard rubber or pneumatic tyred carts-must 
be introduced in order to avoid road damage. 

The improved carts will result in 

n higher income to the carter 

2 R additional employment 
r R increased transport capability ( 

n reduced damage to roads _, 
I longer life for the animal 

n even better treatment for it if one may dare 
to hope. T 

Veterinary services are inadequate in India, parti- 

cularly in the villages. 

n The crushing. of animal testes for castration 

i-; and the branding of animals with hot iron 

. ,. 
:?:hould be prohibited by law. 

+ey Shoeing practices should also be made more 
humane and hoof-shoe’s should’be manufac- 
turned in a range of sizes. 

, 

. 

Better draught breeds of cattle should be Y 
evolved. 

Slaughter-houses have to be modernized. 

Stunning before slaughter should be made 
compulsory in law. 

Whipping and the inhumane punishing of ani- 
mals should be banned. . 

Overloading,‘overworking and the use of sick 
animals for work should also be prohibited. 

The machinery for the enforcement of law 
should be strengthened. * 

- ___- . . . . . . . . ---- 

The SPCA should be invested w@h enabling 
powers and its”‘resources and staff augmented. 
Persuasion should be tried to the utmost be- 
fore resort is had to law and its enforcement. 

Citizens should be enrolled for enforcing laws 
regarding work-animals. 

Public consciousness should be created to 
ensure a better deal for the work-animal and 
non-formal programmes of education struc- 
tured for the-benefit of personnel dealing with ~. 
animals. 

‘Credit for the purchase of carts of improved 
-designs should be arranged through co-opera- 

>‘1’,‘1 _I~,‘.‘.‘l’.‘,‘.~‘~‘~.I.. / 

n Devices for prot&ing%e hooves and legs o’f 
-_^ _, -ltiV&o-~~~;------- 

animals yoked to the plough should be de- w 
signed. . . 

Massive R & 9 efforts should be mounted on 
a regional basis to improve carts, ploughs and 

H , Fortified feed should be manufactured at vil- farming implements generally. 

lage-industry ‘level and its consumption by II An Animal Energy:Development Board must 
’ small and marginal farmers should be sub- be set up for funding research studies and - 
’ sidized. the implementation‘of new designs. 

T%nn 
r- -, 

i. 
. ‘. . 
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THE MODERN ANIMAL-DRAWN CART: 

I ITS ANTECEDENTS IN TRADITION AND HISTORY 

Bulloc’k-carts have survived into modern times from a roadless era. Yet roads 
were in existence on the lndian sub-continent during the times of the Rig V&z- the ’ 
earliest extant literary evidence for archaeology and sodial anthropology. Since 
then, however, great developments have taken place in science and technology. The 
pity of it is that these have passed the technology of the bullock-cart by which has 
stagnated over the centuries without reforming attention: . 

A -number of astute observers, both Indian and foreign, have commented on the 
co-e)tistence of the bullock-cart and subsonic and supersonic jet aeroplanes in India’s 
twentieth century. The co-existence of a traditional technology with a mechanized 
or modernized segment is not peculiar to th: bullock-cart transportation sector alone. 
Every society has means of caring for its improvident, its halting and its poor; it also 
develops means of catering for the demands of the indigent and the marginal * in 
society. These arrangements may not always be extant in their ideal or pristine condi- 
tion and may not fulfil the contemporary economic criterion; they may not even be 

t 

--7p++++~l - ; bz&- ~-de-~fa~~~~~~~l--~~~-~---ot~h~rwise..-~ -_ .~ -----IL- 

Here considerations of social and economic efficiency point to rival and even mutually 
opposed arrangements, and the two sets of arrangements subsist in society in a state 
of tension. The welfare requirement imposes a further burden on an activity that 
is not economically so,un$ Buses and the far-reaching railway network have thus 
wrested passenger traffic from bullock-carts. Yet the latter have maintained their 
absolute share of the tonne-kilometers of freight carried in, relation to other road- 
carriers; there is-indubitable evidence to suggest that animal-drawn carts have in fact 
improved on their past share of the traffic. Thus, the number of carts is increasing 
in the smal@r urban settlements, atid farmers who graduate into the ownership of a 
tractor still think it fit and necessary to retain work-animals and even a cart. 

The capability of the bullock-cart system to sway the economics of transporta- 
tion in the country derives’ from its socio-cultural foundations.’ It is indeed the 
symbol and an intimation of the social basis of a culture which planners and officials 
may only disregard at their peril. 

The national economy has need of such efficiency for its continued progress , 
while the gains of the past are also consolidated. In the long run, planning in our 
country must take this transportation capacity prov-ided by the bullock-cart system 
into account and its spontaneous and unaided growth. Probably because bullock- 
cart operations in farming are not monetized and much transporting is done on the 
farmer’s own account with the cart which is held by the farmer as balancing equip- 
ment to the animal-driven plough, the goods carried by the bullock-cart do not figure , 
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2 MODERNIZATION OF THE BULLOCK-CART SYSTEM 
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l 
in national statistics. It was in fact not until the Sixth Plan that pre-planninb exercises 
sought definitively and authoritatively .to quantify the frieght .carried by carts and 
the employment that this vital sector of rural transportation provided. Without 
special sectoral attention and reform, it is difficult to envision how the rural trans- 
portation Sector, which helps to diversify rural activity, can be reformed and made 
viable. The foregoing is the rationale of the decision of the Government of India 
to improve current designs of the animal-dra/wn carts- and generate the necessary * 
infrastructure for its modernization. In the accomplishment of this task, planning 
would doubtless ‘also draw on the potential provided by growing rural incomes and 
prosperity made possible by the-use of better seeds under the green revolution, the 
use of fertilizers and the growth of facilities for assured irrigation in large tracts 
of land. 

The design of the traditional bullock-cart has”changed little in centuries. The .’ 
wonder- ‘Is that it still remains viable while gradually approaching a state of ingenious 
simplicity. Its simplicity is testimony to the immemorial wisdom it embodies - the, 
bare& of hypothesis adapted to function. Yet the defects must be explained. Some- 
where along the .line in recent times, the growing -process of adaptagion came to an 
end. The appropriate‘technology policies of today seek to- conserve this received 
‘wisdom ahd persist with the exp1oitatio.n of local skills and materials in the non- 
otganized sector that co-exists with the modern sector using contemporary 
technology. 

__l-------. ~~ _.._. _-.~ -. _ _ __.. -- ._.._l-.~_ 

While commending the virtues of this venerable artefact from archaeological 
time, due regard must be paid to the technical and infrastructural defects and dis- 
advantages that the bullock-cart s&stem suffers from. Policy should take ,advantage 
of the natural and unaided groivth that is taking place-both in the matter of cart 
numbers and the extens he system to new uses and sectors. With this end 
in view, these papers ha sted piecemeal policies of soci’al engineering by which 
invidual cart components can be improved, existing carts upgraded in easy stages 
that the cartman can afford while wholly new designs are developed to meet the 
undoubted demand that arises for new carts and others on account of replacement. 
Animal energy which irovides the motive power for the cart system should also be con- 
currently upgraded by a variety of measures outlined in the papers subjoined below 
in this vqiume. Modernization, sthen, involves the input of scientific thought and 

&design of sub-assemblies as well as of the total cart system in the light 
develbpe’l in papers that follow. 

-. 

4 .-. 
Fin’ally, the performance of the carts must be assessed in the labgratory and 

on the.field, and the experience of tlie cart-owners must be fed b&k into the 
modernization exercise. This has evolved as the minimum procedure necessary for 
proving improved carts’ and covponents-in the course of extended con#tations held - 
between IIM-B project personnel and funding authorities, suc11 as the *Ministry of 
Shipping and Transport. of the Intel-‘-Ministerial Steering Group on the Bullock-cart 

, or the Department of Science and, Technology. ,Above’ all, the projected reform 
entails the crucial organization and management inputs. The overall objective is to 
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preserve an existing contrivance and technology that is sefviceable and remains 
apiropriate to demanband to stages of growth, and to maximize its benefits. The 
role of the bullock-cart in the total transportation system of India must be measured, 
legitimated and put dn a sound foundation. If carts are going to be with us for many 
decades to come, this is the least that can be done. It is important to recognize that 
what is being attempted is not a retrograde exercise intended to prop up an anachro- 
nistic or antique device in a revivalistic self-regard’for our tradition. 

1 

- Those who refer derisively to the bullock-cart age as outmoded ignore the i=___b. 

quitousness of this form of transport in India. Also the opening up of the’ $ est 
in the United States to large-scale immigration from the Eastern seaboard and from 
Europe and the epic-like colonization that followed was based on the four-wheeled 
stage-coach drawn by six or eight mules, and on the horse. There were no roads - 
only trails blazed by the pioneers. The culture ot these Social Contract states of 
the South (as they have been referred to) w?s based on the raising of beef on hooves, 
later on sheep-farming and thence on the art of “the sod-busting dirt-faimer”. The 
railroad, law and o.rder, automobiles, and highways came after the pioneering task 
had been largely fulfilled through the vision/and enterprise of the early immigrants. 

/’ 

Animals are still used the world over in farming an&- -for hauling carts, The . 
relation between man and beast is a time-honoured one an’d can beeome intimate as 
in the case of man, dog, and horse. In tiines’of shared danger and privation as in a 

-;ctesertat~~~~u~nt~mac~-~s-‘t7e-err kIxrwn--tc-&7poignariY ‘v’al m-i&- 
a fowler and .;i hunter of birds, brought to bear sublime devotion Bnd a poetry that 
partook of th?,, music‘ of singing birds upon the natural instincts he appeared. to take 
over from them. Apart from horses with fancy riding gear and fed on sugar, the 
intirn&y berween man and animal has been celebrated in myth, lege,nd and literature. 
Even today a farm-bred animal is cherished like no bought-out animal can be, 
Animals have been property since the time Job lamented the loss of his chattel (the 
origin of the word’cattle) encompassed through Satan’s strategm to test Job’s.devotion 
to God. As against holocausts and the sacrificial offerings of valued animals to pro- 
pitiate Gods, which may offend against tender susce 
delectable sermon to the birds, Early man believed B 

ibilities, there is St. Francis’ 
at he could acquire the valo.ur 

and cunning of fierce animals by eating their flesh. Animals with superadded features 
like the unicorn and a horned horse form part of the heraldic devices of European‘ 
,nobility. -,: 

India possesses an astounding number and variety of work-animals perhaps 
like no other country in the world. This relatiofi between natin &d beast has sub-” 
sisted since hi,stol-ical times and the technologies based on animal energy have changed 
little since those days; but would admit of ,great improvement. Intensively used 
animal-powered devices and components tliereof have, however. been perfected in 
the light of contemporaneous knowledge and skills, e.g., the war chariot, the horse 
harness in cavalry, the use of mules in the stage-coach and.- as draught animals for 
.armour. Two-thirds of energy expen&Xl in farming derives from animals, and 
recently developed procedures for the utilization of animal dung in the village eco- 

% 8 
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nomy have put the economics of tie mechanical utilization of animal energy on a 
somewhat sounder footing. _ At any rate, on 50 p,er cent of India’s farms, which are 
knotin to be less than two hectares in extent, there can therefork be no question of 
reblacing them. In fact, the mahy small and marginal farmers who would. like to 
own animals of their own cannot afYord them. On the othei- hand, through carefully 
thought out breeding and feeding, farm animals yust be upgraded purposefully. 

It is a testimony to the place of animal energy in farming that the plough and 
s the cart fia\‘e not changed substantialry since Holier sang of the ploughing of Greek 

fields by oxen in his epic poems. It is not an accident that, on the 50 million 
small farms which cover 90 per cent of the holdings and 20 per cent of the culti- 
vated areo in the country, draught animals are the ‘farmer’s only capital apart from 
the land itsazlf and of course, the seed grain saved from the previous year’s harvest. 

To illustrate the antiquity of the cart from literary allusions in the Upmishacls 
and the Old Testament. The wheels are older than the cart, although both are’ well 
preceded in time by the instit%ons of domesticated animals and the special relation- 
ship subsisting between man and these animals.‘ If,the. wheel is earlier, it must surely 
be contemporaneous with the wooden log-roller rather than the patter’s wheel which 
probably belongs to later tiirie?. Timber must have then come into widespread use 
as construction material. The animal-cart belongs to the arts of peace just as the 
horse-drawn war chariot belongs to the arts of war since the pre-historic days of the 
.Ra~~~u~t~ Mdmbharntn and the Old Testament. Bhagard Gifh. i%S voucfiFa= -~~-~~ 
to Arjuna aboard a war chariot drawn by a team of splendid horses. In the Book 
of Judges (ch.l.v.20), Judah and Simeon smote the Canaanites and others and swept 
all before them because “God was wi,th them,” but they could not prevail over the 
tribes o? the plains as the latter’ had the use of an iron chariot. In later historical 
times, the Roman gladiators and warl:iors. used the perfected $ar chariot to devastat- 
ing purpose. The horse and the bull were probably the first animals to be hitched 
to the cart just as the caqel., the donkey and ‘again, the horse were the first 
pack-animals to be used on the desert. Remains of pre-Mongol warriors excluded 
by the Great Wall pf . China and ranging over 1800 miles of wilderness over 
Eurasia have been found by Russian- archaeblogists, together with the bodies of 
their mounts in the permafrost of Siberia in a fine state of preservation. Under 
varying conditions of climate and soil, the horse, the camel, the, mule, the buffald, 
the donkey, reindeer and dogs have been tethered to the cart. In Arctic snow, 
however, dogs are used to draw sledges without wheels. In wilderness and desola- 
tion, man has sought and favoured the company of;animals and trusted himself to 
their instinct for sa[ety in adversity. 

The cart of ancient times was referred to by means of such diverse Sanskrit 
appellations as anus, jakata, chukri, “or karutha. The word cart is possibly derived 
from karathu meaning a contrivance. In olden times, anas, sakuta, and chakri were 
used by common people for the conveyance of men and tiaterials. Anas was’s cart 
which made a shrieking sound caused possibly by moving parts not lubricated or well 
fitted to one another. Saki2ta’could convey groups of persons and/or heavy baggage 
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Clznkri, as the name suggests, was equipped with chakras or wheels. Another highly 
ornate form of the cart, which royalty and the affluent used, was called a rat/l. The 
Prainopanishad mentions that the wheel (the pre-eminent Pram) had six spokes, each* 
of which is likened to UCJCIIZN, nym~a and the other vital airs that animate and ennoble 
the ,humari body. The Indian raths were four-whe&,led, unlike other chariots ‘which 
had two rollers. 5 In the liavyas, the shape of the Saptarishi R$andala is likened to 

, a topsyturvy cart. By an extension of the similie, Sanskrit literature goes on boldly 
to suggest that the bull-drawn cart derives its energy from the sun. It is day when 
Aruna, the lamed charioteer of Surya, emerges on the horizon in his rnth drawn by 
many horses. 

~\ 
1 . 

In this contrivance. powered by animal energy, the wheel has always been the 
most important component. it is important in that it has been used independently 
as a roller, and as a wheel by the potter; it is indeed so used to this day. IfXpurpose- 
fully employed, the wheel can be used to gain a mechanical advantage. In history, 
man has used it to multiply the work input of his arms, legs, the mus@es of his glisten- 
ing and sweating back or in this century’of computers, even that C$ his brain. 

, 

1; ancient Buddhism, the wheel signifies dharnza, and it forms part of the arch9 
trave surmounted by three lions. This device taken from the Saranath pillar is em- 
blematic of the State in India, In darker contexts, the wheel has betokened inexorable 
justice (“the wheel of fire”) and in the rou!c@e, it symbolizes-~hs~~-d~~f-~---~~~ 

__ ---7 

fortune,-.7be.la-~g~~~r;~-~~~~~~~’ carved stone-wheel in the Sun Temple at ~._. _-~--- ~-- 
Konarak is conceived as a paradigm of all wheels and intended to make them all 
beautiful. 

a 

. The undercarriage of the cart is elaborately carved in wood - with figurines 
of gods, godesses and of Nandi, Lord Siva’s valzafza - in stepped tiers and ascending 
hierarchy. The art of the wood-darver, akin at once to those of the sculptor, the 
master-builder, and the architect is used to depict the stories of the Hindu epics, 

e- 
as well as th& exploits and the claim to divinity of the deity to whom the temple is . 
consedrated. In South India, every major temple has sucha car, and many of them . 
are kept in an excellent state of repair, the wood-carver and carpenter alway’s- being 
ready at hand. ,5 These chziriots attest to an ifiportant stage ,in the evolution of 
vehicles used ih ancient India. Many temples in India possess temple-cars. On 
festive occasions, which is usually once in a year, the deity is taken out in a proces- 
sion on one of these cars, which is invariably temple property. These chariots are 
generally four wheeled and massively built. ’ The wheels ark often of solid wood, 
the segments bolted and riveted together into place. On the day of the procession, 
l&erally hundreds of devotees lend a hand in pulling the cart, tethered to massive 
ropes, along a processional route. It is preceded by a choir or a group of priests who 
chant Vedic hymns or specially composed praise For the local deity. The figures 
of Gods carved in metal are decked up in miles qf garlands strung together with 
flowers. The car flies the local temple flag and its top.half is decorated with exquisite 
tapestry which is made to do service also as loose covers for the pillars. The temple- 
car, as indeed the culture of the Hindu temple, has always heavily relied on the skills 
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of local artisans and craftsmen and the temple and the co.ngregatiof;, reflecting its 
\,alues and aspirations “both for here and hereafter” and those of society at large. The 
evolution of cart n~orph~l~~y and structure has been rather more fanctional. Ill . 

the days of the alfluent Vijayanagara empjrc, a chariot \us built out of locally dccurri;ig 
granite. Elephants \brere ust’d to haul such massive carriages. It is not an accident 

” that the temples of KhaJuraho, Mahabalipuram and the single-cell precursor of the 
Hindu temple, >+,hich writers on architecture such as O.C. Gailguly have identified,- 
are modelled on the rut/la or chariot of Hindu tradition - apart from the fact! of 
course that the’ architect, sculpfor, &%ster builder, and t$e wood-worker were influ- 
enced by the same ideals, structures and motifs. The voden. temple-carsi-r-emarkably _,“~ 

* -l 

stable for their height, hold many lessons for c?I:& technologi$ts even $ our o$& day. * I 2 
The Moguls generally, and followirig them, the Rajputs and Tippu Sultan ,ipi Mysore, 1 t 
successfully used the animal-drawn cart for purposes of war? The cavalry 1 horse 1 ,I 
and the I;iule and bullock-drawn cannons formed an integral part of- the sqnour of * ‘* a 

the Indian army. 
P . 4, 

\\ 6 n 

. Carts have bee@ made of durable materials, such as hard wood, ,ir& or mild steel. 
Two large-sized wheels are attached to eitha- end of an axle which:is usutilly enclosed ’ 
in a wooden’box. The axle was made of different kinds of wood or steel or ofcombina- 
tions of the two. The width of the wheel rini, the diameter of the wheel, the number 
of wheel segments, and above all, the weight of the cart were prescribed in Sanskrit 

._ --- - manuals_.and by .~~;ilds-.ofmaster- crc2ftslnen~i_Il_~~~~e_I_1_~.. i~~ld .m&~~~vaJ India!- Two.. _~ - .- - .-~ 
draw-bars or pull-beams connected the yoke to the~platfofm or in some cases; directly _’ 
t-0 the axle. The carts. are hauled by a single animal or by a pair, but’ the double- j. 

‘_ harness cart appears to have. been the more favoured in India for prescriptive, 
traditional reaions. In wrzggons or coaches drawn sometimes by as many as six. 
mules OI- horses, in Europe and the USA, both the laden weight and the width of the rim 
were prescribed b,y law. Stage-coach owners and coachmen objected to this, as, 
contrary to Vagh‘s supposition, the number of mules had to’ be increased as a .result 

- of the road-saving reform thanks to the increased friction between the enlarged wheel 
surface and the track. The law was eventual@ observed in the breach before it was 
revoked altogether. It is important to note here that the Indian bullock-cart goes 
kvhere there are no roads. Indeed, the stage-coach of nineteenth-century U.S.A. 
blazed all the trails that became the major highways of the twentieth century. In the 
history of land locomotion, the ,animal-drawn cart has indeed earned pride of place. 

Early in the 193Os, Dunlop Rubber and Tyre Company Limited introduced 
pneumatic tyres qn$ tubes for animal-drawn vehicles. Although struct+u-ally adapted 
to higher loads and greater speeds for a’nimal-drawn vehicles, the objective was really 

- to avoid’ road damage caused by the cutting action of the iron rim holding together ‘\ 
the segments of the traditional wooden wheel.’ As the pressurized tyres and tubes ; 
required to be held firmly, sp&ial dish-shaped hubs and concave metal rims were also 
introduced. Steel axles which soon followed completed the sub-assembly. The’ 
pneumatic wheels were smaller in diamctcr and wider in rim width than the con- i’* 
ventional wooden wheel. The latter was rigid and offq-ed no cushioning effect. 

0 
, 

/ - 
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The Dunlo; promotional campaign was instructive atid designed to sedure consumer 
acceptance. * I 0 

. 
5 About this time, .the Council of the Indian Roads Congress (IRC) also insti- 

tuted *annual prizes for the best designs of the tyrized cart, and these were awarded 1 - 
at lo&l ca‘ttle fairs. @‘cording to a recent Dunlop estimate, the_re now exist 6,00,000 

II c.arts s~pread o\le$ the &untry which are so tyrized. The need for cost reduction in n 
.Fart +semblies and components has always been a felt need. par the int’roduction 

R 6 ” of AQV (animal-drawn vehicle) tyres soon brought in their wake the use of*second- 
h&l equipment and i.mprovised devices. Thus, the rejected wheel-and-axle sub- 

k I,.: 1 asSemblies of &b*&lescent trucks came to be employed in wooden carts. Such carts 
tz;. ’ too fornl~Qa sizable proportion of vehicles which can claim to have been improve 

& . they combare favourably with formally upgraded ADV carts which constitute abo 
4.6 per cent of the total. 

< 

. . 

Factory-manufactured axles for animal-drawn vehicies are now produced fol 
track widths of 1320 mm, 1370 mm and 1525 mm. Axles of special widths are also 
custom made on request. The sub-assemblies were also additionally equipped with 
hubs and ball or roller bearings, and carts operating on undulating terrain were furni- 
s-hed with brakes. The body atop the chassis was alsoccustom built and adjusted 
to the, nature of the freight carried. The foregoing features formed part of the first 
package of imprqvements. \ ?Q 

-- . - ..r_ -- . . .._. . . . _ ,. - _ _ _ 
As noTiced elsewhere in this volume, production research on cart equipment 

continues to this day and the future may well yield interesting variations on the I 
present-day pneumatic tyre as heralded by the Firestone hard-rubber tyre designed 
for the large-diameter wooden wheel. l$ is easily maintained, is certainly a more 
versatile traction device and calls for a inuch smaller initial outlay. The pneumatic , 
tyrization. of carts, however, received. an early set-back. At the 1941 session of the 
Indian Roads Congress held in Delhi, Mr. K. G. Mitchell, then President, 
referred to this in his, address and added: “. . .and we have an analogous proposal 
to consider whether anything can be done to evolve a wheel less damaging to roads 
than our steel-tyred enemy that could be made in the village”. In pursuance of 
Mr. Mitchell’s proposal, a Sub-committee of the IRC on Bullock-cart Transportation 
was set up in April 1944 with Sri B. V. Vagh as leader; He submitted his final report - 
on his investigations in April 1950 following six years of testing and experiments. 

s 

The wheel came in for detailed investigation at his hands. In his report, Vagh 
mentioned two types of wheels commonly met with in -India: ,(I) the arm-type in 
which three pairs of arms pass through the hub and also through one another; and 
(2) the spoke-type in which 12 spokes are secured fo a hub. In addition, he cited 

, two other.t.ypes which were known if not as common: (i) a solid wooden wheel of 4. 
small diameter; and (ii) a combination of the spoke and t,he arm-types.: .uX- I ’ 

, 4, - ._ r. ~ - 
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I 

entitled “Tests on. Dunlop Pneumatic Equipment for Far’m Carts” by Wynne 
Sayer, B.A., Dip. Agri. (Cantab.) from the Inlyericrl Agricultrrrist: 1!933-34. Then trials 
were conducted at. the Imperial Institute of Agricultural Research at Pusa in Ne’w 
Delhi. The report estimated the number of arm-type carts at 26.5 lakhs and that 
of the spoked type at 52 lakhs out of a total cart population of little over ,80 lakh 
animal-drawn vehicles in the country at that time. ” 

Sri Vagh recorded his views on the var.iant.wheel sizes in the following passage. 
“In the case of an automobile, it is possible to design the body to carry a certain 
load and then provide -an engine powered suitably to pull it. In the “case of a cart, 
the bulloch-cart and the chassis were [here, and the only item which can be adjusted 
to the work is the wheel. What the carter is concei-ned with is the cost and tractive 
effort of his wheels and not any particular wheel diameter.” So he concluded that 
variations in ctheel-diameter were fortuitous and -,unavoidable. Sri Vagh further, I 
found that larger diameters were necessary in zone 1 (Tamil Na@u. & Karnataka) 
to carry average loads of 199 maunds per cart while zone 11 (Maharashtra and Andhra 
Pradesh) could afford to have smaller diameters for an average load of 148 maunds, 
available per cart. The wheel diameter decreased further in zone III (Madhya Pra- 
desh for the most part) with an average load of 93 maunds. Sri Vagh was thus -able- - 
to establish a correlation between the average load and the .diameter of the wheel. 
In zone IV (Rajasthan) due to -the aridity of the soil, commodity output was - 
low and an average cart-load of agricultural produce weighed much less than in 

_ ZO&S -1 J -- 1 I and- .I1 I, wheel-diameters also declined. Vagh’s findings from zones V 
and VI were, however, recalcitrant where the load customarily carried was found to 
be the highest for any zone while wheel diameters were the smallest.’ Vagh himself 
put down his deviation as due to the regional practice of using two bullocks and to 
the broader platform over which the load stress was spread more widely. 

_’ 1 The following five more important among Vagh’s many recdmmendations were 
conGde:ed ‘by the Bullock-cart Sub-committee of the Indian Roads Congress. 

il) There was no need whatever to replace the traditional wheel of his time which 

8 was structurally sound, had stood the test of time and could be manufac- 
tured in villages with locally avtilable materials and skills. (The truth 

. 
of this finding is now being rediscovered.) 

(2) ,.The tyre should be 3.5 in. wide with a steel section of 3. 5ri 0.375 square 
inches; diameters m’ight be varied from 3 to 5.25 ft. Even %@.,tyres would I‘ 
avoid road damage. While computing damage caused t&“‘roads by the 
traditional bullock-cart, Vagh estimated that about;:20 per cent of the 

? . total carts were, on an average, 6ut on the roads at any one time. 
-* -, % : -. I -I 
Ji (3) The axle should have lathe-turied*ends and should be fitted with a single ) - -’ , _. . 

bearing covering the entire width .of the hub or the axle journal instead of 
a pair of bearings. Sucli fitment makes for flexibility and self-alignment. 



k4) The States would find it reasonable and worth while to spend the whole 
r. 

3 .: 
or a major part of the money saved through the avoidance of I-dad damage 

,b - to the improving of animal-drawn cart designs. 

, 
I (5) New materials for cart components should be tried out’. 

! Vagh’s study uas conducted for, and under _the leadership of, the IRC. 
.’ As such, these recomlnendations were not addressed’ to any specific implementing 

agency. In the result: -they have awaited implementtion to this day. .Although 
agriculture and the kind of roads relevant to bullock-cart transportation were plaqed 
in the State schedule of the Constitution inaugurated in 195 1, the Central Road 
Research Institute (CRRI). set up as one of the national laboratories under ‘the 
administrative control of the Ministry. of Shipping and Transport, has been conti- 
nuously engaged in research on road damage caused by a number of agencies including 
animal-draw>1 vehicles. Althougli the CRRI .is concerned primarily with soil OI 

traction surface and load relationships, they did design a camel cart with impro$ed 
draft capability for use in the arid Rajasthan desert, to which water for cultivation 
is being brought from the Rajasthan, the hakra and Gung canal systems. These carts 

. are now being used extensively for transp 
Public Works Department and so to exten 

~_ 
1 

rting construction materials by the State 
ing the water channels up to Jaisalmar. 

. 7, 

Under thl first five year plan, “the I1 Planning Commission had. recom;ended 
the setting up in every State of a s.zparats section in. the Department of Agriculture 
with facilities for whole-time research od agricultural implel!lents and. farm tools 
of indigenous origin. Evidently, t%e Corn/r&ion had in n-iind the devices that use 
animal energy for rotary power as well ‘as for traction. Durifig the second plan, 
the Planning Commission renewed, its cal 1 to the State, .Agricultural Departments to 
dekote increased attention to the evolvi&.of improved ‘farm machinery and imple-’ 
111e11ts. A conferqnce of agricultural% engipeers fl-& the, .!$ates convened by ICAR 
in 1953 recomm>nded that a countrywide survey* of igricultural implements be ‘con- 

- ducted‘in the first instan&--their variety, design, imodes of n?anufactur& jnetatluriical 
. qua!ity and perfo,rmance. A sur\-‘ey #was sanctibned in 1954 by ICAR in’ pursuance 
of the< above recommendation and was completkd by the l$ddle of,,. 1957, But the 
bullock-cart did not come in for attention until a s:cond stage in,the survey. c . _ , . * 0 . - . e 

.In the’ second phase, Sri C. S. Sridharatiy until r:cently Assistant Directqr- 
Ger!ctral (Agricultvral, , Engineering), br ught e cane-crushers, chaff-cutters, paddy- 
hullers, ’ threshers, decorticators, wafer-li, ting equipment etc., and the bullock-cart 
within the purview of his study which cov c red the period 1958-60. .A tabulate 
of quantified particulars about the structpre and performance of tiyo to fou 
cart types from each State are set I%rthj in the ICAR Report.~ The sociq 
basis of cart operations and their contribution to the rural and u-I-ban economies and 
income. were not studied. Also the lim ted terms of reference piecluded an investiga- 

t tion of the defects of existing carts or any argument for redesign. . . . . 
B ” 

.I 
c 
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Statement II shows that the widened rim for the cart,wheel prescribed by Sri Vagh 
did not find favour with cart manufacturers and therefore cart-users. As the whee,l 
diameter reached a maximum of 6.5 feet, the rim width narrowed to I .5 in. The 
report showed that the axle continued to be haitd made for the most part. The 
occasional use of bearings and the use of new materials for components was also 
‘remarked on by the surveyors. A detailed study of the filled questionnaires brings 
out the need for the support of financial agencies and banks for spearheading any 
movement for the redesign of bullock-carts. Importantly, the report showed that 
there had been no fall in the number of carts since Vagh’s time. Despite the noticeable 
increases in motonized transport, cart numbers, too, had significantly increased. For 
the first time, thought had been given to the manoea~I-ability of carts, and to the 
vertical load incident on the animal-neck, detailed reference to which subject is 
made in subsequent papers. 

A word must be said about the plan strategy for increasing food production 
and the stepping up of productivity in agriculture. The latter became a serious 
concern under the second and subsequent plans. For some time between the second 
and third plans, it was seriously hoped that the mechanization of farming and allied 

P 

operations through labour-saving devices, such as tractors, threshers and harvester- 
combines, would not only increase food production but make extensive and intensive 

’ farming possible. In the main, river valley projects sought to extend the area under ‘, 
irrigation while conferring other area benefits, such as flood control, power generation 
and integrated development of whole river valleys. It must be admitted in retrospect . 
that the high hopes vested in mechanization did not bear fruit. The return to an em- 
phasis on chemical and labour-intensive methods of increasing land yields, became abun- 7 
dantly, evident in revised statements of policy. Since then, the accumulation of capital 
in agriculture is not now stressed as the surpluses available from farming are still 1 
low. The development of agriculture in the five-year plans has instead rested on 

* infrastructur’al ‘development, fertilizer and water inputs and improved seeds. 

‘%’ Gradually, in ,fufilment of modest p!an targets, the length of surfaced roads 
has increased, and new railway routes, which were previously thought uneconomic 
and which connect centres of production and consumption, have come up. Against 
this backdrop of all-round mechanization and upgrading of technologies, the animal- 
drawn vehicle, howlever, continued to hold its own in the rural areas against alter- 
native modes of transport. Where machines failed to ma.ke man and his worldly 
goods more mobile in consonance with fresh demand, the work-animal stepped out = 
and stood in the breach. And. the design ofthe cart from antiquity continued to serve 
man well. 

Mixed farming, the-.-white revolution, poultr;y-keeping and piggery were empha- 
sized as subsidiary occupations in order to reduce seasqnal unemployment in the 1 
countrysi.de. 6‘ A ,’ ._ 

7 
, 

In the changing rural scene, “work-animals lost some of their pre-eminence and 
0 

a fine pair ofdraught bulls (never in the old daysyhered to a common plough) and 
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the cart were no longer a symbol of social status. The performance efhciebIcy Sf 
bullocks, too, fell steeply due to a let-up in genetic upgrading, poor feeding and the 
non-castration of scrub and nondescript cattle. The work and life-span of farm 
animals had suffered a steady and severe reduction over the generations. This decline 
was, compounded by the defect\,ve mechanics of motion in the implements joined to 
the work’anjmal. The carts and farm animals began to be perceived as an anachronism 
on the national scene. The area under pasture and common grazing rights shrank r) 
in area, and there was no organized raising or sale of cattle0 feed to make good the 
shortage. The yield of hay from improved non-lodging varieties of grain crops also 
decreased significantly. There was, and still is, a marked lack of intensity in the 
raising of fodder grasses as second__ and third crops. The Key Village Scheme 
and subsidies paid by State Governments for the raising of green fodder touched only 
the fringe of the problem. The exploitation of animal energy could only gain in 
efficiency as part of the overall rural development proces;; so it a-ppears. 

In 1963, the Programme Evaluation Organization of the Planning Commission’ 
undertook case-studies of the relative roles of the bullock-cart and the truck in rural 
transportation. The survey was conducted in five m~mclis: Tindivanam (in Tamil 
Nadu), Lasagoan (in Maharashtra), Sirhind (in Punjab), Gorakhpur (in Uttar Pra- 
desh), and,Sainthia (in West Bengal), and it showed that average loads ranged from * 
300 to 1,200 kg. While reports of freight. loads brought to these mundis varied from 
about 430 kg., to 860 kg., the average distance from the village, where the produce 
originated, to the murldi ranged from about 15 to 20 km. The cSidth of the iron-rim 
on the traditional wheel varied from 40 mm to 100 mm. The mrndi respondents 
estimated that the- number of bullock-carts had increased by 5 per cent annually. u 
That is to say, the natural growth rate in this form of transportation was able to take 
the growth of agricultural production in its stride. Finally, bullocks were the most 
popular draught animals in use, buffaloes and camels also coming into &r-easing use 
in certain parts of north India. The survey undoubtedly served to establish the- 
vital role of animal-drawn vehicles in the rural transp&-tation of the country. 

The relation between road development and the growth of bullo&cart traffic 
? 

~ is 3 complex one. The number of.bullock-carts in the rural areas has much do with ;% 
the absence of roads in them. The fifth five-year plan postulated the highest rate 
of growth ever for road transport; the objective was to ensure that the remotest 
village in the countryside did not lie farther than eight km. from a surfaced. road. 
The supply of electrical energy for farming in the rural areas is subsidized, and the _ 
effective demand for energization in the villages did-not still justify the extension of 
distribution lines to fdr-flung farming outposts in’$he vfl 
to tra&mission and distribution costs. 117 operationaf 

s,+~, which greatly a@ded 
I 1;17is, therefore, animal’ 

energy still enjoys an economic advantage to which sufficient attention *has not been 
. drawn in State and district-level plans. FOJ small; farms an.$ g variety of ancillary . I, ” 

uses, therefore, there is often no alternative to the ,use of animal energy. Among 
village people, the reliance .on the plough, the bullock-cart and animal-based imple- * 
ments continued to be as great as before. For short hauls, small*~ioads, versatile , 
movement over any available surface and low freight charges, the cart has no peer 

1 
-1 , --.- _ ._ 5 \ 
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/ - ! The ofhcial project awarded to IIM-B in -1976. by the Department of Science 
and Technology was funded only modestly in relatmn to the wide-ranging objectives 
implicit in any programme for bullock-cart redesign. That it “was an undifferentiated 
project is also borne out by subsequent developments; the IIM-B is now conducting 
a socio-economic survey of cart operations, a mechanical redesign project and another 
project bearing on work-animals and animal energy. An attempt ‘is being made t,o 
retrieve bullock-cart technology from neglect and desuetude. I In 1975, the Prime 
Minister of India called upon scienti$s and engineers to work on simple problems of 

(l. 

d 

i society that required immediate attention, and illustrated her-exhortation by referring 
to the bullock-cart as an example of a. technology which scientists should reform in . 
order IO contribute their mite to the development process. 3 

dh--- - 

either in the rural areas, or, for that matter, in the towns and cities. ’ It is still 
cheap, readily available and safe. ’ _ _’ 

.- 
nril 

. 

At present, the ‘cart-owners and operators depend on money-lenders for their * , 
financial needs, paying interest rang& ‘from 40 to 100 per cent per year. With the 
abolition of usurious money-lending in the villages, co-operative societies, lead banks, 
the State Bank of India and rural banks are ‘expected to step in and finance the pur- - . 
chase of car-ts and animals,.’ ,The survey showed that, for the most part, farmers a 

effected these purchases with owned”Dfunds. For most farmers, the plough on the 
oneSide and the cart and animal on the other (if they could afford them at all) were 
the only capital they had. The high servicing charges payable for debts fur$her re- 
duced their disposable incomes. - 

In conclusion, the bullock-cart system is essential, but; in the rural areas, it is 
not yet viable economically. This introduction has l@ped* to state the problem 
and detail earlier attempts made to redesign and im@ove’ the animal-cart. It is 
hoped that it affords a” background against which &%seqyent papers can become 
meaningful. . 

-:- -. .;- 
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STATEMENT I 
\- 

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE ok IMPRQVEIJ AND TR&I$IONAL CURT TYPES 

. . . 

Serial 
NO. Description of Cal;t 

,- 

.’ . I 

- (One Maund =-: 52$ lb.) 
--- 

7. 
weight-of Cane- . Total Draw-bar Draw-bar Compaiative 

Empty, Cart load Weight Pull pull pel md. Draught 

in.mds. = in mds. in mds. in lb. in lb. . in lb. 
. 

_ I. Ploughed Lasd: 

Dunlop Wooden Cart 
Dunlop Iron Cart 
Farm Cart with Iron Tyte 
Cduntry Cart without Iron Tyre 

II. Comtr~* Cart Track: 

Dutilop Wooden Cart ’ 

Dunlop Iron Cart 

. Farm Cart with Iron Tyrc 
Country Cart without Iron Tyre 

9.75 25 

13.25 50 
10.00 . 25 
6.75 16 

34.75 112 3.46 
63.25 - ’ 308 4.87 
35.00 ’ 392 I I .20 
22:75 380 12.30 

34.75 48 1.38 
63.25 100 I .58 
35.00 60 I .72 
22 -75 80 3.52 

100 
115 

125 
255 

III. Ddop vs. Coutrtry Cart Track: 
Dunlop Iron Cart on Dunlop Track (made-up road) 13.25 50 63.25 75 I.19 100 

’ Dunlop Iron Cart on Country Track 13.25 50 63.25 , 100 I.59 u-z? a 

‘p ‘4 
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STATEMENT II1 

TR.\CTIVE EFFORT wiw 2” TYRIZIJD WHEELS IN ALL RANGES OF WHEEL ~IAhll:rms 

--. 

Zone 

p’ 

I 

Average 
Diaheter 
in inches. 

’ Tractive Efforf 
Incident on Wlkel 

in lb/ton ’ 
D 

66 10 

61 I/ 72 
. 

54 76.5 

53 78 
.a a 

50 ‘- 81 - ‘\’ 

45 86 
?I 

48 84.5 + 
42 95 

102 
144 

p I’ , , 

,L’ 

P 
” 

!. . % * : -_ 
STATEMENT III-A 1 

0 

: 
TRACTIVE EFFORT OF WHEELS WITH 3.5’ TYRE 

g. I 
I 

i 
e 

Average * Tractivc Effort 

-a. Zone Diameter Incident on Wheel 
. . in inches in lb/ton . P 

I 

60 

2 57 57: . 

5Q . 70 

3 . 45 

8 , 
4 39 

5 36 

69 
T 

.76.5 

. 
a 

a 

1 
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T&E BULLOCK-CART: A CASE OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY 

1. In discussions on economic development of under-developed countries, 
the choice of an appropriate t.echnology is always a crucial determinant and in any 
given sector, a measurable constraint as well. Published literature on the subject 
has centred round the idea of choosing technologies relevant and appropriate to the 
production processes and to the demand situation in the under-developed world. 
A great deal of work has naturally been done on these subjects already following 
debates,‘in national and international conferences. The problem of an appropriate 
tech’nology had to be solved before any useful recommendations could be made. 
Technological requirements are a function of the availability of productive sources, 
skills- and other needs peculiar to an environment or culture. 53 Critics have, h 

* psi&ed out that, ior the most part, 
wever, 

these = discussions, although often based on 
feed-back, turn out to be theoretical exercises intended to satisfy remote and speculative J 
minds and to obtain a consensus. 1. : The deliberations of social scientis& ‘where they 

. 
1, 0 are not purposefully orientated to action or where they lack a management component, 

have tende.d ‘to be like that. Their-aridity notwithstanding, there has been a marked 
Ipreoccupation with a trade-off between human (labour) and physical resources (capital) 
j in- order gainfully to. utilize the abundant human resourees available in the develop- 

. . ing wodd and the need to modern’ize prevalent technologies. This approach 
has been necessary in order to quantify and increase the per-unit yield of capital as 

* I well as of the other factors of production. To repeat, little of, the ‘literature has led 
to practical action, and it has not been concerned, as one might expect, with applying ,.~, 
proven technologies to known situations that cry out for rationalization or reform. V 
In this ‘paper, the intention is accordingly not to theorize, on choice of technology 

Rather it seeks to approach the problem from a practical point of view. 
-, 

per se. In 
other. words, this paper presents. a genuine case. for appropriate technology, which 
perm’ita widespread implementation. The bullock-cart in the rural transport sector 
is a. c,ase in point pm excellence. The choice of a technology and its transfer to the 
rural areas of Asia and Africa is an issue which is supr$mely.important to the growth ’ 
of these countries. Often, they can make the difference between the success and 
failure of their projects, programmes and plans. ,ri , 

. 

3 -. Simply, technology is the application of the principles of science to the 
problems of production. In many sectors, different technologies could be worked 
out to produce the same end-goods and set-vices. In the western world, large-scale 
mechanization involving heavy investment of capital contributed much to their econo- 
mic growth. During such periods,of growth, the demi%d for human-resource parti- 
cipation .was not so insistently political nor so concerted. All countries aiming at the 
ranid.. transfer ,mation aofthejr economies ‘have .vied with one another to+trans,plant 

‘, 
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these technologies u,hich have beep so successful in other contexts of time and place, 
whether or not these were’ appropriate to the new s’ituations of an abundant supply 
of idle and unskilled labour, low levels of skill formation and to consumer attitudes. 
Again criticism has rightly fastened on the fact that the stress has been on technical 
improvement rather than on attitudinal change or even q,n purposive education fol 
skill formation. Admittedly, capital-intensive technology may be the best where 
population and availability of skilled labour are both constraints or where 
tion process itself demands it as in ,the case of steel manufacture. ” 

he produc-, 
Lowe. level tcch- 

nology, which entails greater outlays on labour and smaller investment on producer 
goods, would tierhaps be better in a large number of other cases. A co+ntry has to 
choose a mix of technolog) for its various sectors depending on the si,ze and skilb 
equipment of jts labour force. This fact is on occasion lost sight of by planners and 
policy-makers in ‘contemporary developing societies, excessively preoccu$ied as they 
are with economies of scale: Often, e\‘en where applicable, these hav 
realized in practice. 

3. ‘In .countries like lnd.i&, the socio-econol;iic envirQliment. and the stages of 
development haLye not conduced to a repetitive r&applicatfon* of western models of 
development. In such countries, capital is a scarce ‘f&or, and it is unskilled labour 
that is abundant. Many of them depend on the ex@rt of <one or two p imary com- 
modities for the bulk of their foreign exchange needs. F,oreign d exc+ng availabili?y 
is in the result inadequate and c&en fortuitous as well since it is based on spurts 
of non-traditional exports to markets which have not yet be;ome settled Quyers. For, 
it is a repeat order that makes a client. It is, therefore, only prudent thtt, *herever 
possible,,. these countries adopt .techniques of production which call ’ forfh the large 
reservoirs of unskilled and semi-skilled labour ‘usually available in them while being 
economical of cap&al and foreign exchange. 

4. In the transportation *services t.pjt India is planning to get&-ate, [hen, 
labour-intensive technologies should receive adeq’uate emphasis. There js no <doubt 
that, for some &ng-distaqce transportation of goods, capital-intensive t~c’hnology 
is unavoidable. But foj- intra-sectoral transportation pn a small seal@ ‘the villages, 
there is a strong case for the retention of carts which use bio-energy as the prime 
motive power and are economical of c&pita1 into the bargain. Th&re are 70 ,~ million 
bullocks on the active list out of a total pdpulation of 80 million work-qnim&, and 
assuming an energy output of 0.5 hoi-se power per animal, the draught ariima!s 
supljly 35’ n?illion h.p. which is besides 64 per cent of all the energy inpht that ‘goes 
into the farming enterprise in India; hu!nan labour accounts for 23 per cent of 
the total energy used and a residual q:O per cent comes from mechanical and elec- 
tridal .sources. 

, 

5. Bio-energy from animals, t:en, is the principal source of motitve power in 
Indian farmi?g. Animal-drawn ploughs and vehicles.are part of the Indian scene and 
are SeiiqaP’generations older than its oldest trees. In ploughing, threshing operations, 
a’fid in inter-culture, where sowing for the crops takes place at differen\ times, 

. . 
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.fiibi irrigation Mells or from canals where these lie “at lower than ground level. Apart 
from these, the other major use for animal power is $1. the transportation of mate- 

irials and men. There is no alternative to lanin~al-drawn vehicles in certain remote 
areas and on trails which bypass the small towns or the r@ional and state highways L . 
and connect dne small village to another. There exists a colourful variety of animal- 
drawn carts in the country, such as the bullock-cart, the horse-ca,rt, the buffalo-cart, 
the camel-cart, etc. On a nationwide scale, the bullock-cart symb”olizes and subsumes 
all these other carts. In most parts, bullock-carts and buffalo-carts are the predomi- 
nant types in use. In s,atidy terrain, where the drag or the rolling friction is great, the 
camel-drawn cart! htis been preferred even to the four-wheel-drive jeep which consumes 
much more petrol than normally. 

/’ 

6. The majority of an estimated 15 million animal-drawn vehicles in the country 
are po\vered by bullocks and the balance by horses, camels and bufTaloes. Authentic 
responses to queries pertaining to the economics of animal-drawn vehicles on a 
nationa ide scale are not readily available. The aggregate investment in the system 
could (including the cost of animals) be of the order of Rs. 30,000 million. This . 
figure &erwhelmingly represents decentralized private investment by several millions 
of poor people. What makes norms so variable and information-garnering so 
hazardous is that more than 99 per cent of these carts lie in the non-organized sector 
so called. Again authentic data which enables one to quantify the employment 
that the system provides is unavailable. O.ne may tentatively say that 20 million 
people are involved in the system, part time or full time. Some% eke out a livelihood* 
from it; others use it- to augment low in’comes derived from other inefficient sources. 
Some of this is j:aluable indirect employment: the maintenance and upkeep of animals, 
assdciated veterinary services, the raising of forage and fodder crops and the pro- 
cessing of dry feed. The 1-t is impressive but when these operations are performed 
by a single individual as they often are on II small farm, they make for under- 
employment’jn terms of income if not in terms of time. Most other employment would 
ilso be part time as that of the village blacksmith or the-carpenter who have to colla- ’ 
karate both in tui!ding a cart or in effecting major repairs t&he modern wheel thereof. 
On the basis of prelimiriary estimates made in the course of sample surveys conducted . 
in certain selected districts in the country, it is estimated that over 60 per cerit of the 

” transportation needs , of the agricultural sector is .met by bullock-carts. Ninety-’ 
per cent of all intra-village goods transport is accounted for by animai-drawn ,v,ehicles,. 
‘All the cattle-feed, fuel, the farm-yard manure, and ‘drinking water are carried in 
animal-drawn vehcicles. ; 

: 9 T 

7. And this is the kind of freight which accpunts for greater mileage than the 
harvest which has at best to be carried only twice or thrice- in a year. Even in the c&e 
of cash crops, if the sugar-cane. or SCII’SZIIII is used for grrr-making or for oil extactipn in ’ 
killage expellers, motorized carriers are useless. Fuel is’ an important cargo in the 
villages of the north Tndian plains during the wintei, and cattle feed like berseenz 

in Haryana ‘or lucerne in the K-heda District of Gujarat js ‘significant in quantitative _ ~_~ 
terms particularly as with progressive-farmerswk~~e more TOT ~thelr 
animals than the city cart-drivers and are taking’ to dairying anmixed farming 5 

1 . ,$ 
I 
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.* 
increasingly: This scussion encompasses transportation of all agricultural produce, 
inputs and comma Ies of rural codsumption carried from the villages to the markets 
and 11ice I*erscI. 

8. Most of the above estimates are statistical rather than scientific; but they 
do seek to establish a mode of quantifying highly disparate categories of services 
perf&med by bullocks and carts. They err, if at all, on the side .of caution rather 
than otherwise. It may, therefore, be asserted confidently that the animal-drawn 
transportation system is vital to the countcy’s economy on all’ counts; in terms of the 
in\.estment involved, employment generated and the goods transported. As against 
the underestimate, the task of “monetizing;’ these operations or services and basing 
them on money transactions,.*and on iniputed and realized costs must rema~i a basic 
task’ of rural development aand not only of rut-ah transportation. 

9. The absence of authentic inforn;ation in nninial-drawn transportation in 
forms .f?om which meaningful conclusions can be derived must be con~nented upon 
at this stage. Planners have not cared enough to conserve while they generate afresh. 
Thus, the bullock-cart a& carts drawn by other- ttilimals have&ardly undergone any 

, change in design over the past several’ decades. This despit,e the fact that the spread 
of science and technology among economic sectors, levels and classes of population 
has been particularly impressive duzing the past two decades. There has been ,110 
systematic effort - because of a fatalistic belief in the inexorable passing’ away of the 
carts-to transmit the benefits of modern science and technology to the bullock-cart, 
the rural transportation and communication systeliis, as a whole. It is anomalous 
in particular that, while rural communications are being upgraded and extended, 
the bullock-cart which is the kingpin of the user systems has not had a look into at 
the councils of designers. For, in the transportation technology being adopted fol 
the country, the bullock-cart has found no place. It is true that some sporadic efforts‘ 
were made at improving the cart ih the past, particularly during and jfter ‘thirties. 
One may not ignore the painstaking and creditable work done by. the late Mr. B. V. 
Vaugh for bullock-cart technology. PrincipaTrMorts owed, however, to a 
concern for roads which the bullock-cart damaged. Mentiohmay also be made .of the 
emi~liently practical and useful work done’by the Dunlop Co 

% 
‘any which int?oduced 

pneumatic tyres for the first time during the ‘fo‘l-ties. The D 
Y 

nlop reform increased 
the load capacity of carts significantly and augmented earning ,while reducing overall 
road damage. It was not then timey&. tq;dii-ect attention on $he bullock-cart’in itself 
and improve it as a more efficient means of rural transport. Yet, to-day in 1979, 
there are no’ more than 800,000 improved carts on .fhk road: But even the fruits of 
such efforts have ntt been spread widely enough due to- the commbnication gap; the 
absence of a relevant authoiity of S‘tate interested in the problems of this non-organized 
and voluntary sector whi% lies astride the purvkw of many’authorities; due to the 
absence of‘adeciuate effort in social or infra-structure marketing; and in essaying new 

3sjm and w u11. ttrrimmediat&a4 the 

I 
bullock-cart be decl&ed aa “agricultural implement” so that rurql development funds 
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, 

could be di\,erted to bullock-cart modernization in small but recur&t quantities 
pending a major programmed eRo;;t at redesign. . 

.lD. The neglect of the system in the past &as-due partly to the feel,ing that 
bullgck-carts were outmoded 2nd on their way out. 
to yield plac$ to motorized vehicles. 

It was assumed that they’ought 
r The complementarity of the motorized a-nd ‘the 

il 
k bio-energy systems was (and is still) either not understood or ignored deliberately. 

The demise of the’ cart system appears to be more wishful thinking rather than based 
on any realistic assessment of the situation. For a nuhiber of reasons, the bullock- 
carts are bound to remain with 11,s for another 50 years and more. Long-distance 
rail transport is cheaper than truck freighting by road, and official ‘bolicy has recog- 
nized this complementarity between the medium-haul truck and.long-distance capacity 
of the railway system by allocating mutually exclusive spheres of operation to the two 
systems. There is no reason why this logic cannot be extended to cover the counter- 
part roles of the bullock-cart (short haul) and the truck (medium IuLII). 

” 

1 I. The cart apart, the bullocks, to which the cart is@ balancing equipment, are 
used for a variety of non-monetized farm operations such as the Persian Wheel, for 
lift irrigation from wells, for cutting green fodder, and for threshing. It is tethered 
to the gl1ilni for oil or cane-juice extraction., Fqssil energy in the. form of cheap 
diesel oil has vitiated the economics’ of the’ smali pdrm in the fo.llowing manner: 
a hired tractor can plough small farms more cheaply and more quickly than a pail 
of bullocks, and it can perfqrm- a variety of oth&r farm operations: e.g.,> pri&ide power 
for lift irrigation and carry inputs from the market. It has moreover a’ harvester, 
a seed-drill, and fertilizer application equipment attached to it. Tractor operations 
other than ploughing, however, are n?ore expensive, and the small or marginat. farmer 
cannot afford these. Of the majority of the villagers surveyed by the Indian Institute 
of Management, Bangalore, many were without bullocks of their own, and they were 
certainly the worse of-l‘ fo); it. Three facts must be asserted teliingiy to counter this 
false equilibrium establislied through an overhasty mechanization of fdrrn operations 
ai present being perfornied with the help of tractors: (1) the rising costs of crude 
v;hich can rise,-as has been predicted, to ahything up to $ 20 a barrel; (2) the social 
costs of displacement- of unskilled ‘labour that tractorization brings in its wake, which 

is uneconomical even in a State like the Punjab for fai-ms smaller than five acres; 
(3) the over-mine tization in operations in a small family farm, which can be wasteful 
of cheap labour, can be counter-productive and render the process of rural develop- 
ment unduly inflationary. Tractorization attempted by Pakistan, Tanzania and 
other Third World countries has failed to produce the hoped for results, An official 
reversal of policy has set in in these countries. ’ 1 

12. There are also sd‘cial and cultural factors associated with the neglect of 
this lystem, comparable to a similar neglect of other elements in our received culture. 
Some of. these. latter are cited below: 

1~ nol~cv~ the nrganizehurban sectorticlaimed far greater attentiq : 
than the decentralized and- often anon-organized rural sector ,because of the 



urban bias and background of those in cljarge of policy. The bullock-cart.’ 
is thus o!se among, many other elements of our rural culture the identity 

n of which is” being slowly eroded without good cause. 

(ii} As profit rates - either for manufacturing bullock-carts or in operating them 
- do not corilpare with returns in other sectors, it has not attracted private 
operators who can run a whole fleet of thepi. At Ijresent, the bullock-cart 

I . is mainly made (rather cu$om built) by village cl’aftsmen in response to 
specific demand. It is not for instance made in anticipation of demand. 

,.I (ifi) The educatidn system is iiot ‘Alive enough to those technological needs of 
society M’hich have a low science content. It has tended to lie imitative 
of the patterns prei&ent in the West, and of the needs of technological 
development arising in that region. 

(iv) i&elated issue is our dependence on these technologies of Western proven- 
ance. Much of the technological development in our country has been frankly 
imitative and dependent on the initiative o f, and work- done by, scientists 
in the West who deal bf necessity with their own problems - problems of 
their times and the;r environment. In cases like the bullock-cart, therefore, 
where the West has nothing to offer, v;c remain and stagnate where p/e 

c were ce@urieS ago; and 

(v) scientific personnel find that working on apparently common-place things 
like the bullock-cart does not evoke adequate social recognition, and work 

e satisfaction is detracted from as .a result. Social attitudes are such that, 
wherever innovation involves a break with the earlier technology, the work 
and the project become prestigious and attractive. Where the work involves 
the preservation and continuity of tradition, it loses interegt and importance. 
The traditional’bullock-cart has stood the test of time even if it is not yet 
viable in the modern world. It embodies the common-sense of many 
generations. Improvements to make it more serviceable would help to 
retain it as a functional but integral part of the rural economy. 

ItnefJiciem-ies -of Lkistirag Bullock-cart Dksigns ’ 

- 13. The btilbck-carts ~in4$&ing designs can be grouped into two broad cate- 
gories, 1-i:. , conventional wooden-wheeled and tyrized carts. The traditiorial cart 
consists of a baiic ‘structure of wood and steel-rimmed wheeis of large djtimeter. 
The improved carts ,are fitted with special axles together with ball-bearinks and 
pneumatic tyres. Carts with solid rubber tyres provide a variation on the lattei- 
de’sign element but are not met with too often. A further overlapping of categories 
arises from the fact that there exist single- as well as double-bullock carts. Ill 

certain urban areas, such as Delhi, there exist rubberized four-wheeled carts ass well. The 
size and disposition of the tyres resemble the arrangement obtaining in a tractor 01 
in a stage-coach used so successfully in the opening up of western United States in 
the last ‘quarter of the past century. The extra wheels make foi stability and bettel 
distribution of load, relieving the animal of some of the vertical load. Save for these 
aberrations, -most of the carts in the country are two-wheeled. For all this reform, -. 
tyrlzed carts ‘are, as. noted before, numerically still insignificant. The;e are important 



, 

c’xceptions to this 5tatcmcnt ho~\cvcr: in areas like Ganganagar District in Rajasthak, 
where because of the recentI!. :lvailablc: water from the Rajasthan, the Bhakra Nangal 

\ and i he Gung canal s~~tems, a beginning has been n1adt.z with improved carts. In 
fact’. a camel cart specialI! designed by the Indian Road Research Institute is used _ . 

” 

thtcnsi\el\, in the can-~ ing of’ building material‘s for the Rajasthan Canal system which . , 
is being extended up to Jaisalmer. In those 1.~1~1 areas where the proceeds of cl;sh 1 ’ 
CI ops .justif!’ and pa>. otl‘ the costs of the impro\‘enwnts, and in suburbapi and city 

. tr>flic. t) rizalion and other innovations ha~c foynd favo6r. Iniproveniei~~ it is impor-. 
tant to note herd. therefore. is not only a matter of technical design e@orC, motivation 
or extension \\orh: b1’1t it has also to be supported by the economics of an!mal-cart 
opel5ti~7ns in each c,isc’.’ That is how bul!ock-cart improvement i> integrally a part I 

of rural d<\t.lcpnxnt.’ For the rest, the problem i< one of reducing tlie c”ost of 
0 \ 

L impro\cmr‘nt and imqro: ing the profitability of operations, tal;ing.~advantage of the 
gron111 of‘ producti\‘e acti\ ity in the country5idc. In a Pecent seminar on bull&k-cart 
modcrni~atiun held in New Delhi at the Agri l%.po 77, I argued that .improvemcnts 
in i-ffcicnc>. follo\r ing redesign should lead, in the rural areas, predominantly” towards 

+ 

-. a conversio:l ~1‘ double-b.ullock into single-draft carts rather than to an aug.rnentat’io n 
of freiFi;r-capacity l?hich can only be obtainod in the larger towns and c&x . 

. 
t 

14. The conventional bullock-cart is technically defectiy in several way;, 
leading to operational inefficienci. It also damages the‘ road Jlndu-ly. In carts with 
pneumaCc tyrc’s. road damage is reduced substantially. The pulliilg effor~“necessaq 
!clt a gilen load is reduced and the’ overall carrying &pa&y cdnsiderabiy enlafged. 
,411 t> pes of buil,ock-cart operations dQ entail varying degrees of cruelty to the animals. 
Some of it i>. therefore, avoidable. Depctive ’ designs have added a?resh to the 
crue!ty resulting from the coiiap<e ’ of sensibility and that arising from Ilxm~n 
iylor:~llce. . 

Twhtroloyir~~rl Dqjcieucies qf’ Cotl\rntiotwl Cut-ts 
R,: 

! 
1 i&f : 

i 15. To repeat, the conventional hillock-cart (iith a’ f wooden wheels 
enclosed in rims of fbrged steel and drawn by one bullock; o Gr of bullocks) is \ . . 
ii:efficient in man)’ Mays. Its net loading capacity, dven with TWO bullocks, is less 
Lhan one ronne. and its weight itse[( is-about ,one half of the pay-load. Its pulling” * 
capacity is lo\\ and the dlag on the cart retards the animal and thus slows dowi the , 
system. - The neck of the bullock acts in effect ‘as ihe third resting point for ‘the 
combined weight of the cart and the load, the othc? two being the twQ wheels. Though , 
the c;irt might appear to be wel! balanced in a stationary position, this-is st;ldom true D 
in dynamic situations, and the \ertic:iI load on the neck increases, a goodly proportion 
of it being avoidable. Thus. though theoretically the bullocks are required only to 
haul tile load. in practice, they haVe botll to carry as well as pi111 it. The streSS*vcrti- 
tally incident on the animal’s neck reduces its ability to haul. In most parts of the ’ 
country, the bullock-carts have no braking device, and slowing down or stopping the 
carts is effected by bringing. to bear an unbearable Strain on the neck or on< the snout j. 
of the animals which are strung through with a rein or halter- of abrasive rope. 

i 
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,16. The coSt:of a cart pith a’pair of bullocks is around Rs: l,OOQ:to 230, ’ ’ , ’ _ 
and if t&e ‘aveiiage carryjng capacity of the conventional cart i’s less than a ton&, the ” 
returns ar: bound to ,be poor. Apart from the high cost of capital, exyeliditilrti has ’ . 
to be incurred on the mainten~ice. of the al?ima‘ls as wel,l<as on tl!e can’t.. Studies’ c * 

’ suoeest that the internal rite of &uin is just 7 per cent which is much less thall:th$ cc 
general Fates of interest as measured by yields vf equity and bank loans.- Nd ecoliomic’. sf 
justification can be adduced for-the. conventional.Cart in the form in ,wHich’it is extallt? 1 ~ i) 
Yet it has survived into the mod&n age because, as in the case of gioughs.: thresh’&, , h 
the_ Persian Wheel, which haI:e not chang”ed ‘!.!I centu’ries: t&t: farmers cannot ifford 
anything better. ‘And Indian $ehnol6g$ -has .so far done little f-r all these. *, ~ ’ ’ . 

” - 

B 

Q 

. , 17. In the village, the con;entionaJ iron-rimm$d c&r& are”driven over- the soft ’ I; ’ 
terrainrof the cultivated field atid other rough’ tra:ks compacted and ‘rutted through r s ii. .) 
use. M&t cart-drivers”prefer the rut&d tracti which is safer in wel, we’ather and’-which .j ’ 

i also serves to guide the ariimal. They use it rathe1 like _a’ focoliiotive uses thz perma- ‘c - 
nent way or tiie rail-road. Yet, ‘in the coilrse of their operations, they’ have. also to 
travel o&- the prepared X.utcha and prrcm roads. TRis was psrh;aps not the case :. * r .’ 

’ * ‘~,hcn the cart originally came into use mt4s~ly for farm, work (it ‘must be’contempora- .. 
neous with the war chariot) and in* &onsequence, road devel’opme!~t in the county, * I 

, -* 
* 

particularly in, the rural areas,:,& a m@ter qf recent an& conteli‘ - ‘ry 
steel rims of cart-M,he&ls cut the road surface, particularly) as hey begin to wobble- - 
after constant use. The lack of maintenance for road and car r 

history. . Th? 

progressivelj, $-eases -^ ” :* 
- ‘-+ , 

t 

ihe damage. Most gart-driveis requke I-e-orientation of attitudes for. the use of. 
natiolial and State highways and district roads as the.latter may not be rutted the ,+’ 

c ~‘ay dirt .roads are. The cost to the exchequer in terms or rqad d&iage -as’ dtie to ‘, 

,- I- bullock-cart opeiations has been estimated at various points of time. in the,course oi 

2 -* this century. It was by the damage caused. to-roads by bullock&rts that the Roads 
. -L Cbngresl; w& exercised during the ‘fol$ies; for them it’was the best.and only reason for ” 

Authorities were thei-ef’ore, satis’fied with9 tile ppeLimatic 
., 

improving the b&lqck-cart. 
tyre. During -the ‘.f&;ties, the* Madras Government is, reported to have esti,ma’ted ~~ 
that they were spendi& - on road mainlehance -an average of &. lOo+pr cart i *. 
operating in and around urban areas. The scope of-the firesenl .proj&t of the. Indian ’ ~ - 
Institute df Management is, h’owevei-,, *rather larger; it seeks tp eliminate ivoidable 
cruelty td the a’nimals and itiprbve the technology e.F the caret so that the comb&ion 
could’ play a vital and enhancid role, i\n the integrated developrnept of rural area?. 

, 7 ‘I . 
/ e - . 

The Alternutices 5 . . 

18. Clearly, then, the’ conventidnal bullock-cart is a drain on the country’s 
‘resources as well as on the meagre resources of the owners thanks to road dam’age, 

i ,I inadequate returns on investment, premature .cattle dnortality, ‘. etc Agriculture . 
&having already received considerable ‘boost under 4he five year plans, it would at 

, 
this stage be wiser to diversify effort a%d confer more attention on the secondai-y and 
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tertiary secpors of the rural eco>nolily. It wou&I be perhaps qiser accordingly to reta?n 
and improve thl: system so as to niake-it more ef6cient both for the econom& and for 
the’ indiviguai operator. To do so would be pragmatic. For the, mechanization, of 

.- rural~transportation \+ould cemain beyond the means of this country,cor many years / 

to cdme. 
i 

: .E b 

19. The development of; mtchanical transport- technoloky in the W&t which 
rsp]qcd anililal-hauled vehicles -came about at a time when [uel resources \v&e 

i 

gro\\ ingl\F abundant in relation to demand and unimaginably cheap. The ,situation 
has changed, be!,ond recognition since ‘then.. During the past qua!ter cenwry, the 
depecdrnce of trnnsportaiioi> service- 

ii 

on oil aS fuel has steadily indi;eased,.&nd it is 
1:0u. the Only fiiei uSed in the transpol t of gbods by road. Oil is now neitlier ,abund:,lnt ’ 
nor cheap. Secoi:.dlJ.L rural India tad; y is quite different from the rural areas of tl!e’ 
West at the time \bhen the automobile L&S discoflvered and pioneered as a wonder 
vehi”&$. The mLijo/.use foi- the bu1lock.s as well as the bullock-carts is on the farm 
in the transporta<ibn of- the harve”st from the farms to the barn and thence to 
the-,market but then this foims only a sma!) propoi-tion of the total work done both . 
by bullock and the cart in the4 se+-vice of farm activity. ‘The average size of the farm in 
India is very low and henc:Joad avaiia%ility ix,yet ‘to6 uneconomical for th: full 
utilizatibn of improved kapacity. C’Onditions are not ye’t iipe for-the centralized 
professionalization of farm produce collection by bullock-carts. , Apart from this, ?- 
roads do not exist in many parts of rural India and,where they exist, they do so only . 
in name. Bullock-carts bound for mudis *have to traverse fields and kutcha road’s 
before Ihe>, can reach paved surfaces. In a study conducted in Coimbatore istrict, 

% it xas found that, typically, almbst two-thirds of the distances ilivolved was m de up L 
of fields and I\~f~llc! roads. No vehicle other than the bullock-cart can negotiate . 
such trrrajn. Thirdly. the nsrage di,staice from vil!ages to ~nz~~dis is not long enough 
to facilitate mo\~ement by motorized \;ehicies. Over short distances and foi small 

‘pal-loads, the truck is net econtimical. The cost of ancillary services, such as loading 
and unload-in‘g and the bompens2tion payable for’an em 

!R 
ty truck on the reiul-n trip, 

~u!t out truck services for farm activity. Also tho idie time involved in loading and , 
un!oadi.ng tvoUid be disfiroportionately high as compared. to running time. 

‘b D -.’ ’ 

/ 
‘_~%X!~, &s- E-&cated ,*earlieP, tke-Fxrllo$-cart-- is an adjm&ti &im;ti- 

dra\<n agricullura1. equipmsnt. There is n6 reason to believe that the .importgnce of __, - -~c--- 
DU Tiock mF6%er-1~~ a~ricuIf!ura~ oper-atioEs will-decrea%Gn the hear ETKr6.XXEc%dili~ I -* i- 
‘to an estimate of the :NRDC, energy input has to be {oubled to get optimum farm 
output. _ If it is not possible to replade animal power for 

t .- ~,here they are not fully employed, it shoubfl c,ertainly be 
operations as well. . ‘a 

c 

21. bH;gh absolute levels of population, a dispropoftionate .predominance in 
it of wdrking age-group; and a lack of skill endowinent in older age-groups owing to --’ 
low levels of education \j,airant ,the current emphasis on labour-intensive technology. ~ . 
In rural t<ansportation, it is .only appropriate then that we reserve- short-distance 
loads enfireji to animal-dra’wn ctirts and, in cities, to a similar use of bio-energy 

. 
4 
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a,s motive power for th& transpoitation of goods. The combination of carts and 
trucks in the latter case should be persisted with, the mix being determined by market 
forces. The technical inefficiencies of bullock-carts should be remedied expeditiously f 
so that the misapprehension is cleared that the bullock-cart is obsolescent and duF 
for replacement: An official of, the Department of Science and Technology noted 
in the course of an inter-Ministerial meeting on the bullock-cart7 that the absence of 
a specialized wheel-wright in our villages denoted the unmerited decline of,the bullock- 
cart and a growing lack of concern for it among their peoples. Bullock-cart 
transportation is even more lhbour intensive than road transportation and forestry ( 
- two sectors selectively mentioned by the Reserve Bank as suitable fof, investment 
under policies directed at augmenting employment. 

. _: - _. 

22. Apart from cart-drivers engaged full time, loading and unloading opera- 
’ {ions, which can be rega&ed as activity directly resulting from carting, also provide 

e~iployment for a numberjof persons in IIUUK~~.Y, and in tie construction industry. Apart 
. 

t 
/ 

c from this, at least?one cal-pentcr-culls-tlacksniith who does service for a wheel-wright 
is IO be found in district towns; and repair and mailitenance personnel are available 
in almost every village. Enquiries made from representative craftsmen reveal that, ’ 
on an average, 70 man-days of skilled labour’go into the manufacture of a conyen- 

. tional bullock-cart. Even in -this neglected &ate of theirs, more than ‘100,000 new i 
.carts are manufactured per year in the camfry. The total employment available in 
cart-manufacturin$ would thus work out to seven million man-days. On an average ‘-:’ 
not less than seven man-days of maintenance and repair work are required for each -’ , rr 
cart, and the total man-days of work expended on this activity alone would be around ‘) 
90 millions. Approxi’hiately 100 millioli man-days are spent, thep, on the manufacture 
of new carts and on the ltiaintenance of existihg ones. Although, on the basis of 
a norm-year of 200”working days, the number of people involved in this activity would -3 

. \+cn-k out to over 500,000, the actual number would be Par larger as quite a few are 
{ :i under-employe’d. One interesting feature of this’ mode of employment is that, since 

most craftsmen w c@ with simple tools, the capital.,cequired is negligible. 
z- * 

23. What are the te&nological implications of replacing bullock-carts by 
0 other modes of transport? ThiT r+ctib” tid nbszudzrm exercitation must be gone 

through to i&co~~lusion in -order -to gives-the lie to _the,a.rgumenw the bullock=Gart -- ~~ ~~ 
is on its way out. If bullock-carts were to be- gdazecj, it wo&lCb~~~entir& orptiqy ~_ - --mm-~- ~~ . ...~~~ 

~ by-trucks in the urban areas or and by t&ctor-trailers and trucks in the rural areas. ) 
Both these modes of tran$port. are hi&l$ capital-intensive. The earlier assumption 
that bullock-carts carry about 100,000 mili!ion tohne-km per year is based on the fur- 
ther proviso that tge carts are abie ko obtain freight only for the outward ,:_ 

‘.. I 

24. Whereas the bullocks live mal$ly off the filrl~* on the by-products of 
‘agriculture like straw and’grass from pasture, which have few alternative uses, trucks 
and tractors need fuel and lubricating oils, Which are scarce and have to beimported 
at heavy cost in foreign exchange. Fuel required to run trucks and tractors in or/der’ 
to carry the traffic presently handled by bullock-carts would be very ,high., The total 

‘ z 

.L . 
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u 
,cost of displacing the bullock-cart from the country’s transportation scene would 
therefore be heavy in terms of capital and foreign exchange and cannot be carried 
through in the foreseeable future. If the social cost in terms of reduced employ- 
ment were added to that of the increased use of scarce resources, the figure would be 
even higher. 

25. It is not only on grounds of adverse results to employment aljd fuel con- 
sumption that the replacement of the bullock-cart in the near future must be ruled out, 
Of course,:,.&e resultant unemployment in the rural areas would be nothing short of 

’ tragic. The elasticity of supply of draught animals is low as it is at present dependent 
on the breeding of cattle for milk; the male-female proportion being fixed, t+eir number 
is not, therefore, controllable. No attempt is being made in this country’at present 
so to breed animals selectively as to reinforce draft characteristics, because breeding 
pblicies have in the shoit run to concentrate on limiting the numbers of the stock 
while simultaneously upgrading individual animals for milk yields. The representative 
$rom the Animal Husbandry Department in the Union Ministry of Agriculture claimed 
that indigenous breeds were better suited to draft purposes than cattle elsewhere in 
the world and that mil& cattle gave rise to bullocks tihich had adequate draft capa- 
bility. If male calves were not required for haulingapurposes, they would be sent 
to the slaughter-heuse for their skins and their tender meat, or they would be left 
uncared for which would again defeat the objective; of the even limited-breeding poli- 
ties. Mixed farming, which is being purposefully extende! Qver large parts of the 
country, is based for its rationale on the close assoc&ion between animal husbandry 
and farming. Without the animals, the loss to the farm economy by way of manure 
and cheap fuel pforegone would be too cblossal &en to eontemplate. And tile 
thoroughbred draft stock are probably being priced out of the market - a loss that 
can be ill afforded. . 

26. It is not practical or feasible-to replace the bullock-cart ind if we have to 
live with it, official policy should concentrate on the only feasible course of action; 
improve cart and animal technically and genetically as well as economically, so as to 
increase earnings, reduce cruelty to the animals and eliminate road damage. :That 

~ t_his is ppssible has been co_nclusi\rely demonstrated by sporadic efforts in the past 
_ ‘. a&again_-& recent but more comprehensive redesign attempts. =~ -When-the carts -- ~~ -- 

are improved, a net-work of bu!lock-cart stations, operated with ancillary arid support- 
e . ing services, will have a pre-emptive share, as they should, in the carrying of freight 

. originating from, or bound for, the rural areas. Such profegsionally organized 
services could impart stability to, the entire bullock-cart “system as Gel1 as t”o the service 
sector in the rural areas. ‘In certain areas where improved carts are in operqtion, 
the eanings of carters have increased two and threefold. 

- 

27. Design improvement is only one aspect of the total task. Another impor- 
tant aspect is extensiqn w&k which must demonstrate to the cart-owners the possible 
benefits from better carts. Here’the mass media have a significant role to play. 
Jmproved carts are bound to cost more than the traditional ones. Accordingly; 
redesign is being directed so that it is disaggregated ad so that chosnen segments of’ 
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cart structure could be improved at small cost and could all be.incorporated separately 
into kxisting designs. An over-integrated improvement of’ the entire system which 
bears no relation to designs in use will put the cart beyond the means of the fa’rmer. 
In order to enable small and marginal farmers to modernize their carts, it would be 
necessary to extend financial assistance through bahks for the purchase of improved 
carts. It is a heartening feature of the situation that financial institutions and banks 
ha1.e come forward on their own to assist, and adfew of them have done even more. 

. 

* .28. A study of the geomet-rics of carts in various parts of the country is in 
progress. Simultaneously the task of developing sets 05 design improvements to 
suit various types of carts, indomes, terrain and uSe have been taken in hand. The 
proto-types of the redesigned elements are being experimented with in the laboratories 
and under field conditions. . 

. 

. 



MODERNIZING THE BULLOCK-CART 

TECHNO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS a 

Of’ Non-otprti~td Scgttzeuls qf Activilj, 

I. One of the striking “dualities” about our couQtry is the co-existence or 
small but well-organized sc%ments of the economy with vast and sprawling non- 
organized ones. As is only to be expected, the conditions of work qnd living in the 
non-organized segments compare unfavourably with those i6 : the modern or the 
“international” sectors; bul the bulk of th; goods ‘produced $nd services rendered 
originate in the non-organized sector. 

i 
\ 
/’ 

. 2. There is perhaps nothing unusual about this for, even in the free-market 
eoonomies of the West, the differences betwe’eq’one firm and another in the same 
industry can be considerable - in the matter oF profits earned, wages paid, or the average. 
and marginal costs of the products. But such variations are <subtended *ithin a 
predictable- range, and the ‘&hole- system is in a state of d&namic equilibrium where 
the less efficient firms tend and aspire to the 6onditions of the most competitive. In 
India, the dorresponding range is greater and the non-organized sector is larger and 
often based on antiquated but extant and viable technologies. The tacit and fabile 
assumption is made that the non-organized sector is bound in tl% foreseeable future 
to be superseded, totally and at some point of time, by’ modern ,variants. “What 
cannot be cured must be endured”: this need not be true of technology. We must 
~iake better what we must live with. A great deal of this paper is about Ihg bullock- 
cart. &Some of it is also about the non-organized sector, and isolated ob$ervations 
relate to inoderniiation and to problems related to the transfer of an apbropriate 

1 

technology to the rural dress in developing countries. Thgugh the unorgaliized 
sgnii- ftirthe bulk of- the activ,ities in the iationB1 life, thsy-feoeivemfar~less mmp -~ ~~-~ 
attention - than does the diminutive organized sector - from policy-makers, entre- 
preneurs, the mass media, the ppinion-makers and all those, in short, who matter. 
Thus -‘organized industry, organized transport, organized trade, organized labour - u=l 
all capture the public imagination; they are always in the news and few bother about 
the problems of the corresponding, non-organized segments OJ activity. Ye& part 
of the object of upgrading the status of the non-organized.segments of activity is to 
make them viable through the induction of organization and systems. As” a pre- 

condition, it is essential to achieve a proper understanding of,the. working of these 
non-organized segments of activity so that one may know how to change piecemeal 
so as to improve rather than to distrub. i Since its inception, the Indian Institute of 
Management, Bangalore, has bestowed pointed attention on this vital task; and th= 
animal-drawn vehicles in rural and city transportation have accordingly corn;: in for 
a great deal’ of attention and study at its hands. 
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The Bullock-cart CIS Approprirrte Technology . I 

3. There are several types of animal-drawn carts ‘in use in the country: bullock- 
carts, buffalo-carts, horse-carts, camel-carts and mule-carts. The bullock and buffalo 
carts are by far the prcdominarit types of animal-drawn carts in use. Horse and mule- 
carts are found mainly in urban areas. Camel-carts are localized mainly in Rajasthan, 
north Glljarat ali% parts of,. Haryina and Delhi. There is little distinction between 
the carts hauled by bullocks and those hauled by buffaloes. The term bullock-cart 
used in this paper signilies ,both these types of carts. The bullock-cart is used in our 

country for the transport of men and materials. Its role in passenger transport has 
been considerably attenuated &er the years with the advent of the passenger bus 
services over routes not covered by the railways. Although motorized traction ap- 
pe,ars to have made considerable inroads into the goods transport sector, the bullock- 
c&-t still plays a major role in the transport of farm produce, fodder, fuel, ag&ullural 
inputs, vegetables, .construction materials and retail goods in the rural areas. Bullock- 
carts are used in the cities for freighting vegetables, garbage, dry grocery, general 
merchandise for the retailers and construction materials. The number of animal- 

‘,,. drawn carts in use in the country has been increasing over the years; from 110 lakhs 
‘..:in 1956, it rose to 127 lakhs in 1966, and now t!le figure is believed to have crossed 

the 150 lakh mark. In fidct, the number of carti.has been steadily increasing in all 
the States except perhaps Haryana, Pynjab and Kerala. 

/ c 
4. The aggregate inves&ent in the system, including the cost of the animals, 

may well be of the order of Rs. 3,000 cl-ores. This is comparable to the outlay on the 
Indian Railways estimated at over Rs. 4,000 crores and on public goods transport 
(automotive) vehicles (by road) estimated at Rs. 2,500 cl-ores. The bullock-cart is, 

” / 

at .present, the principal means of goods transportatioh as between villages and towns, 

.t’ 
and for use in traffic between village and village, it is still irreplacable. And it still is 
the only vehicle which goes where there are no roads. 

s-2 in 1959-60 by the Planning Commission’, 
According to a study conducted 

bullock-carts carried 58 to 96 per cent of 
the produce arrivals in five of the country’s regional markets.. On the basis of 
information gathered by IIM-B from over 40 districts, it was found that, at present, 
an average of over 60 per cent of all goods sent from farm to market, presumably 
including those for intermediate destinations, was carried by bullock-carts.. There 
are, however, no data to be had. on the quantum of goods so carried. 

? 

Freight h4oved by Carts - 

5. Th.e latest livestock census estimates the number of carts in the country 
at about 15 millions and suggested that thei; number was increasing. The census, how- 
ever, offers no data about the type and design of cart; the numb& of improved carts’; 
the.number of days on which they are used profitably in the towns an 

difl 
i the villages; 

income derived from carting in the vi!lages; the pattern of ownership; the cost and . 
life of carts; the nature of the freight they carry in the towns and villages, etc. For 

I Role of Bullock-carts;+md Trucks in .IRural Tramport: Case Stllclies; 

tion, Planning Comnhion, Government of India; 1973 
Programme Evalution Orga&za- 4 

. 
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that Illalter. 110 ligurch ;1re at all available regarding the scctonvisc L~SC 01’ rlnim:~l 

ent:r-g : in p!ou_9hiiif, cartinf, and ;I numbest 01‘ operations ancill:1ry to f11rming. I I1 

Januar~~ 1978, the W!inistry ot‘ Shipping and Trnnsport spon~%red ii socio-economic 
sun.ey of‘ bullocli-cart opcrtations, to be conducted by the National Council of 
Applied Economic Research in north India and by the indian Institute of Manag- 
ment, Banqlorc. in the south, Results arc expected to be available by the end of 
1979. A simi!ar pi.ol3oq;lll to conduct a comprehensive socio-economic survi’y of 

animal energ is bein, 0 submitted to the Department ot‘ Sciencle and ‘Technology, and 
this hcky-ound pnpcr to the proposals details the hirid 01‘ data 11e~essa1.y for re- 
desiging the cart and impro\ ing the utilimtion 01‘ anin~al cncrgy in all those segments 
where it pro\.ides the motiw powr I‘or oprationx. Mwnn~!lilt‘, during the hst two 
\‘ears i 9 pilot studies were conducted in Trichy and Coimbatore, in Chin~leput Dis!rict, 
in Mu:-zdnzgar in UP. and in Ganganagar in Rnjos~han with I’LIII~S made available 
b> the Department 01‘ Science and Technology for :I Iimitcd bu! LIt1Clilli‘l-cnti~it~d study 

4 \~~liich, 2s a iiI..~l-st:lgC pi-OjXl, CO\‘c‘lY cl dgxign, the socio-economic base:; of’ cart 
operations and clan iLo!-i;-animals. 

,’ 
6. Tho~~fli not serviceable I’Oi- scientific projcetion, obser\iations made during 

pilot studit’s. and perceptions grne~xlly, all’ord a feel of the situation resulting in the 
estimation of orders of nla_gnitude; strictly, these arc in the nnturc of assumptions. 
Based on these, an crrl I7nt-. attempt is made belo~v to ;wxss the total freight carried 
by carts in the rural and urban arms. / 
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. 1 8. It is assumed in 1 above, that the village carts, 12 millions in number, 
carry 0.5 tonne of fre;ght over an average distance of 10 km. over 52 days in the I _ 

\ * year, the rural utilization index being one day of carting in the week. In II above, I 
it is ass;med that city carts, three millions in number, carry 0. 75 tonne of freight 

. over a distance of ZO*km. for 260 days in the year, the urban utilization index being 
ii~+ da-s of c:!rting in the week. . 

9 Ss against this, motnrlred true ‘s and the llidian Rtiilways carry 100,000 
e 

and 2&I 000 mil!‘lon tonne-km. oi‘ freight ,respectivel$ each year. The investment in tile 
bullock-cart sj itc-m. il:cluding the coti of animals, may be of the order of Rs. 30,000 

:million 2s against Rs. 35,000 million invested in the Railways. This citing of orders 
of magnitude is suficient to assert the importance ut animal-di-:i\sn carts in IndiLl’s 
transportation system ;:rid the appropria!eness ol‘ Itnimal-I,o~\‘er-od technology io the 
Indian econom;;. 

L 

1’0. ii. fair prtiportion 0:‘ the CL II., L~I’L‘ CM ned and used by i~lrmers to carry, 
tictween farm and barn, their L,ai-ied otl:p~n-mtxtly agriculi!iral produce and inputs, 
~511 ns manure, fuei, ferti!izers al:d dry fodder. Sic!1 carts arc 3is0, on I-are gccasion; 

hired out LO fello\l;-!;:ime!s and OL!~XX users althoi:gh quantifi@ evidence of this has. 
so [a!- been dificult to coJlrct: but prol;-ssicinal cGriir;g for a nloney hire is a long way 
cii‘ >et in many ~illas~:il. ’ Fen-i’arming uses 01’ ihe cart may be significant but most 
village carts do ilot yet report paid for’ freighting between second and third villages. 
The commercial cartmen. \\‘ho constitute another category altogether and the econo- 
mics of v: host operation s arc reguiated by other criteria, abound in the tiities; but theit 
n~imbcri in the rural areas arc as yet.,sniaIl. The exact proportion between farm tiI!d 
commeicial carts has not been established: but the latter may Ilot exceed a liberal 
20 per ce11t. The total number of people employed in the bullock-cart trflnspol’tation 
sj’steni - dirtXl!y or indirectly, part time and full time - may be of the order of 
200 lakhs. The Union Planning Commission have accepted these prototypical 
figures based also cn empirical pilot studies foi- estimating the employment potential 
o-f the animai-drawn cart system in the Sixth Plan. Apart from the direct employ- 
ment of operators and drivers, whose numbers wiil eq~lai that of the carts, the systbn; 
also provides sustenance for those engaged in loading and ul;loading. Those indirectly 
empioycd include the manufacturers of carts and components, as well as others who 
mend them. The maintenance and upkeep of animals aiso keep a large number of 
ptsple busy a p::.rt of .the time everyday the year round, but the recompense, if it can 
be identified at all, must be imputed, meagre or even non-existent. 

11. Although -trucks have been replacing animal-drawn carts in certain areas, 0 
bullock-carts-are bound to remain with LIS for many decades to come. In the villages, 
it is the truck and the tractor-trailer that play a complementary role to the bullock-cart 
in the transport of goods over short distances. Motorized vehicles cannot replace 
animal-drawn vehicles easily or completely &or several -rea-ssonsL In the first place, 
trucks are not competitive over short distances, such as 5 or 10 km., which is the 
opti&um range of the bullock-cart, Secondly, adequate loads are not available fol 
economicaly truck operations in farming. Thirdly, trucks cannot be operated without 
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well-paved roads which simply do not exist in rural India.‘Finally, ‘if it were possible to , 
I repface all bullock-carts by motor vehicles in r‘ural transportation, it would not be 

desirable because at the presetit rate of exploitation, the proven world reserves of ” 
petroleum may not last iiery long. The, initial investment in motorized road trans- 
port which will replace the animal-drawn c&t systems will be a prohibitive multiple 
o’f the money invested in the latter. And India must economize. ’ ~ 

’ 

12. Animals are a necessary part of .farming bperations, and farmers will 
therefore continue to own animals. The National Commission on Agriculture has, 
estimated that agriculture alone would still require 800 lakh animals by the year 
2000 A.D. As farming operations are seasonal, a good deal of idle time from plough? 
ing is used in carting; either the animals are hired out, or the owner uses them hirnsel’f. 
According to a study conducted in Coimbatore and Tr’ichy districts recently, 53 per cent 
of bullock-time in the former district and, 70 per cent in the latter were taken up by 
the cart. The transport input in the sugar industry is inten.sive and parting time 
reflects this bias. Otherwise one-third of the time. is taken up in ploughing which 
appears to be the national av,erage. The proportion of bullock-time to the total’of 
other forms of energy use-the Persian Wheel, .in gur-making and for oil extraction ‘. 
by the ghmi on the north Indian plains must be comparable. In other words, the 
bullock represents a multi-purpo.se source -of energy - and ?carce energy at that. 
As early as 1956, the Planning Commission wanted multi-purpose farm animals to 
be bred specifically to their tasks. In order. to ensure optimal utilization of animal 
energy, it is essential that bullocks and other work-animals from the farm be yoked 
to the cart a part of the time. 

13. It should therefore be clear that bullocks and carts are going to remain 
with us for many years to come. They simply cannot be.._ished away. 

Bullock-km Types in. Use 
14. There are several varieties of bullock-carts in use in the country, and it 

is not strictly correct to talk about the bullock-&t. B+lock-carts can, however, be 

I grouped into-two types, v~z., passenger carts and goods carts on the basis of what they 
carry. Although the two functibns of the cart are interchangeable, carts meant 
exclusively for paskengers would form only an insignificant prohortion of,the, tptal. 
More relevantly for the purposes of this paper, carts can also be grouped into two 

r\ ather kinds, viz., conventional carts and improved ones, depending mainly on the 
type of wheels, axles, platforms and other structurals and components. While con- 
ventional carts have wheels and a boc$y made of wood, improved carts have pneumatic 
tyres or hard-rubber wheels and ste’el or steel-cwn-wobden body. The dimensions 
of the wheels as well as the platforms vary from region to region and from one use to 
another. Wheel diameter varies fTom three to over sir feet ill many regions of the 
cotintry. Wheel structure also varies correspondingiy. Spokeless vehicles are found ‘. 
in Rajasthan; some wheels are of solid wood segments as@ studded with bolts. and 
raw1 plugs. In fact, they look like the wheel of a temple car. The shape and arrange- 
ment of the spokes too vary. There. are paired spokes proceeding from one point 
of’the wheel circumference to a corresponding point at the other end, pas@ng?hrough 

’ 
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, the hub ell rolrte. There are other wheel types in which the spokes radiate from the 
hub to the< wheel-frame. Wooden wheels are generally enclosed in iron rims-which 
bind the w l;el together. t At the contact point on the road sur’face, along the “tread” 
that is, iron rims also protect the.wooden wheels from wear and teai-. The thickliess 

’ of the iron-wheel rim (which is presuiiiably.luade by the blacksmith or district-level rt- 
rolling industries) also varies from area td area, ranging from 1 .5”to three inches., The 
width of the I-in) is a parameter tliat is germane to the problem of road damage. It was 
thought at one time, the damage could be reduced through the increase ofrim width. This 
was the solution proposed by Vagh (together with increases .in wheel diameter LlS 
necessary). For, a given tare-weight of the cart and a corresponding load capacity, 
it cannot, hoibcver, be .reduced below a mi~nimum. But then, increase in rim-width 
also increases friction. 

.i 

.15. The common tyt-ized cart is fitted b.ith a steel axle and aliimal-drawn 
Lehic1.e (AD\‘) tyres especially manufactured by the tyre companies. Carts made 
from old truck axles, wheels and tyres which’have outlived their usefulness are found 
mainly in a few urban centres. Unclad iron tyres are met with in the environs of 
the city of Delhi and in parts of Haryana. Hard-rubber tyres are all too few, blrt 
found occasionally in urban areas., Firestone India’ have come out I with a hard 
rubber cap-tyre for a wlieel of traditional diameter, fabricated, tipwever, from steel 
angles. A number. of design experts- have ,argued that this tyre, or;its variations, is 
to be preferred to pneumatic tyres in the c&e of village carts which traverse HII- 

prepared surfaces. 
* 

16. All the cart-types discussed in the last two paras are generally drawn by a 
pair of bullocks. Single-bullock carts, too, are quite common in our country. In 
certain States like Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and Haryana, single buffr-lloes> are used 
extensively to draw carts. No. different frbm the bullock-drawn cart in essential 
I’espects, the buffalo-cart can, however, haul heavier loads. Delhi .and Coimbatore 
have a small number of four-wheeled carts .with pneumatic tyres, the front wheels 
being smaller than the rear ones. The table bel;w compares the costs bf four di-ffe- 
rent types of carts, the samples for the cost survey being drawn from Bangalore and 
Coimbatore districts for the yejr 1974. (See page 35.) 

I 

17. The carrying capacity of a conventional bullock-cart-is offly about one 
ionne, if that. Two-wheeled carts with pneumatic tyres can haul a load of around 
2.5 tqnes. Pneumatic-tyre carts with four wheels are equipped to carry around 
three tonnes. In the Meerut and Muzaffarnagar districts 6f Uttar Pradesh, in Mandya. 
in Karnataka and in Trichy and Coimbatore Districts df Tamil Nadu, where cash crops 
(‘principally sugar-cane) are raised, there is cargo enough to justify the harnessing 
of a Single buffalo to a cart with two pneumatic tyres, and this combination can 
carry a maximum load of three tonnes. 

A Neglected Systkn 
18., In this country, adequate attention has not so fap been paid to bullocks 

as a source of motive power and to bullock-carts as a means of transportation. This 
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TABLE 1 
. i 1 

CART, TYRES AND COMPONENT COSTS 

Cart with 
Conventional 
components -- --~ ~--~ 

RS. 
1. Materials Cost 

(Wood, axle 6: 
‘.. steel rim\) . . 1,200 

2. Labour for 
making the 
cart . 300 

Total Cost: Rs. 1,500 

Cart with old truck 
axle and tyres 

Rs. 
I. Old truck 

axle . . 500 

2. Thvvc old tyres 
fiubes . . 250 

3. Labour + 
Materials + 
Painting . 750 

-- 

Rs. 1,500 

Cart with new axle 
and ADV tyres 

Rs. 
1. New axle . . 1,250 

2. Two tyres 
ftubes 500 

3. Labour + 
fabrication + 
materials . . 1,250 

Rs. l 3,000 

l~egiect is mainly to be ascribed to the wishful thinking that animals as a source of 
draft ! power. will sobn be replaced by mechanical contiivances like power-tillers, 
tractdrs, havester-combines, fertilizer-and-seed drills and I trucks. It is high time 
thati a more realistic appraisal of the situation was made. We may have’ to live with 
aniilal-power for use in a variety of farm and off-the-farm operation3 since a poor 
country cannot afford altogether to do away with use of bio-energy as motive power. 
At one of its recent meetings in Delhi (September 20, 1978),-a UNIDO working group 0~ 
energy for the rural areas agreed that the contribution of animal energy to farming 
operations must remain at the present level of two-thirds of thF/ total just as firewood 
will continue to.contribute more than a half $I the total energy’ output in the devei 
loped ecmmy of the USA. 

_-.- - 

19. As the bullock-cart was cotisicJered a, passing phase in the development 
of the transport sector, hardly any effort was mad?io improve the design of the cart, 
which, in its present form, has remained substantially unchanged over several centu- 
ries. Again, no significant effort to improve the cattle wealth of the untry so as 
to augment their draft power was made. Thr6vgh a proper manipuiatiol of‘hature “i 
and nurture, (a) it should be possible to reinforce draught characteristics of <Iale 
cal\,es instead of sending them to slaughter-hoiises at birth and instead ofconcentrating 
on the milch-characteristics, of female calves. Until recently, farmells preferred male 
cattle as these would make good work-animals about the farm. With two years’ 
maintenance, their value would. .a.pprec&te to Rs. 1,500 to Rs. 2,000 .a piece instead- 
of which they are now sold off for a pittance at birth only because farmers cannot 
aff‘ord to maintain tht animals withopt @returns for two years. Admittedly,. spme 
thought was,devoted to developing dual-‘purpose breeds of cattle dur’ing the Second-Plan 

’ I 

d-wheel cart with new 
axles and 4 new ADV 

tyres 

Rs. 
1. New axle : 

2 numbers . : 2,500 

B 

2. Four tyres 
+tubes . 1,000 

3. Labour + 
fabrication -t 
materials . . 1,250 

-- 

’ Rs. 4,750 

. . I 

. . 
. .l 
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period. But the emphasis has, of late, shifted to the optimization of. yields from 
dairying, thanks to the claims of mixed farming and Operation Flood. The devetop- 
ment of milch cattle is indeed a crying need in this underFrd country; but the develop- 

.’ ment of animal power is important no less. The importance of black cattle ~OI 

‘draught purposes (buffaloes yoked to the cart and now to the ploughs as well on the 
north Indian plains are growing 1 in number) cannot here be’ over-emphasized. The 
male buffalo has a proven and much higher draft capability than the bullock. Ill 

respect of its capacity to assimilate food and convert it into energy, too, it is more 
efficient and, therefore, more economical. The price of a male buffalo is almost 
one-half of that of a bullock. A Murrah buffalo, which can haul a I . S-ton load 

. on an unimproved cart, is much more expenzive; but it is still cheaper than the female 
of the species which is valued for its high milk yields as well as for the larger t-at content 
in that milk. 

20. The co,nventional bullock-cart is inefficient in several ways. As noted 
, earlier, the salient features of the conventional cart are: two large-diameter (ranging 

from three to six feet)’ wooden wheels enclosed in iron rims, together with a wooden 
axle-block and a platform. ‘As the cart is not properly balanced fore and aft ev’en 
under static conditions, the neck of the bullocks, where the yoke-beam rests, has now 
to act as, the third and fourth resting points for the combined stress resulting from 

0 the tare-weight of’ the cart and the load-the first two points being the two wheels. 
1 ’ The four or eight hooves are also stress points, and the argument for eliminating DI 

reducing the vertical weight incident on the animal’s neck is designed to ensure that 
the animal legs move forward and backward rather than up and down. A certain 
avoidable component of this load, which has been estimated at 80 to 100 kg., has 
now to be borne by the animals even when the cart is not in motion. Under dynamic 
conditions, this weight would be a :deal more. Ideally, the function of #he bullocks 
should be to pull the load and not.to carry it. However, this does not happen in th”e 
best of the existing designs. There thus exists considerable scope for further rm- 
pirical research in this regard. 

21. This.-red.uces the efficiency of the ,animals. The crude bearings used in 
the average cart does not permit the smooth revolving of the wheels around the hub. 
This again retards the natural speed of the animal and further reduces the draft co- 
efficient. Due to these and other defects, the load carried by-a conventional double- 
bullock cart is low - normally less. than one tonne. 

22. As the cart climbs a .gradient, the weight tends’ to tilt backwards, and the 
- strain on the animals now becomes tlig product of the gradient, measured: by the 

tangent of-the angle that the slope makes with the- horizontal axis, and the load. . 
Contrariwi’se, as the cart speeds down the incline, the tare-weight of the cart and the 
cargo are thrown forward squarely on the anjmal’s shoulders. In addition, the ani- 

-_ ma1 has now’ to’ exert itself and act as a braking device or a retro-engine against ’ 
the pull of gravity. _ And then there is the constant rubbing of the weighted yoke 
.against the animal’s neck, resulting in much discomfort in the short run and in the . _ 

I I 1 
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callosity of neck tissues eventually. lh the absence of a braking mechanism, the 
slowing down or sLopping of The cart can only be effected ,by pulling the animal short . 
with the help of rope-reins which are slung through the nostrils or w:rse still, through 
a steel ring passed through the snout. Similarly, to make the animals run faster or 
negotiate a difficult gradient, they are beaten and even the scrotum of the castrated 

, 

bullocks tickled as refined punishment after the ‘conventional ones have ceased t$ ! 
elicit a yesponse from the desensitized animal. * 

23. The tare-weight‘zof carts is high due to the use of unsuitable materials and . 
over-designing. The weight of the conventiona cart is around 805) kg., that of the 
pnetimatic (ADV) tyre cart varying from 500 to 550 kg. A priori, the figures appear 
to be rather high as compared to their capacity to carry income-yielding loads. The 
weight reduction exercise has to be carried through deliberately as an element in the 
second phase of the redesign exercise of the “seventies. 

4 

24. As the net loading capacity of the conventional cart is less than one tonne, 
the incomes of the owner/operator tend to be low flu,ctuating around bare levels of 

’ sustenance b&h for man and beast. Low income adversely affects the consumption , 
of the operators if these exist at all as well as that imputable td’the animals. It is not 
all greed or cupidity that 1e”ads the cart-operator to overload MS cart; b@ an extenuat- 
ing need to make both ‘ends meet so that the skimpy operations might break even. 
The animal cannqt be looked after better unless earnings improve. Even” piecemeal , 
redesign of the cart must wait on the latter condition. Increases in freight and earn- 
ings can come about only gradually through contrived bcreases in rural ‘production 
and productivity. > 

I 

25. Although the pneumatic tyre c$rts have served to rectify some of the+ 
defects in the conventional design, (principally those relatiiig to rolling and braking 
frictions) the new designs have brought problems’ of their own in their wake. The 
weight of the empty cart is high. The small-diameter wheel fitted with pneumatic 

tyres cannot be driven easily over unprepared terrain and is not of much avail ‘on 
slushy ground for instance. It cannot span or tread easily over a pot-hole as a large- 

diameter wooden wheel can. In both these cases, the pneumatic tyres tend to get 
bogged doivn. An ADV-cart ‘&nnot therefore travel ‘cross country or, ‘say, over a 
field flooded for transplantation with the same facility, as a bullock-cart. 

.’ . 

26. At present, the cartLowners/operators depend oli money-lendel!s to t-&et . . 
‘their needs of capital, paying in effect rates of interest ranging from 40 to 100 per cent “‘+ ; 
and the high servicing charges payable for debts further reduce their disposable incomes. ’ ’ 
The fact must be faced then that the existing bullock-cart system is not pnly inefficient 
but it is ‘also unviable economically. Equally clearly, there is nothing to take its place. 
Indeed, it is arguable that the latter is the remediable cause. Studies conducted in 

Coimbatore and Bangahdistricts in 1974 reveal that, the internal rate of return for 
the conventional carts was only about 7 per cent, which was much less than the then 

,prevaIent rat& of interest men in the brganized mcney market. As against. this,, 
1 

I 

L 
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seine varieties of .improved carts, such as those equipped with pneuma 
found to generate returns of over 30 per cent. 

: 

-, 

tic tyres, %er>e a 

‘I 

27. The table below affords a comparison as between the capital.. expenditure, 
revenue and profit involved from three different types of carts: “~ 

1 
., 

I 
TABLE II 

- ‘h 
,.$ ” , a 

CAPITAL, EXPENDITURE, REVENUE & PROFIT ir 

Tire Traditional C&t atzd Dunlop Cast Perfornhcr~ Cortrphd 
. < 

(In rupees) 

> a. I Bullock-c&t Dunlop Cart with 
. 

Conventional ’ T&proved ADV Tyres (2) 
Bullock-cart with Truck le and Axle to 

- . & Wheels (3) . Match 

---- ~~ > *. 

. 

1; FI);EI) CAPITAL: _ 

(a) Gait . . . 13io 1500 3000 

(b) Bullocks (2) ’ . . . 1,loo 2000 l-230 

- (c) Cost of Shed . . . 1000. 2000 L. 2000 
I--- - 

D 
D TOTAL . . . 

-\. , 
3420' 

-! 
5500' 6230 - 

-- -= 
* 

2. MAINTENANCE EXPENS$ OF: 
P (a) Bullocks . . . 2578 

A 
3958 4028 

(6) Cart ’ 35 . . . . - . 105 ‘I 164 
c. 

' Torx~ _.. i613 4063 k92 " . 
T-C 

3. Income from Carting Dungr\ . . 3855 73y -' 7650 
4J 4. Gross Profit (3 minus 5j *.. 1242 3237 3458 ,. . 
'0. -* ' 5. Interest & Depreciation on Fixed Capital ( 752. 1210 1370 . . 

i 6. Net Profit (4 minus 5) . 490 20’7 - LO88 - 

I $7. Internal Rate of Return 
8. Scrap Value 

. . . . . * 70",/, 30?(,+ 30x+ 
. 250 300 400 

. 
5 

4 28. The iron rim’, in which the segments of the wooden wheel are enclosed, 
cuts the road surface and causes damage - the .value of which has been estimated 
in the order of crores of rupees’. This road damage represents the social cost of . 
dysfunctional designs. It has been estimated that road damage due to bullock-carts 
is ten times that caused by motor transport.* Clearly then, the meagre private , 

returns from the conventional bullock-cart, tihich is itself sub-optimal, have been 
obtained at heavy social cost. 1 

..’ . 4 
Chelty to Work-animah 

29. Various types of cruelties are at, present inflicted bn the’ animals in’ the i 

co*urse of cart operations. Some of these emanating from design defects, such a:; the . 

2Journal of the Indian Roads Congress; Vol. XV, No. 2; November 1950; p. 265 . 
I ‘. ’ E 

. 

i.h. 
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l-c 2 clc:;lr ~oci’31 pin. ACCOK&II~ to ;1 Report on Road Developnwt~t in Madras 
PI-esidrnc) ( IWZ;.). the cost of‘ repairing’the damage caused by- one bullock-cm-t to 
road surface o\er- ;I period 01‘ I2 month< was ~tssesl;ed at Rs. 254. which wx highcl- 

.,. . 
.1 
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than the contemporary cost of the bullock-cart itself (Rs. 150 in 1934). As bullock- 
cart designs have not improved significantly since 1948, the road repairs necessary would 
re.main compar’able in real terms to this day. Without hazarding an estimate of the 
cost of- any necessary repairs, one could justifiably argue that the sav:ngs to the 
national exchequer on account of the reduced road damage wou!d be phenomenal. . 

33. Another’ advantage to the rural economy which could be consolidated 
through improved dart design would be the contributory employment potentiality, it can 
generate at stable and higher levels of income. Improvement would come as a great 
boon to the over ,200 lakh people employed by the system- directly and indirectly, 
part time and. full ‘,,$ime. Much of this employment, located in the non-organiZed 

I ’ s_ector, would be sea@nal and fetch only low levels of remuneration. With imp&e- 
ments in design, the l+llock-cart, and the transportation system based on it, could be 

‘made viable, and it could be equipped to play a much more stimulating role in the 
-. transport economy, particularly in the rural areas. Employment in the bullock-cart 

system iyoul’d then be a multiple of that provided by trucks with an equal carrying 
capacity. The bullock-cart is .furthermore an excellent example of appropriate tech- 
nolou for short-distance goods transportation. The capital cdst of employing a + 
single notional person in the bullock-cart is just Rs. 3,000 whereas the corresponding- 
figure for the truck system would be ten times. @at figure. Ours being a capital- 
scarqe, labour-surplus economy, the televant technology for us would comprise labour- 
using and capital-saving syste’ms. As a further advantage, the bullock-cart can use 
herited skills and need not wait upon the generation of new ones; fresh training fdi- 
these calls for massive investments. The n’ew jobs would not be confined only to cart- 
oper&ors,*but would extend to mariufactuing and repairing artisans. If the bullock- 
carts were further neglected, the system would lose out without- a fair chance. The 
carts may “well bt: displaced by automobiles, but, employlnent in the transportation 
sector would in the process be reduc6cI considerably. On the other hand, if the 
efficiency of the carts weie increased, a viable and autonomous rural transportation 
Sector could be fo’stered. -Its contribution to increasitig rural levels of living could 

* be palpably felt within a generation. 
- 

34. .A rationalized and viable bullock-cart system co”uld effect spectacu’lar E 
savings in fossil fuel. Thanks to a legacy of neglect of rural transport, automibiles r 
are making inroads into the system. Whereas the energy for automotive trucks is, 
derived entirely from wasting fossil assets, bullock-energy is of biological origin and 
is reproducible. Furthermore, the disa!ggregated, energy units, tihich the bullocks 
represent, favour employment-intensive small-scale operation. With improved 
designs, it should be possible to’ reassign so-me of.the short-distance traffic,now ca?-ried 
by trucks and tractors to the bullo,ck-cart systen?, or failing that: c&tainly arrest the 
substitutioq of carts by automobiles: It, may even .be possible to effect-a-reverse 
substitution - both in the cities and the villages. The resultant saving in Fuel-and . 
costs- generally would be enormous. There is an inherent specialization of carrying , 
function which would suggest mutually exclusive spheres of operation for the railways, - 
the trucks and the bullock-carts. In fact, it should be possible to organize a system 
of bullock-cart relays through imprqVed designs and stage ations in order to‘: 
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(a) improve’ kcdnomic traffic as between villages, pressing into service; the ’ 
extension oKthe road system effected under,.$ie five-year plans; and 

(b) ensure that the cost of -carrying -goods of ruTa origl”n and for rural con- 
sumption accl:ue in the rural areas in part at any rate. It would be bzst 

F 
c of course if this objective .could be achieved through the market mechi- 

nism of rate and price structures. ” 
1 

.? . 

Fmets of the Work Ahem’ 
I_ 

-. 35. The modernization of the .bullock-cart system calls for a multi-disci&innry 
engeavour in a number of sectors. It cannot confine itself to design improvements 
and must take into account the effects of the original action on the sub-systems: I 

36. (i) The- followin g are some ‘of the socio-economic aspects of the project 
that require -special investigation : ’ 

(0) It is necessary to reassess the extent -of road damage caused by ‘the con- 
ventional bullock-c.art in terms of road maintenance cost. An &tim;ite of 
thk damage that can be ascribed exclusively to bullock-carts would be useful 
in understaliding the social benefits of modernization. 

(b) Tt is necessary to estimate the volume of bullock-cai-t transportation in 
relation to other modes of transport in the national economy. The impor- 
tal!ce -of the b&lock-Lart as a mode ofi goods transport could then be esta- 
blished in a telling manner. \ 

c) It should th.en be possible in the,, course of a further exercise to estimate . 
the volume of employment a&d income generated. by bullock-cart trans- 
portation in the national economy as well as the individual earnings of ’ 
owners, drivers, loaders, manufacturers and maintenance personnel. T$e 
potential of ;the bullock-cart systelq both for aldditional and fuller employ- 
ment and increased= incomes in the rural and ,urban areas _could then be 
viewed in perspective: 

\ 

(cl) It is necessary, too, to study the econol%ic and cultural’ factors that inhibit 
SInformation generated through such ’ PC the adoption of impro.ved carts. 

studies will be invaluable in-extension efforts to popularize improved ‘designs 
specific to given commoditie’s;-- communicatlion systems, cultures and geo- ’ 
climatic regions. : . -, 

(E) Further information of. ><egibnal and ‘occupational nature is also_ required 
regarding ownership p+t!tei-ns and t&e sources and servicing costs af capital 

. used fdr fresh purchases, Teplacements aild major r,epairs with a -view to 
examipiag ‘the peed for; and the possibility of, arranging institutional 
firiance.‘;- This would “be.,. the o!ily -feasible way of popularizing ,improved 

. designs, and may pro& to be more or less costly than thk tradi&ional ones. 
Institutional finance and State assistance will be necessary as the new designs 
‘are ,required in sectors and modes af yse which can least afford the 1 

( 

L* 
(f) Finally,’ it is necessary to estimate the seasonal variatidn . 

of bullock-carts and ,in the other us% df animal energy on 
, 

w. ’ 

are compiementtiry to. bullock-cart opel’ations,’ and as?& their ‘mplicahons 

,‘:6 ’ . 
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for income and employment and ensure the steady availability of the latter 
for a minimum number of days in the year. CI. 

37. It is necessary here to restate that one of the principal objectives of’the 
redesign project-is to avoid cruelty to the animals. Through the design improvement,. 

the following ‘advantages would flow. It would be possible to facilitate the pulling 
process for the benefit of the animal. Hence, a part of the draught power, which is 
IIOW expended without work being done and is frittered away, could be economically 
harnessed. h other words, the carryilig capacity of the carts could be increased 
ccteris pndms to about 2 to 2.5 tonnes with two bullocks, given the same scale of 
effort by the animal. Likewise, the increase in feasible load from 0.75 tonnes to 
1 .25 tonnes could be secured in the case oP the single-bullock cart without the output 
of extra effort by the .animal. This could help to increase earnings substantially and 
to improve the levels’” of living of ‘the cart-men. 

u 

38. Ease in-pulling hnd the aioidance of strain to the animals could beqachieved ’ 
through soft bearings and a dbetter fitment between cart and animal. Besides, it may 
be possible to eliminate, either completely or in significant measure, the weight now 
resting on the neck of the animal. This dysfunctional element in the design was 
referred to earlier. S>ne way of dding this would be to use a harnessing device 1 
employed in horse-carts which can articulate the pull aof the animal better. Tn the , 
horse-carts, the harnessing consists of leather straps which pass in front of the forelegs ,_ 
of the animal and are then passed round the barrel of the chest. The harness and ’ 
the shafts appear to float as the cart moves;- but steady and continuous contact is . 
maintained between cart and animal at vital points. In a bullock-cart, on the other 

b hand, the yoke rests only on the neck of the animal. A further refinement: -would be . ~-~~ 
the introduction of a third wheel which could reduce the load vertically incident on 

1 the ,neck of the animal. Preliminary trials show that this innovation lies distinctly 
within the realm of possibility. Its applicability is probably co@ned to well-compacted t 
surfaces’. Design improvements have also to cope with thZ present problems of j 
braking. Some’simple devices, the co$ and production process of which would lie 
Lvithin the means of the farmer in the village and which do not injure- the anilnal 
unduly, could be conceptualized. Where gecentralized folk technology has impro- 
vized these, they could be taken over, adapted an& propagated,in other regions and - 0 
terrain. 

$ 

39. A significant aspect of design improvement is the. need to keep down the * 
tare-weight to th,e absolute minimum,. consistent with the requirements -of_ terrain 
and the need to augment load capacity. The end in &ew could be secured through 
the selection of proper materials. Thanks to increased earnings, cart-owners should 
be able to feed the anitials better and so ensure their good health and longevity. A . 
farmer’s animals live off the farm, and their feeding is not a function of his earnings; 
but in the case of a city cait-own&r, the- feeding schedules,. intensities, food fortifica- 
tion and the inclusion of dry concentrates are inextricably bound up with-Ihe earnings 
and represent a direct charge on the latter. I 
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40. The reduction in road damage would be the single most significant social 
gain of the redesign project. This could be brought about through pneumatic or 
hard-rubber tyres or through the broadening of the iron rims around the conventional 
wooden wheel. If the new cap-tyre, the commeicial large-scale manufacture of which 
is being undertaken by a well-known tyre company, can be slipped on to the widened 
rims as an alternative, total road safety would be assured. 

. 

41. Bullock-Carts traverse at present a variety of terrain. They are used both 
in the rural and thi urban areas. More relevantly, the village cart has more field 
tracks, and lmtcka roads to negotiate while the city carts traverse well-laid ,roads for 
the $ost part. It has been found that most carts have often to traverse both kutclza 

and’pttcca roads in the course of a single journey. Animal typei used also vary, depend- - 
ing on geographic concentrations of work-animal breeds. While, some areas like 
Coimbatore district in the south and Haryana in the north have large-sized>bullocks, 
many regions like Chittoor district in Andhra Pradesh or Thanjavur in Tamil Nadu 
possess only small-sized cattle which are nevertheless hardy. While the genera! 
practice is to yoke two bullocks to a cart, the single-bullock cart is commotily met 
with all over the country. It was for these reasons that the first meeting of the 
Inter-Ministerial Committee on the Bullock-cart convened by the Union Ministry 
of Transport in December 1976 ruled that a number of improved designs were called 
for -not just one master design for the whole country. Designs must take into 
account culture specificity; the terrain; climaq; the freight to be carried; the genetic 
characteristics and specialization of the work-animal breeds that are locally available; 
and the size of the cart. No single design could qualify by virtue of each one of 
these requirements, but the rationale and norms of redesign are thq same for all. I 

1 4 

Genetic Improvement ! 

42. The present breeding programmes concentrate mainly pn improving the milk 
yields of dairy cattle. In any breeding programme, male cattle will, probably form 
50 per cent of the total, and plans are yet to be formulated to make good work-animals 
out of them. The capability of exotic cross-bred varieties for-ploughing and carting 

‘is yet to be established; they are heavy feeders and not used to hard work. The 
exotics have been evolved to serve the specialized needs of milk production. The 
special’ procedures used for breeding beef cattle show, beyond the need*‘for argument, 
that genetic handling should bear the end-use in view; the end-use will also determine 
in many cases thq breeds one starts off with. In our country, male calves often find 
their way to the slaughter-houses sdon after birth regardless of1 the f&t that, if 
maintained for two years, they should fetch good prices iq the market for work-animals. 
For our purposes, it is imperative to develop pure breeds of work-animals. Apart 
from genetics, a little hard-headed training at the veterinary farms can ensure this. 
As the representative from the Animal Husbandry Department of the Union 
Ministry of Agriculture pointed out at thec’Inter-Ministerial meeting, this country has ( 
reason to be proud of certain pure dual-purpose work-type breeds, such as the Kange- 
yam, the Ongole, the Sindhi and Haryana bulls or ,the Murrah buffaloes. It appears 
necessary, however, to project special breeding programmes in order to evolve pure 
work-breeds or to upgrade the work capicity of dual-purpose breeds. Certain ana- 
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tomical features of work-animals, such as the neck and-legs, which are most exercised 
during work, require selective attention. These animal ,husbandry tasks fit well 
into overall national perspectives for cattle which, in this country, suffer from geneti- 
cally transmitted degradation and shrinking food supplies. The overriding objective, 
accepted on all hands, is to decrease their n,umbers while upgrading their individual 
nutritional and health status. Berseem and lucerne grasses are already being grown 
in north India and in Kheda district - as second and third crops. On the basis 

-of grassland research done at Jhane State Departments of Agriculture c&uld encourage 
the raising of soil-specific grasses- as a second crop and as livestock-raising tactics J 
auxiliary to the principal strategies of farming. Grasses are cheaper than dry feed 
some of which are becoming scarcer -as some of the improved seed varieties are non- ’ 
lodging and yield vastly reduced quantities of hay. Concurrently, seed and irain 
concentrates, such’ as bran and &l-cake, hbve become more expensive because of 
higlgr returns from alternative usgs. Emergent product specialization in farming 
has made the secbnd crop an inter Ial need. 

: 

Also, permanent pasture constitutes 
in’ many places mandatory soil cove as a <precaution against erosion by the action 
of %%-ter and ‘v&id. 

43. .There is need for educating the, farmers and bullock-cart owners both 1. ‘b . . about the implications of the present defective designs and thk mentialities ‘of 
modernization. Presently, su$ vital issues as the cruelty to animals and-the come-- 
quent 10% of draught power, the impairment of CAttie health and the shortening of 
the life of the animal, which constitutes the principal capital of the small farmer and 
the cart-owner, are accepted uncritically and fatalistically as inevitable. !mproved 
designs do ‘not find easy acceptance and the farmer is often a,scepticnl customer to 
convince. Improvements are rejected qn the first appearance h kan obstacle. The 
pressurization of pneumatic tyres is. an instance in point. Servlcqfacilities for the 
mending of punctures, vulcanizing and other minor repairs as well a&q second-hand 
market in tyres and spares, such as axles and hubs, will come up as and w~&-I a certain 
critical number of pneilmatic-ty?e carts are in operation in a given area, w ‘ch can h 
use these facilities. The lack of credit facilities is another obstacle to ext&sion. 
Demonstration, propaganda and eductition can help to overcome an occupatiotial 
conservatism in the farmer and any initial resistance to mo-dernization. I 

44. It will not be possible to improve al! the 14 million bullock-carts in the 
country at one stroke. In the first instance, attention will have to be directed at 
areas with assured traffic offerings and to villages based on Cash crops and vegetables. 
From our point of view, urban ccntres are far and away the most promising to start off 
with, followed by agro-industrial concentrations like sugar factories, regions specializing 

* ili.,Fai‘sing ‘oil-seeds, fruit and flower crops, growth centres and finally by yet other 
areas that specialize in growing foodgrains. Even if bullock-carts could capture the 

. incremental freight arising from the planned growth rates of most rural produce, the 
impetus for redesign will have been imparted. There exists Lindoubted scope for re- 
claiming freight for bullock-carts from trucks. The Food Corporation of India 
and the State Civil Supplies Departments should *be persuaded to accord preferential I 

\ 
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treatment to bullocklcarts for short-distance traffic in their food procurement and - = * 
buffer-stock operations. / 

Lm~s & Rules Go~~erxirlg Use of Bullock-carts 
0 I 

. 
45. First and foremost, the existing municipal legislation that seeks to penalize 

cruelty to animals should be revived and enforced energetically with the help of volun- 
tary bodies, such as the SPCA, tile Lions and Rotary Clubs. The types of carts ” 

- allowed -or forbidden in city areas and municipal limits, the localities.in which they 
may be plied, the maximum permitted load - all these and many other regulations * 

1 
have to be studied, documented and collated. It is also necessary to enact fresh laws 
and fill lacurtat; .to ensure the humane tr$atment of animals and the safety of cart 4 
traffic. Q I 

a 

46. A slow-moving vehicle like the bull&k-cart retards traffic flow and affects 
the traffic capacity per unit of time on highways in cities and towns. The problem 
of the bullock-cart on the road in relation to othel; traffic has therefore to be lodked ” 
into from a - number of standpoints : rural-urban transportation, the economics of . 
bullock-carts VS. other modes of transport, the dptimum proportion between goods 1 
and passengers on busy thoroughfares. The question of allotting certain hours of the 

, day or night for bullock-cart traffic or segregating cart in traffic lanes alongside of 
cyclist$ and pedestrti could also be considered. 

47. Institutional manufacture should be undertaken of certain key compo- 
nents, the standardization of which would loiver costs substantially and facilitate 
piecemeal substitution and the overall redesign objectives. At present, many of these 
are made by village craftsmen, using conventional tools and methods of; production 
into which modern technologies have not entered and which have not even had the _ 
benefitr of a critical or expert review. Today, the villagewise ‘distribution Af such 
facilities is characterized by uncertain occurre&e and quality. The wheel-wright’s 
trade is unknown in India, and even now, there’ exist better facilities for- shoeing a 
horse or rehooping the wheel of a hansom, a-buggy or a colonial coach. These 
fa$lities, such as they are, may have served the conventional cart well enough, for 
the latter has no sophisticated or complex components; but these have now to be 
systematically improved or extended over groups of villages if the redesign objective 

“‘is to succeed. Followitig the fashioning of initial prototypes, certain key components, 
such as axles, bearings, light yoke-beams which improve tralismission, a harness and 
even light wood-saving platforms c-an be lGan8factured on a large scale to. great 
purpose and advantage. As argued before, mass manufacture will not only reduce 
cost but help standardize vital eiements in the design and improve overall cart quality. 
Suitable wood is now harder to come by, and mass manufacture can also arrest the 
indiscriminate felling of Qees. Such improvements might, however, displace certain 
traditional types. of crafMnCn in the villages. But opportunity should be taken to 
re-educate the existing craftsmen in the maintenance and repair of improved designs. 
A multi-purpose course for village craftsmen, which would include shoeing practice 
and the repair and maintenance of rudimentary mechanical contrivances, could be 
included in the curriculum of Tfidustrial Training Institutes and kddressed spedially . 
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to trainees who wou.ld work in the rural areas. A multi-purpose craftsman has better , 
chances of’enrning a livelihood than onk who pursues ‘and specializes in the traditional 
but declining trades. 

48. Carts in the rural areas are purchased mostly from owned funds. Rarely, 
small farmers borrow from money-lenders who ch?;;ge usur”lous rates of interest. It 

is this fact that ha?, more than any other, restricte?l the purchase of improved carts 
as well as ‘the improvement of existing ones. While redesigned carts may cost more 
and may affect the ability of small farmers. to buy them, institutional finance provided 
at differential rates of interest may open up new potentialities for the substitution of 
conventional carts with new designs as well as ‘for rural development. Happily, the 
Banking Division of the Ministry of Finance has kindly agreed to consider encouraging 
or persuading nationalized banks, those already willing and others yet -to make a, 
beginning in this sector, to lend to would-be cart-owners. 

Past Ef/brts nt Improrenleilt 
49. A brief review of past efforts at the improvement of the bullock-cart would 

not here be out of place. Mr. B. V. Vagh was among the earliest, to make an orga- 
nized attempt, but he was concerned more with preventing road damage and with 
the appropriate rectification of wheel design, He found that road .damage was not 
due so much to the wobbling of wheels as to the cutting action of the iron rims. He 
suggested accordingly that the weight of the cart as bearing on the road surface along 
the tread might be decreased through the widening of the rim. His recommendation 
did not, however, find much favour at that time. 

50. The credit for a more far-reaching and popular’ attempt at improvement 
must go to Dunlop India Ltd., essayed some 40 years ago. They were the pioneers in 
the production of the pneumatic tyre now mliversally known as ADV with which 
(along with soft bearings) they sought to replace the ‘steel-rimmed wooden wheel of 
the traditional bullock-cart. Though Dunlops, too, stressed the vastly reduced 
damage caused to roads by pneumatic tyres, their carts in fat? achieved greater real 
and monetary returns to their owners. The following table extracted from a report 
on Tests OH Dunlop Pr~ewnutic Equipment for Farm Carts: 1933-34 prepar,ed by the 
Imperial Agricultural ~Rese.arch Institute, P&a, New Delhi, will bear out Dunlop’s 
claim that their cart, not only ieduced the chances of road damag5 but ‘made cart 
operation more viable for the first time. For Table III, see page 47. 

51. ,The same report also mentions that the net earnings from a Dunlop cart 
exceeded the income from a country cart by more than twice. However, ADV-tyred 
carts did not make an impact, one reason being the higher &Qt involved. In 1936, 
a Dunlop cart cost Rs. 250 as compared to Rs. 150 which was the price of a country 
cart. Today, cirts tyrized with ADV equipment cost around Rs. 3,000 ‘as against 
the Rs. 1,500 or so payable for a conventional cart. For &s reason, the Provincial 
Government of ihe Punjab of those days mooted a proposal td subsidize the purchases 
of such carts -which proposal had evidently to be shelved due to the outbreak of ’ 
the Second World War. Another reason must of course have been that the pnew- , 
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TABLE III ’ 

PERFORMANCE! OF CARTS ON COUNTRY & FIELD TRACKS 

Description of Cart 

‘Draw- 

4 Weight Cane Total Draw- bar Compara- 
of Empty Load Weight bar PLlll- tive 

Cart PUII per Draught 
Maund ’ - 

- --.-___ 

2 (fn maunds) (in lb.) 

Dunlop Wooden Cart . . . 9.75 2.5 34.75 48 1.38 100 

_ Dunlop Iron Cart . . . 13.25 50 63.25 100 I .58 115 

Farm Cart with Iron Tyres . . . 10.00 25 8 35.00 60 1.71 125 
1 

Country Cart without Iron Tyres . . . 6.75 16 22.75 80 fi 3.52 225 

. 

matic tyres of small diameter could not ply with the same ease on slushy ground as 
large-diameter wooden wheels. Also, farmers who lacked experience of the new 
equipment were discouraged by punctures and by the prospect of the maintenance . 
routine. After many decades, pneumatic tyre carts ‘are now. seen in large numbers 
in and around- urban centres, sugar factories 1 and in prosperous agricultural areas. 
Yet, they account,.only for five per cent” of the tbtal number., 

A : 

52. Carts made out of worn-out truck axles and tyres were subsequently deve- 
loped as a cheaper variation and are now to be found in small numbers in certain 
are3 mostly on tlie north Indian plains. In and around the city of Delhi in the 
north; and in Cojmbatore in the south, four-wheeled ADV-tyre carts are also in 
evidence. Such carts are well balanced, and eliminate the need fob the bulloclis to 
carry a part of the vertical load as l&pens in ‘twq-wheeled carts.‘ However, the 
rolling friction ‘(that between ihe ‘wheel rim and the road surface) on .four-wheeled 
carts is greater, and they are also costlier into the bargain. Cart designs with pneu- 
matic tyres vary ones from the other in respect of size, ,the materials used in the fabrica- 
tion of loading platforms, and in the matter of axles and wheels. ADV-tyxe carts 
generally have platforms mounted on steel angles, and this accounts for their larger 
cari-ying capacity. An interesting correlation that has consequences for the redesign 
project is that variations in the material, size and shape of the platform; are intended 
to suit the *nature of the loads to be carried. 

53. Existing designs have to be examined and evaluated in terms of load capa-‘ ’ _ 
city, draw-bar pull, spe:d, the burden on, and cruelty to, animals, road damage, etc. 
For, in fashioning new prototypes, it would be impossible ,to get away from the exist- 
ing designs. It woulfi be necessary to retain structures and structural elemqnts that 
have already gained wide consumer acceptance and passed the test of time. 

. 
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54. The recently aroused interest in the modernization ‘of bullock-cart trans- 
portation has its origin in work being done by the Indian Institute of Management, 
Bangalore, over some years ndw. In 1974, the Institute conducted-a pilot study on 
the techno-economic a>pects of bullock-cart transportation in Bangalore and Coimba- 
tore districts: earnings from cart operations, the nature. of the agricultural enterprise 
&lich t-he cart serves; literacy and cultural factors prevalent in the region; and the 
outstanding fxts about the climate, topography and terrain of the region all of which 
constitute vital “constraints” for determining the pc+ssibility and pace of moderniza- 
tion. The study underlined t’he technical defects of the existing carti and moreover 
showed conclusi\:ely that they \Ive.re not. economically viable. Et was found that two- 
Lvheeled ADV-tyrized carts as well as others Fabricated from worn-out truck axles 
and wheels generated substantial incomes for the owners or operators of these carts. 
The Director, Indian Institute of Marlagement, Bangalore, presented a paper on 
bullock-cart transportation at the last Illdian Science Congress held”in Waltair. 

55. The IncJian Institute of Management was among the earliest in recent years 
to highlight the need for the modernization of bullock-carts. The Director of the 
Institute, who is .also the senior author of this paper, summed up the problem in 
operational terms at the World Congress on Productivity held in Bombay in 1972. 
Together with like-minded institutions, the institute has since been able to foster a 
nationwide awareness of the problems of, and prospects\ for, the bullock-cart sys’tem 
in India. The. previous Prime Mihister’s call to’ the scientists and ‘technplogists to 
apply t-heir minds to the problems of impgving the bullqck-cart systeti in the. wake’ , 
of these redesign attempts gave a great fillip’ to research efforts. Among the few e 
institutions in the country which have taken up the work of redesigning, mention 
must be made of the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, the Indian Institute of 1 
Science, Bangalore, the Regional Engineering College, Warangal, .and the Central 
Road Research institute, Delhi. 

56. Some time ago, the Syndicate Bank annouhced a Design Contest and insti- 
. tuted national and regional awards for modernized bullock-cart designs which were 

at once functional and econ6mical. Over 150 entries were received in response to 

T this. calI from various parts of the count@, and they suggested modificationssand 
additions on the basis of existing cart structu;es. The Director, Indian Ifistitute of 
Management, Bangalore, was among those who evaluated and adjudged the entries. 
It wBs symptomatic of scientific thinking .and technological ‘w&-k in this country that 
none of the entries merited the National Award; only two were awarded regional _ 

.’ consolati on prizes. The Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore; have in the 
meanwhile contatited a number of individuals,and institutions and associat’d them in 

, 1” the task of’ improving the bullock-cart transportation systenl, which not only invpl)es 
technical redesigning but the assessment of the’implications of socio-economic condi- 
tions for the choice of a design which is suited to topography, locality, culture and 
use. Another stage in the evolution of viable bullock-cart designs was the sporadic 
efforts made to incorporate a braking system; this was to some extent a direct 
consequence of greater speed that pneumatic tyres made possible as also the growing . 

. 
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congestion in the traffic on city roads where bullock-carts continue to be used. 
Because a cheap brake is not spectacularly effective-and the more sophisticated ones 
are expensive, the brake has not yet caught on in a large way. The most effect&e 
braking system that is also cheap has in fact been taken over from one of the tradi- 
tional designs indigenous to an important cart-using region in the c untry. 

* 9 
57. Discussions -w&e held in the Institute with Sri B. Sivaraman, Member, 

Planning Commission,.in the hope of having the $roject included in the forthcoming 
five-year plan. The Institute sought the mediation and good offices of Dr. Krishna- 
swamy, the Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, in securing favourablq 
terms’ for loans which would’ help to facilitate the redesign of bullock-carts and up- 
grade the rural transportation system. The State Bank and its subsidiaries and the 
Industrial Development Bank of lndia b;ere also requested to facilitate preferential 
bank and term-lending for the purchase of work-animals and new,,carts. The Films 
Division and the Qoordarshan Authority of India of the Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting have both made short documentaries, which depict the dysfunctional 
character of -the present bullock-cart system, the need for improvement and tire 

, prototypes under consideration. 

58. The Institute itself took up a technical research project on design improve- 
ment, which was facilitated by a-grant from the Department of Science and Technology, 
Government of India. This as a modest project considering the dimensions of the 
issues involved, and envisaged increases in the carrying capacity of carts, reduction 
in injury $0 animals, and reduced wear and tear to roads. Here again, piecemesa 
improvement beginning with local designs was the objective. The project envisaged 
the production of three prototypical designs within one year. ’ In the modernization 
project, the PSG Institute of Technology of Coimbatore and IIT of Madi-as were 

. also associated. Tube Investments, the ICPL, the NAL, Bangalore, the Indian 
lnstitute of Science, Bangalore, Dunlop (India) Ltd., Calcutta, and Firestone, Bombay, 
are among the,other institutions concurrently working on one or more aspects or 
elements of the improved designs. 

59. We have come a long way since-then. A socio-economic survey of bullock- 
cart 6perations in seven states of the country was awarded to the Indian Institute of . 
Management, Bangalore, by the Ministry of Shipping & Transport; and so was 
a second project for a Country Documentation Manual, to be published jointly by 
ESCAP and the Government of India, of animal-drawn carts and. implements and 
generally on the state of the art of carting and cart manufacture; this will provide 
,the format for a five-country manual for the South Asian region. The Ministry 

~ 6f ,Shipping and Transport are considering the financing of a redesign project which 
will hklp to finalize six production prototypes. Some of the earlier prototypes 
fabricated under the aegis of the Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore, were 
on view at the Bullock-cart Modernization Pavilion of Agri Expo 77: photographs, 
charts, .drawings, components depicted the defects of existing cart operations and the 
need for, and means of, seffecting seveial packages of improvements. A Value Enginee- 
ring Workshop was also held at IIM-B early in 1978 and was attended by research 
workers engaged in, or concerned with, bullock-cart development. 
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THE MANAGEMENT OF ANIMAL ENERGY RESOURCES IN INDIA 

0 FARMING AND CARTING OPERATIONS 

<;I 1. The prbgress of civilization .has been closely linked with the service of work- 
animals to,mankind for millennia. Work-animalk notu only provide the motive power 
to millions of ploughs, carts and agricultural implements but also leave behind hide 
and. bone-meal at the end of their working lives. In our country, the contribution 
of work-animals to the economy is of the utmost importance. Yet, by and large, 
wehave neglected their development, utilization and welfare. We extract excessive 
outputs of power from the beasts of burden by resorting to cruelty. The develop- 
ment of aninial ehergy resources, their proper utilization, and more timely care of the 
work-anima1.s would assuredly benefit millions of po?r people, farmers and carters, 

ent, the economy, and society at large. 
\ 

7 -. All over the world, scientists are searching for new forms of energy. A great 
deal of Research and Development -effort is going on everywhere, India included, 
to tap energy from the sun, wind, tide, dung, etc. Here in animals is an excellent 
example of a ready source of energy, most apprqpriate and lying within the economic, 
and technological capability of millions of farmers. Whatever efforts are now being 
made in the matter of work-animals are only a fraction of what is needed, consi- 
dering the investment and the’ tiast potential of economic benefits to the country and 
I-eduction in suffering to the animals. 

i The Extent and Intensity of Animal Power Use 

3. We have roughly 80 million work-animals - 70 @lion bullocks, eight 
million buffaloes, one million horses and one million camels; in addition, donkeys and 
elephants are, also used if only as pack-animals. ’ Though no statistically and scienti- 
fically reliable data are as yet available for. macro-calculations, it may be assumed 
that each animal is capable of generating, on an average, half a horse-power. Our 
work-anin;als, then, can generate 40 million h.p., i.e., equal approxiniately to 30,000 mw. ’ 
Qf electrical po\lcer. Incidentally, the installed capacity for electrical energy in India 
today is only 26,000 mw. Not many are aware of the magnitude of power made 
available to us by these worthy animals., To produce and make available 30,000 mw. , 
of energy at the millions of points of ‘application, would need an investment of 
Rs. 30,000 crores.’ As against this, the investment today in work-animals and the 
associated infrastructure may be of the order only of Rs. 10,000 crores. A part of 
this neglect is undeniably due to the impression prevalent amongst scientists and 
pblicy-makers that the utilizat,ion of animal energy for farming purposes represents 
a passing phase in development, and that modernization of agriculture, and even of 
social relations and phiIosoph> would necessitate the elimination of work-animals. 

,/’ 

,’ 
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However, any economic analysis of the role of ar)inial energy in farming and the 
relationship between prices in the organized and non-organized sectors would reveal 
that this is just not feasible, and may indeed not be desirable for years to come. Animal 
energy must remain the principal energy source for farming operations in this country 
for decades. Inter-country comparisons within the Third World would serve LO 
establish the characteristic and vital role animal energy plays in farming operations. 
This is certainly true o,f India at any rate. 

, 

4. To animal-lovers, of course, this is sad news. What they would~ like 
to see is that animals are replaced altogether by motorized implements in farming as 
well as in rur+l transport. Work-animals go through untold suffering from. birth to ’ 
death, much of which can be avoided if,only we would shqw compassion and activeljl 

-get down to finding out how to make operations more efficient and also make things 
easier for the animal. In any case, so long as we do use them, everybody should 
do something .to improve the situation for the benefit of all - the Animals included. 

On ‘the-choice of Energy Technologies 

5. Several methods ranging from t&e most primitive to highly contemporary 
and mechanized technologies are being used in agriculture in India. It has been 
estimated that two-thirds of the energy input into our farms comes from animals, and 
of the rest, 20 per cent owes to human exertions; only 10 per cent is derived frbm other 
forms of energy like fossil fuels and hydel power. Scientific estimates show that, 

‘if the present eriergy input to our farms were doubled, output could be optimized to 
great advantage. ,The same estimates reveal that there exists/ too, a great shortage 
of energy in farming Operations’:. But without massive amounts of capital, power 
inputs of su?ch magnitude cannot be obtained from hydel and ; fossil sources alone. 
Massive investment,s are being contemplated during the Si’xth Plan’ period in .ordel 
substantially to augment electrical ener.gy and to allocate a good part of it for use 
in the rural areas. It is not only supply that is a constraint on rural electrification. 
U$ilization rates in the villages add to transmission and’distribution costs and in the 
cage of many sniall farms, animal energy is cheaper than subiidized electricity. A&ma1 
energy belongs as much in the core sector, as the generaltion’of electricity from fossil 
fuels or irrigation. 

6.’ But the efficient delivery of electricity to the villages will take time, and 
there is meanwhile urgent demand for electrical energy from other equally vital sectors 
of the. economy. The country is currently importing 20 million tons $f crude oil 
and in view of the worldwide supply arid price crisis, the free use o$ diesel for farm 
needs is not yet feasible. All these facts point to the need of augmknting animal 
energy outputs and their efficient utilization. ’ Sporadic mechanization is bo<ind to 
take place on individual farms and in the case of crops that lend themselves to the % 
plantation kind of organization. This need not *be discouraged; on the contrary, 
this process can even be facilitated so that, ‘over the next few decades, work-animals 
can be replaced, if that is what is desired. However, the conditions for the appli- 
cation of diesel or electrical energy do not now exist on the great majority. of farms 
in the country. On ,the contrary, animal energy is appropriate and, sufficient to most 
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needs and in many situations. Efforts should accordingly .be made to apply animal 
energy more intensively. productively and efficiently. 

7. Improvement would, first of all, call for a survey of th: present technologi- 
I_ cal, economic and social status 6f the utilization of animal energy; the feeding and 

breeding of work-animals;, methods of energy utilization; economic and so&l1 efficiency 
of operations in which they are used in relation to alternative means. Massive inputs 
by way of R & D, Organization and Systems a’re essential if the management of animal 
energy uti$ization is to be put on a scientific and humane--footing. The following 
considerations may be pertinent: ‘1 

‘! n 
There is a shortage of energy on the farms. ’ 

i ’ 
- 

- The work-animals already exist and -energy from them is appropriate to -.. 
our needs. 

- The, supply of animal energy from the existing stock’can be increased. ’ 
- Crude oil has to be imported,‘*and there is’ alternative demand for addi- . . 

tional electrical energy generated from coal, water an8 oil resources. 
< 

- lAn&l energy is under-utilized at ai1 Jevels involving tren~endous‘,r.wast- 
age besides. 

- -. ~_ : 
- There is‘ all’-round cruelty to work-animals which, apart ’ from common 

humanity, entails indisputable and grave drseconomies. 
. 

% I . 
Uses for Work Animals _ ‘--.. I.% 

8. Situations where animal energy is appropriate are simple and easy to 
comprehend. Over 50 per cent of India’s holdings are less thap .two. hectares in 

* extent and officially classified as small. Farm ‘size in most cases would preclude the j ,. 2 $“, 

use of tractors by small and marginal farmers, which require at least four, hectares 
or more for economical operations. ‘Even where farmers can afford them, the main- ’ * ‘. 
tenance, infrastructure and technical ‘man-power are not readily availabLe everywhere. 
Though Government agencies have actively promoted tractorization, the replacement Q 

of animal energy by oil-fired implements has fallen short of ,tar,e-ts. , - . 
.-. ‘. 

9.’ Even small farms have’ farm-bred work-animals which, like the subsistence, -4. 

farmer, live off the farm. The farmers use the animals for a variety of purposes. 
The animal is used to draw the farmer’s cart, if he has one, to lift irrigation water, 3 
for chaff-cutting, in gu/*-making, etc. ~4 male calf is .either kept by the farmer for his , :, 
own use or sold off as work cattle. There has been ‘no initial mo?;ey investment in, .~ * 
many cases. The feed for animals comes mainly from village pasture and fodder -’ * 
from farm waste and by-products, such as hay. Animal dung $ ‘useful as. manure 1 g ’ .’ ’ 
and provides fuel for the farmer’s home and insect-resisting plaster for the floor and J ,_ ? 5.;’ 

z walls of the farm house. When the working life of the animal-has come to an end;,*‘” . :;L 
it is usually sold off for its meat and leather, hoof and horn. And animals belong ;.,;- 

integrally in primordial village life. Any rural ener& policy must take into account 7 ,i., -, D ,“. 
. these interconnections. ‘@ / 
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54 M?,~ER~IZATION*OF.THE l+LLOCK-CART SYSTEtvl ĵ 
. 

_’ 1 

,@. * 1.0. There are no reliable g’stimates regarding the distribqtion of animal energy 
’ : as between various uses in farming :a%well as in carting. However, a qualitative 

. c analysis shows that they are ‘used , *. *x. . .’ 
- e. : . . - + exclusively for ploughing’ 

1 
.3 ’ $3 :p 

b r - ‘ploughing, water-lifting and.other farm operations ( : ., ‘,. - I 
/‘Y -- ploughing and carting 1, ‘ ~ : 

,’ - 
*- 6‘ exclusively in carting as in cities and semi-urban areas 

L .i * exclusively as ‘:pack animjls. vc - .~ .( s f 
“A $*\ ’ 

, - _I 
d i? 

&hi&: syrveys in,. 
‘0 L 0 

selected districts. show. that two-thirds of the animal-drawn c&ts 
carrking gd&Q as between villages do noi_have road surfaces fit and safe enough for 
trucks. an-d tractors. Only animal-“drawn carts c&n ply on Lhese’ roads; they take - 

I ravines, streams, paddy ~,fi,eld,&&nd so on...in their stiide. That the animal-drawn cart 
does not need a prepared. s$rface is what makesit unique and peerless: In fact, social 
a;lthropologists regard the animal-cart as a versatile vehicle andaOZvenerable artefact c 

.. 
1 

,frbm antiquity that has evolved to its present state of utility and simplicity through 
centuries. - “The loads to be’ carried in villages in the service pf agricultural operations 

‘-are’far tod”‘small for tractors and trucks. Al&j the distances over which these are 
.moved are short, say, 10 to 20 kilometers, and so isth+journey time. Both the loads ‘ 
and distances preclude the economical use of motorized vehicles.,Moreover trucks and 
tractors ai-e,beyond the financial means of the typical farmer or even a typical village 
made up’ of small farms. All these factors render the cart the ,only appropriate and .T . 
effective ws of .-transportation in most rural areas. Less...extensively, carts- are ’ 
used for -pass$ger transport as well. Tractors -arid trucks will &ome in large numbers 
into the villages when conditions become favourable for operations. Meanwhile, 
+fforts should be made to modernize cart operations based on animal energy so as 
to achieve basic objectives-in the primary sector, viz,, increased production and employ:. 

I ment {and tie diversification of productive activity in the villages. 
. _ i: 

11. The sniall farmer cannot afford his own work-animal ; lie hires’it at present. 
Often he does<a bad job of preparing the ground. for sowing. When he ascends the 
hierarchy of incomes, he buys anim&,‘and a cart at a later stage. -2F’or many small 
farmers, the animal represents capital. It is often the only investment a s~nall‘ farmer 

can boast cf. A pair of animals, improved seedsland fertilizers, a cart and energized _ 
pump-sets are all producer goods- which a snla.1~ farmer aspires to - in that order. We 
Yet again, there are many cultivators who have ‘no capital at all. The ‘*income effect” 
also leads to .the progressive use of fallow land. The, process of natural regeneration ” & 

2. of fertility is shortened through artificial fertilization. Such gradual raising of economic . 
competence may be brought -about ‘thr.ough’the impact.of technology based on better‘ . _ 

i seeds, artificial fertilizatiosn and higher water inputs; double-, multiple- and inter- - - , 
land reforms; easier credit; post-harvest technology; better prices for . 

al produce, .etc. All these serve to improve his economic viability. But _ 
the modalities by which a marketable surplus and cash income lead to increased invest- 
ment+in.-farming needs to be determined empirically. ’ When the landless laboin-cr, 
peasar%$share-cropper, marginal or small farmer is able to market some of his pro- 

., duce and acquires a cash surplus over the years, capital formation begins. He acquires 
b 
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a pair of animals and with luck, a cart as well. That is probably how; thanks to the 
Green Revolution, the population ‘of work-cat& and carts has been increasing in 
recent years. it has done so in most States except Kerala, the Punjab and Haryana, 
where powered contrivances have come’to replace animal energy. The local reasons 
are alG,ays important. In Punjab, i’t is an abundance of water, a three-crop regimen, 
the productivity of the peasant and a shortage of labour during the busy season that 
has led to mechanization. I,n Kerala, plantation crops, .approp;iate forms of ownership 
and organization and a.shortage-of lotal breeds of work-animals has brought about a 
.decrease in carting. -Hgre again, a iocio-economic survey will I 

. . inergy policy that meets the needs of most disfiarate local $ 
d to ‘an animal- 

sitLig ions. The process 
of increased use of animal energy on the one side and increased 4ncchanization on the 

, other may, and does, go on simultaneously for some years, but the predominance of 
animal energy in farming and ancillary opPratiOns will continue for much longer than 

. 

12. The extent of utilization of carts in villages and towns varies a great deal. 
In the villages, carting is mostl-y ancillary to farming an6 the animals are used, maybe 
tbr 30 to 100 days in a year, in this manner. To the farmer who has to keep the animals ’ . 

anyway for ploughi’ng, the economics of carting ispot a decisive consideration as the - 

marginal. cost of cart-use?s’only that of his own Iybour, the dpportunity crest of which 
approacheS zero in the under-employed villages. Of course, there are thousands of 
carts which are in use throug’hout thp year..,, 

\ - 
r. 2 

, * - 
1,3. Animal-drawn carts iq tbwns $tid urban areas >$$I! even in the fillages, ’ 

4 

where animals ase used exclusively for &rting, are able to find custom for 250 to .- 
390 days a year- Except in <he metrop9litan cities, where carts ?re being ?Mcouraged, ’ 

in the city-centres, the cart populatic$ is increasing-in most urban agglomerations. 
Qf course, the proportion of goods ,darried by carts to that transported in motorized 
frucks would be small ‘in the cities,/unlike iq the rural Greas where carts carry a imuch, ’ *,\‘*’ 

higher proportibn of the total $pa@c. Cart operations are ‘monetized in the ,cities, I’ 
b;t in -the villages, much of the -freighting is p&d for in kind or returned through . 

labour .of some kind. Caitnvn all over have ‘increased carrying ca 
pneumatic tyies ar?d s6me ?f th,em make an adequate living from 
cities as well as in sugar-bane &owin$areas. 

i 7, . I’ 
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I b 
'- 

* 
'2 _ 

sectgr in i-elation to growing demand. Thik phenomenon is rio ticeable even in the” 
villages where sugar-cane and other bulky cash crops are raised and-where economical 

_ r 

loads are assu’Ped for long periods in a year for a# ,modes>of transpoct. This process, > i 
like Jhe gaduation of small and marginal farmeg into viable income-cl&ses which ,’ 
derj,ve a net cash return and profit from fa@$$g is a. part of the rural development 
p_rocess and wilt go -hand in ha@ pith it?, :, I c 

. .:: ’ (_ , -.- 
15. Except for the qYiinqu,ennial livestock censuses, .,&no district-level . data 

are available from which idle and working time of cattle can be determi&d. Other 
essential information whickiis not available include: the .population of cattle according 
to broad age:groups, and the relz$ive proportions of working time spent on ploughjng, 

-.e carting, water-rifting, etc. E$,ly in 1978, the Ministry qf Shipping and Transport 
funded a socio-economic ,survey pf bullock-cart operations in the country, which is . * 
being conducted by NCAER in nBrth India and IlMB in the south. Results 
should be available by the end of 1979. A similar proposal to conduct a compre- 

’ hensive socio-&onoqic sbr$ey of animal-ow$ers and operations’ and tec,\nologies 
uSing animal energy- is .beixi ed .to the Dep?rtmel’lt ,of Science and Technology. 

r- I DuTing the last tw dies <were conducted in chosen.areas in order to, ri 

determine the’ para tors anG,quantify them and approadh the study 
with hypotheses th ted and &ill gi,ve shape to the study. 

D 
Y . c 

..__ 

. -‘\ 

16. Though not serviceable for scientific projeqtiofls, observatibns and percepL 
tions’ serve to provide a feel of the si‘tuatiol;. Based on these;-an’adhoc;~~tet7Spt is o 

a %%&-be@ tq quantify the freighF> carried bj,‘ carts. The figures regafilivg load 
levels, the n-timber of says’ of ope&tioli, ‘&d d&&es moved are tppical averages .Y .” ‘, -, 

I derived from pilot studies. The .li&itations of sample data will not overly vitiate‘ 
the qualitative comlusions as the assumpti&s represent only orders of Lmignitude 

’ _,i 

J 

and do not aiv at precision. 
. . ; : ’ , Y’. : e- ._ . . . . 

’ : 
PARAMETERS OF CART OPERATIONS:. SOME ASSUMPTICJNS “. !, 

LI 
, ’ 5 . I , Iri Predominantly. p 

Quantities -h -- ---~ 

kural A’reas - Ui ban Are& 
a 

. ” 

1, Carts (in millions) 1.2 */. /.= 3 

2. Average freight (in tonnes) 3 -. t ? 
3. Average distance per day (in km.) 1~ 

, 4. Average number of.d?ys of use in yeai- 
10,’ L ,-X& _ *+ _ 
52 

‘(On: $ay, per &ek) 
Q . 

. _ (5 days per week) %, Ia 
. LI 

1. Freight iarried by carts in r&al areas ’ 1 12 X 3 X 10 X. 52 7 3,120 .* 
2. Freight carried by carts in urban areas .3’ x 3 x 20 x52(30 ,z.’ 11,700 * ! 

a Total : 14,820 million tonne-km., say, * _, ‘,, 15,000 ,: ’ ( . _ 

:- 
.t * ,’ .I . 

“ ? 
~ 3 1 1 i 

_ r + 
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17. The number of carts in the country has be?n estimated at 15 millions-the 
majority of which is bullockrdrawn. Their -distribution between urban and rural 
areas has been taken .as 12 and 3 mil’lions respectively, based on the urbanization 
index, which is 20 per cent. Even if projection from limited sample data may- not 
b’e proper;. the broad conclusions that animal-drawn carts form an important part 
of the country’s transport system- cannot be gainsaid. Nor can .the importance of 
animal energy for farming be questioned. Both& these’ facts support the conclusion 
reg:rding the appropriateness of animal energy resources to the context and situation 
of our country. Rural development sIioul{ .not ipso f&to mean tie-educed depende!ice 
on animal energy nor increased mechani,zation. As argued 
animal energy resources al:e not being put to efficien ti 

before, the country’s 
se. The intention is that the’ 

socio-economic survey should show the way to better management and fuller utiliza- 
tion of animal energy. 

The Potentialities of A&ma1 Energy . ’ 
r 

18. The magnitude of animal energk available for exploitation and its potential 
for development have not been recognized or ehdorsed by policy-makers, planners, 
or professionals in India. Leading scientists have, however, atte,mpted to assess the 
energy output of .work cattle,: which -@dependent 6n breed, size, weight and nutrition 
l&els. There- are wide variations in;, size and weight from one part of the couritry 1 

%~~;to aliotlfer: The Haryana bullock is perhaps double the small-statured breeds met 
4 with’in some parts of soufh India. The male Murrah buffalo OT north India is easily 

twice the size of the Surti found in the,south. #In‘ the south itself, there are the Kange- 
yam, Ongole. and Amritmahal bulls wl;ch compare favourably with the best-bred 
bullocks of north India. Draught power is known to be directly dependent on animal 

‘ weight and feediCg rates. Further tests should serve to ide&ify &her relevant variables 
that can also be controlled, such as the design of cart-powered implements, their * 
power transmission systems and traction surfaces. 

, 

19. ‘Successful scientific,*work of high 
for evolving better breeds of milch dattle. 

quality is being don; in our country . 
In the result, the country has evolved 1 

high-yielding milch cattle that can be reproduced without 1~~s *of quality. Though 
work cattle are equally impprtant to oHr -economy, they have hot come’in for the same,. 
measure of R & D attkntion. The work cihacity of Indian breeds needs to ’ be 
reinforce’d. Apart from dual breeds, the selective propagation -*and reinfor&ent 
of \vork charactkristi.cs and of animals exclusively for work*purpbses should be attem- 
pted as a part pf prbgrammed effdrt at development. A Inassive investment of funds 
in personnel .,and ‘bi-eeding and trainilag centres would be necessiry. i But the benefits 
will surely be spectacular. Already China has Faised a stock of ,50 million buffaloes 
for use. as work cat@; we have hardly eight millions. The” male buffaloes of certain 
breeds makk excelle”nt draught animaJs:I Their performance- may be region-specific 
in sonle cases. It ‘is nevertheless true ghat no institutional attenlpts are’being mad6 
to increase the rnak bufTalo population. Jt is”sqid that male dalves-are killed of? at 
birth, and many healthy one-year-olds .are’ sent to slaughter-houses, for ,a Zpaltry COII- 

* side&ion whereas,-at the a& of thl:ee years’, they should fetch the .6wner a minimum 
. I .d ,. * 

I 

9 y< A . 
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c of Rs. 1,000. ’ The work potential of buffaloes and methods of raising them form an 
impol’tant part of this project. I The draught capacity of bullocks has been estimated 
to vary froili 0.4 l!.p. to 0.6 h.p. Individual breeds of bullocks and buffalo& may 
be capable of greater effort . In our calculations, w8 ‘have opted for the safe average 
of 0.5 h.p. per animal. Studies done in the [IMB show that the figure for average 
draught capability, may be higher. For example, two bullocks yoked together are 
able to put forth about -1.25 lb. of power, and are able to move at the rat& of about 

i 
three miles per hour. The energy output that can be attributed to this performance 
may exceed 0.5 h.p. For 80 million animals, the total work capacity will therefore 

+ (-I / be 01.5 x 80 million h .p. which roughly equals 30,000 megawatts of electrical energy. 
-‘.- _ _ rt -r ‘ / 1 

This still exceeds the current rates of production of electrical energy in this country. 
/’ , 

. 

20. To generate, distribute and to make available~ one kilowatt of electrical 
energy at the point of use, the investment calted for may be abo*ut Rs. JO,OOO. To 
replace all.animal energy in .the country by elect;ical enecgy would thei-efore need a 
precedent investment of Rs. 30,000 crores. There are of Course other factors which work 
to reduce the investment required for given work,loads. For$istance, electrica motors 
can -be wbrked -longer hours than animals. More work can be accomplished with 

* one hoi-se-power of uninterrupted electrical power than with two animals. But India’s 
‘farnis aie slllall and cannot avail themselves of these pure energy conceptrates as 
Qopulation fnd consumption daities and utilization indices all tend to be low. 

/ 
. 

21.r ‘The maintenance cost of two animals and that of a corresponding electrical 
power source can aJso be compared. For the8 sake of simplicity, the power output 
of two animali can be assumed to be equivalerit to one kilowatt of energy. During 

e 
eight hour8, eight units will be cdnsumed, the cost of which may be (at the subsidized 

‘--L .I. .- rate) roughly Rs. 1.75. Surely, two animals would cost more by way of mainte- 
_ ’ nance, if fed with manufactured cattle feed. 

-- I <- 

Green fodder is cheaper in the villages * 
a id if carefully chosen, can replace to some extent the dry concentrates. Most of , 
the work-animals in the villages are farm fed., In practice, therefore, maintenance 
costs are lower. 

.I 

22. Perhaps the investment in tractoriaation would afford a more appropriate 
comparison. (The speed and rates of operation are n6t critical in farm operations or 
even in transporting the kinds of produce now carried by the bullock-cart. Animal 

‘maintenance has to be paid,for even when there is no work for the farm animals while 
electrical mot.ors and tract,ors &ould ke shut off at will and’do not require maintenance 
during idle time. Therefore the comparison between animals on the .one. hand and 
other modes of energy-cannot be carried, through beyond a point.) Even with small 
holdings, tractors ,can be utilize’d’efficiently and economically through tractqr-service .e 
stations or co-operatives which serve a large number of clients. lnv&tments in the ’ 
fortier do not pay off and the latter ha\ie’,,not been too successful. Thank’s to the 
organization input and the availability of infrastructure, it has been possible in Kerala 
to improve farming efficiency through- some measure of tractorization. Also labour 
cbsts are’ high -in Kerala and man competes with animal for the use of land. So,the 
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animal has yielded place tb the machine. But experience in Pakistan and some other 
countries shows that tractorization has not produced the desired results. 

or carting to be done, othkr uses for the animal 
use of animal energy will depend on an enlarged 

utilization and on the diversification of 
When economic acti- 

areas. 

terrain-specific carts. 

25. Water, milk, kerosene, vegetables, beverage \ 
cereals, e’dible oils, crockery 

and cutlery for part& furniture, paper, construction mat ~ ials and innumerable other 
?u goods are to be delivered to consumption or vending points, ch as households, shops, 

hotels, offices, construction sites, educationapinstitutions, ci&ema houses. Another 
classical instance. is garbage collection and disposal, $ich ought really .tp be done ,at 
night and n,ot during the day as at present. Here numerous collection points, are 
involved and carts would be the ideal mode of transport. In’ fact, the bins can be 
so designed for loading on to stillions and containers, andhthe empties left.in:position 
by another relay of carts. * 

26. The suitability of the animal-drawn cart for this use is based on the 
following considerations : 

r short traction distances - 

- frequent stops for loading and unloading which take relatively greater time 
- speed is .not important 
- average loads in municipal and conservancy services fall below truck S 

capacity 
- numerous supply and distribution points can be reached at the same time 
- the narrowness of roads and service lanes. 

Improved Utilization . ’ 

\ 27. In spite of the lack, of sufficient data, it can be asserted that animal-energy 
is not being utilized optimally in the coantry. Improvement in the utilization of 
the existing capacity will lead to increased productivity and can be secured in the 
following ways : 

- Jncreased number of days of use per year and number of hours .per day 
without imposing an undue burden ?n the animal. \ 

\ . 
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- .$ lmproved transmission efficiency. 
- Improved desiins of implements, yoked to the .animal, for increasing effici- 

ency in the application of animal energy. 
c - Improved breeds of cattle, further to augment draught capacity, and 

improved feeding r,egimen based on measured quantities of carbohydrates 
and digestible proteins. 

- Increased working life of the animal. 

Studies show that productivity is low on all these five counts and that there exists 
great scope for improvement. 

27. The distribution of the 80 million work-&imals as between rural and 
qban areas has been estimated as follows: 

. 

’ I In millions I 
Animals - 

Total Rural Urban 

1. Bullocks ,70 65 5 

2. Buffaloes 8 .8 A small number 

3. Horses 1 A lmall’number 1 

4. Camels 1 1 A small number 
-- 

80 74 j/ 6 
\’ 

28. These are rough and ready working estimates and are by no means precise. 
Data from the socio-economic sample surv.ey would be normative of these, but here 

I 
again, tk;e planning of animal energy utilization is best done at district level. 

29. Most of the work-animals are to be found in the rural areas 65 million . 
bullocks and eight million buffaloes). Among these, say, 70 millions are used in 
farming dperatipns - ploughing being the predominant form of use. Ploughing 
and bther farming opeiations may take up about 100 days in a year; and carting about ’ 
50. This means that the animals are at present utilized for less than half the year. 
Those engaged exclusively in carting in the cities would be used more intensively but 
in the villages, the duration of use of the specialized draught animal would be less than 
that of a dual-purpose animal used both for ploughing and carting. Animals equi- 
valent tb 35 million horse-power of work remain idle according to this assumption. ” 
In m$ey terms, this waste would amount to a colossal figure. 

. 

The fdllowing may improve Utilization: 

- increased use of animals through multiple-cropping .practices 
- the bringing of fallow land under cultivation 

‘- new and alternative uses for animal, energy. 
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8 
R & D Leads 

30. To achieve the objectives of improved utilization of animal energy, 
R & D efforts must be intensified along several directions all at once. The ‘“R & D 
leads could be’identified at each stage of activity, starting from the generation of bio- 
energy b,y the animal right up to the utilization of ene:gy in operations like ploughing. . 
and carting. R & D needs can be briefly summtrized as below: (I c *. _- 

Harnessing devices - i 

- Improved animal-draw-n implements ’ 
., i 

- ! 
. - * Improved veterinary services 3 : 

- Better animal care 
- 

: - 
’ Improved breeding - 

- Improved designs of carts and other implements used in conjunctioti# with 
the animal. . . 

” . 

Harnessing Devices 
‘ 

. 
31. Today., in India, ploughing is typically done byt two ‘animais (a bullock o’r 

a buffal?, and in certain parts of U.P., by a team consistiqg of a,bullock and a buffalo) 
connected to .a pull-beam:’ The present harnessing device!%resting on the hump of ~ 

1 the animal, entails a Lertain, amount of transmission loss,*ahd reduced efficiency. 
Studies are in progress in IIMB to investigate-if transmissi’on eficiqncy could be _ 

., increased through a better harnessing device. ‘The yoking’system in use insouth India : 

,--‘-( %r water-lifting, where anim@s ivalk dotin ‘a $np liftiag ba$ns of water from a 7 

well, (the water is then discharge{ into the water-course wheu= the animal reaches 
the far end of the ramp) would admit of &iiiilar improvement. The animals then, ’ 
walk backwards returning the basin down to lwater level without using ,natural 
gravity. This walking backwards is wasteful. In the Persian Wheel, this is avoided, 
since the afiimal’s. effort is continuous and watkr is being lifted and discharged all 

. the time, .unlike in;the case of vertical lifting,: where work is done’only during 
Like$i>e, the designs of ibp?ements u$ed in threshing, grinding? and 

\ . 

half the cycle. 
other operations can all be-‘imprqved. Better desiins of implements wil.1 increase 
the efficiency of transmission as .yell as the utilization .bf energy. 

. 
I ,’ , -1 

j Improved Anin&-drawn Imple/?lenti . * 
,. 

8 _ 

32. Work,,Fnimqls are’.mainli Lied for ploughing. Traditionally, India has 
used*wooben ploughs, though iron and irgn-clad ploughs are in use in so&e parts of , 
the country. The Agrictiltu%e Departments’ o’f State Governments, the. Agricultura.1 
Universities and Agro&&&ries Corporations have been propagating improve’d 
versions of ploughs for nearly two decades how. ICRISAT, too, has been experi- 
mending with improved designs. and it has”*&~n claimed that, with some of the ploughs. . 
improved by them, it may be.possible to ‘double the amount.of work. done without . 
any extra burden to the-@maK l ICI?&AT’s work is essentiBlly in dry farming wh-ere, 

sin view of thq larg: areas involved, mechanization has hgd to be resorted to. it does 
ngt apgea; as’ if the -satie plough- can be used for wet and dry lands. Improvement 

‘df plougb design for increasing transmission and work efficiency would call for rather 
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g.re ater R & D effort than has been forthcoming so far. In some of the Indian Ocean , 
countries as well as in China, -the harnessing devices used. to yoke the work-animal 

’ to the plough or the cart resemble the horse harness more than the Indian yoke. 
Differential studies tom determine relative efficiencies&are very essential for this project. 

, In a rather uncommon. design of the plough, it was seen that the distance between the 
animal and the ploughshare was unysually great; prirnn facie, there obtains some 
correlation between this distance and the depth* of ploughing. This means an un- 

-Y intended benefit for the animal : the man behind’ the plough .cannot reach it for 
beating or whipping. The critical distance should really be the subject of testing in a . 

variety of soil situations with a number of plough designs. Wouldn’t standardization 
of this distance be better than variation ? Much- work has been done oq the water- 
buffalo in China as evidenced by a manual and two recent. b:oks brought out by FAO ._ ,’ 
on the subject. The Chinese have reportedly been able to get more power from water- 
buffaloes than we in India. Similar studies should be undertaken w.ith bullocks and 
buffaloes in India, and it is necessary to build’up an information system for a variety 
of uses., 

33. Thus; there exists great scope to improve designs, thereby i 
work efficiency of implements and the working life of animals. Also, 
tions have to be found which will help the farmer to mak&l%tter use 
resources. 

Veterinnry Services 

34. India does not lack the manpower, even by western standards, for the 5 
science and technology of veterinary services. However, the present organization 
and infrastructure of the veterinary health care delivery system is believed. by many 
to be inappropriate and insufficient. The system must be operational in its own way, 
but it has not been able to cater to the masses of cattle-owning farmers in the villages. 
A special study is needed to evolve a more effective structure of veterinary services 
appropriate for mass use and for delivery in far-flung outposts. Enlarging the net- 
work would only be part of the solution; a well thought-out management input to 
make the services expenditure-effective is also necessary. There is certainly a very 
good case for Primary Veterinary Health Centres. 

Animal Cme P 

35. Hindu taboos and the deification of the bull and cow as Nandi and Kama- 
‘dhenu in the Pantheon notwithstanding,* animals in India are underfed and neglected: 
Their health is poor. In fact, animal energy is a good example of the disarray met 
with in all segments of the non-organized sector in India. The first three years 
in the life of cattle are crucial for the’ development of work capability and the 
maximization of energy output. A countrywide study has to be made of practices 
for the rearing and work-training of cattle so-that an institution can take over the care 
of calves especially those between the ages of one and three. It should also have 

a work training wing. The care of the animal during its working life is as important 
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’ as the crucial care in the formative years. In China, it has been found that the shoeing - 
of water-buffaloes has reduced the incidence of foot diseases. In. India, whkre 
bufTaloes are used for ploughing and, carting, care shbuld be taker! to desibn and 
develop hoof-shoes of the right sizes and suitable materi&. The primctive methods 
of castrating and branding ahimals often cause needless pain and sepsis and certainly 
lead in some cases to the shortening of animal life. Scientific methods of branding 
and castrating animals, \A’hich represent further advatices on practices now obtain- 
ing in State Veterinary Research and Health Care Centres, should be evolved. This 

* will introduce a salutary measure of efficiency in animal management and will also 
obviate the need for punishment of work-animals. 

. I 

Breed Development 

36. VBrious factors relevant to work capability ‘enter into genetic R & D like 

the body dimensions of the animal, the length of the working life of animals, energy- 

generating capacity, resistance to disease, etc. Breed development in India has been 
almost exc!usively’ coniined to milch animals and not 1nuc11 attention has been devoted 
to the task of evolving better work-animal. Experiments should be enlarged to 
include the exclusive upgrading of the wo?k-animal stock and artificial inseminition 
for enlarged work capability. Adaptive research on the raising of fodder crops which 
can be dovetailed into scientific crop rotation and which regenerate soil fertility and 
retiedy specific shortages in soil should be commenced in district veterinary research 
centres. It may be possible in this manner qualitatively to’improve the present cattle. 
population and at the same time, increase the nuyber of breeds without diminishing 
the total energy ouput. 

Improved Animal-drmvn Ccwts 
. . . 

I 
37. About-80 per cent of the carts are located in the rural areas, and 50 per cent 

of the rural areas do not have roads. In most areas, it woul?i not therefore be possible 
to tyrize carts. A part of the argument for the retention of the l+lock-cart as a peer- 
less instance of appropriate technplogy rests on. the assumptibn that the animal cart 
can go e’ven where there are no roads. F 

38. Other IIM-B projects dn bullock-cart redesign have proposed-that, while 
retaining the two traditional wheels of large diameter, they could be tyrized with hard 
rubber. Smooth bearings, reduced tare-weight and better harnessing ‘devices would 
ensure the maximum possible comfort for the. animal. A brake - a simple one, such 
as a wooden pole hung in the rear which, when brought up sharply against the wheel, 
impedes motion-would make for greater comfdrt for the animal and the benefit would 
be disproportionately greater than the cost. Today the ariiri,als are being used to 
stop the carts or even turn them, and tremendous stress is brought to bear on their 
necks for this purpose. 

39. The present stock of traditional carts made of wood cannot, and will not, ’ 
be discarded.. The wood is carried forward from the old to fhe new carts. They can, 
and should be, upgraded piecemeal for better performpnce - with, say, smooth 
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bearings, a brake and a smoother yoke. The new carts could be manufadtured using 
approved designs. This would mean a great deal of R & D work for rkdesign, 
sustained extension Lyork, the provision of credit and-the right kind of materials. 

40. For cities and urban areas with paved roads, numerous combinations and 
types are being envisaged : single bullock, double bullock, three* and fou;-wheelers, 
hard-rubber and pneumatic tyred wheels, dil-l’erent types of platforms to suit different 
kinds of produce, and a range of load-carrying capacities. Improved versions both 
for rural and urban use will definitely increase payload and reduce the burden on the 
animal. For the rural areas, the carts could be made lighter and smaller and hauled 
only with one animal, thereby effecting some cost-reduction and ensuring better animal 
care and maintenance. Increased payloads mean larger earning capacity, increased 
transport capability and above all, reduced exertion b~+the animal. In the villages, 
redesign can give an impetus to accelerated rural develo$nent, increasing employ- 
ment and incomes. Higher earnings for the cartman niay &en mean better and more 
food for the animal, which is today grossly underfed in many cases. With the iradi- 
tional cart, the cartman often starves the animal and puts sick animals to work. He 
is obliged to do this since a day’s loss of cartiog would mean starvation for himself 
and his beast of burden. For he leads a marginal ‘existence himself. With increased 
earnings, the animals can be better fed, and rested leading in turn to a longer working 
life and enhanced draught capability. These socio-economic considerations have 
profound consequences for training work-animals for small and marginal farmers 
who cannot afford spe&alization in their work-cattle. These animals will be required 

7 to do a variety of chores about the farm. 

I 
41) The traditional yoking device chafes against the animal’s neck. Most 

animals develop sore neck; resulting in extreme cases in neck gall and cancer and their 
working lives hre reduced thereby. A year of working life lost may cost the owner 
Rs. 100. On eight crore animals, the loss resulting from a single faulty element in 
the design would amount to Rs. 800 crores, over, say, ten years, or Rs. 80 crores 
per year. 

. 

42. Experiments on a two-piece yoke are afoot in IlMB and the prototype 
is 1ar;geiy similar to the device used in China on a sin‘gie bullock and a single buffalo. 
11; this design concept, one piece of the yoke rests on the saddle which takes the ’ 
ivertical load as \veil as the shock loads emanating from all directions. It also absorbs the 
stress resulting from braking and sharp turning. The second device (which is usually 
a slack rope) rests loosely on the hump but is elIgaged immediately as the animal goes 

forward. See photograph elsewhere irt volume, . . 

43. All vibrations are absorbed by the first yoke. As a result, the animal’s 
skin on the neck is unaff~ected. A good design applicable alike to both single and 
double-animgl harnessing systems will be a literal break-through. Among other 
criteria. a good design should be judged by the contribution it makes to the length 
of the working life of the animal and to anjmal comfort. Design trials are now on 
at IIMB. , 

. 
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44. In a project funded by the Department of Science and Technology, some 
sign were achieved. The Jnstitute has approached the <Department 

g and Transport for additional funds to carry on, * 
trywide interest has been evinced in our work since 

SAIL, the Syndicate Bank and the U.P. Government have all awarded prizes for the 
i best animal-cart designs. The Dunlop Company brought out their. improved cart .. 

version in the ‘forties, the two essential features of which were tyrization and the 
addition of smooth bearings. These features increased cart capacity from two to three Z’ . 
times. Firestone is now experimenting with solid rubber tyres which. could be fitted , ’ 
on to larger-diameter steel or even wooden wheels. This would reduce rolling 
friction substantially while retaining the advantages of the traditional large-diameter 

, *, - 

wheel. P 3 . ** ’ I . 

45.. Other cruelty to animals owes to habit; custom and $rong attitudis. On 
the roads and fields, India’s work-animals get’about 5,000 million beatings a day. I, 

-. 

Their tails are twisted, and their undersides are prodded with sharp-ended sticks. In 
some places, their skin is bared, and the animal is goad_ed at that spot in order to make 
it go faster. Andhra Pradesh carts have dispensed with the rein-rope passed through 
the snout of the animal ; this was another avoidable cruelty. The muted animals which 
become useless for man are marched off to slaughter-houses after having served him 
faithfuily for years. Death to them is no deliverance, and they are literally hacked 
and maimed without a stunning device before they die writhing and wailing. The 
exception to this rule is to be found only in one or two slaughter-houses in India. 
Even in death, man would have his pound of flesh.* He does nothing beyond feeding 
them and that for the most blatant reasons of self-interest. 

Conclusions . 

46. There is under-utilization of animal energ; resources due to low trans- 
mission efficiency in animal-using implements. Farms in India are desperately in 
need of extra energy, which.cannot be readily obtained from alternative fossil or hydel 
sources at prices which small farmers can afford. This paper does not argue for the, 
retention of animal energy as a perennial source, but it does point to.its contemporary 
appropriateness to India’s context and situation. The case made out for animal 
energy here is a low-profile one. 

47. The simultaneous increase in use ,of animals and the replacement of 
animal energy by trucks and tractors will continile as long as there is unsatisfied trans- 
port demand, but the problem has to be studied in depth from the technical, social 
and economic standpoints. R & D of animal energy, commercial manufacturing 
operations and distribution procedures will all come in for review against animal 
energy perspectives. This paper has attempted ‘merely to assess the orders of magnitude 
involved in animal energy, both demand and supply, and its distribution amongst 
sectors of application. But for act-ion-oriented redesign work, figures from a socio- 
economic survey would be essential. 

9 ; ._ 



48. Given the figures, simple arithmetical exercises should. serve to define 
economic relations betif.een man and animL?l, and Ztnimnl and other forms of energy, 
Cyst-benefit analyses, the break-even point at MThich anim:!l energy can replace other 
forms of ene’rgy, the number and cost of tractors and trucks that would be hypotheti- 
cally required to replace ani,mal energy on the farms and road:; can ‘hIso be worked 
out from thdt data. The orders of magnitud e are sufficiently impressive. It can be 
asser$d safely that animal energy is appropriatd to India due to the number of reasons 

#forth in this paper. 

Animal Energy Developmeilt Corporation 

49. Accordfngly; ‘it is proposed that an Animal Energy -Dzv~lopment Cor- 
poration be set LIP i!nmediately for the co-ordinated development and management ~ , 
of animal energy resources in the country. (Objectives and functions liuvc been postu- 

lated for it in the foMowing paper.) To initiate and fund research on, and training in, 

the socio-economic aspects of bio-energy utilization, it is proposed that an Animal 
Energy Institute be set up as an adjunct to the Corporatjon. As‘animal energy is 
appropriate to the needs of most other developing cou’ntri& besides India, the activi- 
ties of the Institute will have international relevance. This proposal accords. wel! 
with the adumbrated policies of UN agencies, such as the FAO, ESCAP,- UNlQO 
and the World Bank. 

50. The Corporation will advise the Central and State Governments on the 
co-ordinated development and use of animal energy resources. It will extend financial 
support to institutions engaged in research on’ the development of- animal energy 
resources. It will lay down norms and standirds for manufacturers of improved 
agricultural implements and animal feed. It will offer improved designs of whole 
implements for ex’ploitation or of parts ther’eof which are crucial for development. 
It will ensure the distribution I of these at points of consumption as desired. The 
Corporation will also take LIP extension and education activities in villages and will 
organize training, retraining and functional literacy prograninies, for craftsmen 
invblved in the repair, maintenance and manufacture of animal-powered and animal- 
based agricultural implements. In essence, the Corpor$ion will form the central 
nervous system of all animal energy activity. Economists, design and metallurgical 
engineers, communication specialists, operation researqhers and social scientists can 
all collaborate in the day-to-day functioning of this Institute. 

, 

NOTE 

1. The calculation of the aGerage energy output (in horse-power) by a work- 
animal hitched to a cart is based on the formula: Energy output in h.p. = Draw-bal 
pull x distance moved per second + 550 Ft./second. Tests have shown that a pair of 
bullocks yoked to a traditional double-draft ca,rt exerts 90 to 195 lb. of pull in order 
,to move one tonne of load at about 3 m’.p.h. The natural speed of the animals is 
two to three miles per hour along a level surface. Pneumatic-tyred carts can carry 
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as much as three tonnes, but this figure is usually realized only on concrete or %a- 
cadamized surfaces. The pull effort at the dr&&-bar and the speed of the cart can be 
taken to be about the same. In the calcuiG&n below, 50 IQ. (50x2.2 lb) which is 
an empirical figure is taken to be the draught capacity ‘of a single “bullock in a single 

.\ 

harness cart. The same value for a singl~ani~mal derived from a double hafness b 

cart works ant to rather less than 50 Kg. l$%ause of transmissidn losses due to 
inefficient yoking Taking the mid-point of pull and speed for calculation, the follow- 
ing value for draught is ob&ined for one animal 

; ’ I 

2.7 :: 50 5,: 2.5 i' 5280 = .____ 
~-. 

o.6 

550 x 3600 

,,,p, 

, It was argued earlier that the redesign exercises did not seek to maximise the 
speed of the cart, It follows therefore that it should ideally be possible for the 

. cartman to increase weight of the freight by 20 per cent if he decides to drive the 
cart at an average speed of 2.5 m.p.h. over long distances rather than, say, at 3., 
m.p.h.-without bringing to bear any extra-stress on the animal. 0 . 

2. .Th& energy output actually ranges between ‘0.4 to 0.8 h.p. For purposes 
of aggregate calculation, a lower figure of 0.5 h.p. -has b&en taken. The figure is 
somewhat higher than averages assumed by ICAR veterinarian researches. :?his paper 
would urge a’t least two considerations which suggest an upward modification of that 
figure: Aflimalzpowered implements have been substantially. if,:,partially improved 
during the last; few decades, and horse-pow& ratings should accordingly, be increased . 
Also, the ‘draught effort in the- ICAR Survey (1958-60) was- found to vary from about 
90 to .I 95 lb. The steady output of energy over extended periods of time will naturally ’ 
be smaller and it would be safe to assume a less-than-average draught of 120 lb. for 
a pair of bullocks. And then’ there is the further question as to what the safe aud 

e pkrmissible effort wwuld be fdr any given animal over a period of time. 
. - ” \ 

3. Assuming the same -figure for all the 80 million work-animals, they would 

. yield 40 million h.p. which is equal approximately to 30 million mw. or 30,000 million 
kilowatts of electrical energy. . While negotiating slushy terrain, a gradient, or passing ’ * 
over potholes or depressions on the road surface, etc., animals have to put forth 
much greater amounts of energy: 

4. The above tests are crude. Scientific tests to measure the capacity of . 
traditional carts and their performance under different conditions of frei,ght and 
t&-rain and the result of improved components are yet to be conducted. The NAL” 
at Bangalore is designing a testing rig for simultaneous multi-variate testing of carts. . 

* 

1 
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- -A NOTE ON -f-HE PROPqSkD ANlMAL ENER>GY-DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION _ i, ,.. 

-,I 1. For the co-ordinated development, management and utilization of the animal ..- 

upon which the rural economy largely depends, F energy resources of this country, 
it is proposed that the Government of India establish ‘a Corpqration to be named 

’ 
m 

‘- 

: the Animal Energy Development Corporation (AEDC) during the period of the 
Sixth Five Year Plan. There is need to proniotef action-oriented research activity . 
on animals and on the‘ uses of animal energy. Research attention should’ begin at 
birth and continue to the end .of the animal’s life.‘; Adinittedly, some work I 

is being ‘done on various aspects of bio-energy utilization. Such activities have io be 
planned and co-oi-dinated centrally, and implenientation should be intensified. .This 

ly agency should itself engage in research. work and also promote research by other 
*- <agencies. The organization anti extension inputs are particularly bital: Sych an; 

organization &ould carry out policy and operations .research * to provide data . . 
support for various institutions - piivate, yoluntary and governmental. 

I * 
2. Here are some of the activities that may be postlllated for the propoced 

3 agency: 
. 

(n) the redesign of carts, implements, tools and machinery using animal pow.er; 

(6) extension work through niaSs media, documentari,es, posters, ’ children’s 
^ 

b - 
books,; 

, 
‘ 

. (c) the manufacture of improved and standardixd veision3 of animal-drawn 
carts, accessories, ilnplenients %nh machinery; - .* n 

I 

(c/) the provision of credit all over the country for the, use of imp?oved an,d 
standadized designs of animal-powered implements; = _ . . 

(t’) software research on organization’; credit, user’ acceptance, training, exten- 
r sion, etc., also in o.rder to establ,iih the machir?ery for eri<%rciig existing - 

laws as bearing ori ‘the wastage of’ animal-powel’; Btid 
_ \ 

E 
, 1 

(J’) the codification of existing laws and the enactment. of new ones in order ‘to I ’ 
h prevent the ahuse‘ of aniqmal-power and cruelty to anirii’als. ’ 

n’ 
_ -, 

9. 3. A number of ministries, departments and agencies of the Central and State 
u Governments would< be directly or indirectly concerned with the objectives and func- 

0 
ti,ons postulated for it. Ho.wever, since g.niInal enerdy is used for the most part in 

the agriculture and rpral deve.lopment sectors, it is suggest$ that t&5:.-Zorporation 

P -’ be. set pp; under the administrative surveillarice’ of $he ~1.pist~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ul-e. of 
the Government ‘of India. . . “’ f ‘& ._. .. i .- _ 

‘*i. ‘- _ 
; - . 0 2 JP = 

E 8 
I 1” 

I ,, . 4 - 
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u - 4. Then projected Corpiration, then, would co-ordinate, 
* L _’ 

fund, study,, regulate 

T : 
and support various aspects of the developmknt, managemrl?t and itti4izat’lon of animp -, o’ 

energy resources in the coun’try. )* _ I c. -* 
* ,’ j *A. 

* 13 ’ . 
5. Specific functions, 

- *, 

. 
SLK~I as education, training, research, and’ manageme~it ’ - v 

consuitancy, should, however, be identified and entrusfed to a separate Institute’ for 
Animal Eneqy which will form an adjtinct to the Corpdration. Given the high world 9 -* G 

: 9 
n 

prices payable for -crude oil and takini into account the capital costs of alternative ‘7;. 
. sources of energy,. such: as thermal <and hydel’ power,. research in animal energy holds _1 

out great prom’ise for India and developing ‘coimtries. generally. The, work of -m-S I 

the Institute, will be of international ,significance bequTe anim&l inergy will continue ‘. ’ 
to,play a dominant and cr&ial role in the growth of”deyelcr$ilTg countrie> for m’any ’ 
ye&$ to come. It is,,even possible that the United Nations aqd ,intei-natjonal agenci.es, 

-. 
_ such as the Food a&,~ Agr’icul$re’ Organi&tiQn, the World’ Baqk and others, might 

‘evin& interest’ in assist“iqg‘the grow=tli of the proposed -institute. The develgpnieqt 
D * of linkages and ‘the excl-$qge of research- results and information with ofher Third _ 
- 5” World countries would she “q!other- ,importalJt function of the Institute. ” * .r . 

r . 
. ’ 

.I )- _, ? + r \ 
. >’ .’ ;* 6. A ‘Ilurn&rLof R & D in&itutions, the Dhiry Debelopment .Cil;porations, the 

y, 
. -. 

Veterinary Reiearch ,!nstitutes of the State Govern&en& 9s 4/erl as a large*nuniber 
of public and private ,sect,or undertakings aYe, directly ,cBncerned with the utiliza’t’ioil 
of animal energy r&oui-eqs. ’ ?he prop&d Corporation would ijrst survey the status 
of’ani’nlal energy utilization in tlie co&-y 2nd recommetid to the appropriate depart- 
ments and ministries the steps necessary to ,ensLn-e the optimal util;zatibn and manage- 

, 

. 
ment of:animal evergy. in .the c.ountry.\ 

: a f I 

. 7. ‘The acticities. of the’ Corporation may be conceived under the followin&” ’ 
\s,+eli% heads. Theqe“ful?ctions will not be mututilly, exclusive and the categorization 

‘. does not preclude some overlapping and areas of comqon. iliterest. Indeed, a con- 

’ siderable amount ,of interaction is’ envisaged and the’ procedures witlj. ,as a &le be 
’ inter-d&iplinhry. Eadh division Will ‘be prima& concerned with studies, surv’kys, the ’ 

identifi&ti& of ‘gaps in R & D and in the evolution of a@&.-oriented rigion- and 
case-sp$c, procedures. - The seven divisiqns will .relate to: j 

:6 
(a) ‘Breed Dev&lopment 

a _ . . 
L 

(b) \leterinary Health Care 1 ’ 
-(c) Sbcio-.economic Studies * 

. 
i” P 

’ (cl) En&gy Utilization 
\ 

(e) Animal Feed . . ,’ - P 
(f) Infrastructure for Animal Energy, 

, (g) Design and Manufacture of 
Spares. 

Implements, Components and \I 
_. - I t . ‘6--7 , 

c* > w . * j ., = 
. * 

8. In relation to the human being ‘and @ants in the ecology, th ,8& million ,- 
s work-animals in this country .constitute, an over-popul&on. . Although attempts, 
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hahe been made in th; .past to eliminate ‘scrub and inferior cattle, and upgrade existing ._ 
stock. this has lxen dolie with a yiew td increasing milk yields. Also, there h?ts been 
no significqnt efl‘ort to\v,?rds the de&lopment of work and climate-specific bl;r;cds. _ 

’ ’ The great variety df geophysical conditions obtaining in this .country causes great 
changes in animal behaviour and imposes varyilqg constraints on the -energy input 

t 

recluil’ed for farming. TheYfirst tIeed is survey and documentation: breeds and breed 
chj;acter’istics, body Meight, physiological characteristics, work capability, -versatility 
or aptitude for \vork’ specialization, feeding habits and correlation bettveen these 
and the o&rrence .‘and development of region-specific gi;asses:, I’olk habits in the 
rearing and =worpk-training OS-animals: susceptibility and rFsista!lce to disease, and their 
.health care based on indigenous systkms of medicilx. The” functionality’ of local 
b,l-eeds for w&k purposes,. the specifically milch &d work breeds, the work’ per: 
for’mance of thbi-ought-red stock and dilal-purpose a~imals~ will also forth the subje6tT * 
matter of the survey.-, The .findi/,gs 01‘ the various agencies and i,nstitbltions of the 

. Cent!:al- an,d State GovePkjments will be pressed Jntd -service for the manage&ent. . 
of $cJion ‘fi~Qgr;st;inies. The Breed Developriient Division of the Corporation ‘Miould 
par3ue -R & D lead,s,. and co-ord.inate and monitor research. programmes. “This 
\\ould’ to some estqnt .be the fl;nctiol<.of the AEDC itself, and nbt its di\isions 
although their advice would be valuable. . a > 

z . ! / 1 ,+ i 

’ . T-7 
. . ‘.. I L - Veterinary Health ,Care’ :- I 

0 .. . 

9. ~T1~O;ughYllldia ,has a re:sonably &II-d&eloped ;letwbi-k of mijor and minor 
veterinary health tax centres and dislxnsarics, the health‘ ofthe average work-animal : 
tends”*to be poor. The Vetej,inary Heglth ’ Divisi.on will make quantitative and 
jir’alilati3e ;inal;;ses of the present. structure and function of the health services 
a\‘ailablr; i-01. anilila4s. in -India.,- ‘ ~ 

? 
- _. D 

jJ YJ 

,)E’ It u-ill aJsb address rt<?i; ~10 the rnsk of surtieying the skilled vetel:inary 
pers6nnel a%ailBble .in th,e States x;ld the number and quality of recruits- required to 

- -mm Countrywi& Primaxy H,eaIlh Centres-2 fcrr+the care and treatment of dairy cattle 
and: b,ork-anin&fs:~_ Fbr this pal-pose, the survey will-also generate a. complete picture c 
of the Lleteripary se?vices’ available ‘in various region?%’ the cbuntry and for various. 

’ t;pes cif &%rk-animals. Jt will study the ifelt needs of animal-owners sod study the ’ 
rgeionlsp&fic incidence of diseases and epidemics among cattle. 

D ‘:li’&tional nomns “based on local ai ailabilities. + 

/II also work o:t; 

‘6 - 
~ * . 

. 1 Socio-economic S&dip 
?. N 

l * , 

3 c II .’ The Economics Di;/ision will be concerned with studies on fh 

4. . economi? aspects of- the use of aGinia1 energy. It will make quantititive st 
the costs ctf maintenance;, 

0 

treatI!ient of disease:-. 
including that of shelter, [eed and health care 

From the point of \iiew of the demand for rural trqns 
and the costs thereof, the Socio-ecopomic Division would conduct studies on the 

73 - ‘. suitability of the 25 prototy’pes .or so available Tar particular uses and preferences- 
The Division wilt essay a project-based ‘approBch to the economic utilization of by- * ’ .* 

\ t 
% i) i * 
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,1 

products frc/m slaughter-houses, such as bone, skin, and flesh. It will undertake 
periodic ccl suses of cattle referred to earlier as well as countrywide surveys of 
socio-econo lit conditions of a&ma1 energy exploitation with, special reference to the 
owners of 

&>: 1 

ese -animals. Some qf the work of funding extension and research will 
also devolv pn it. . \ 

~. 
/ 

Utiliiation 0 

12. ‘Animals are used in India for a large number of purposes. They are. used, * - 
principally and for’ the bulk of the time,’ for ploughing, carting o‘r providing power a’ ’ 
for agricultural implements, for water-lifting,, for extracting oil froln oil-seeds and 
crushing sugar-cane. The Utilization Division would undertake studies on q the : 
appropriateness of each of these existing technologies, intermediate as well as’ 
advanced, and using animal energy. It will study the use of animal payer for emergent ’ 
intermediate technology applications, such as a seed;and-fertilizer ‘drill .or’ a -mould- 
board, h&-row ‘or disc-plotigh and devices for shafiing and leve!ling arable land. 

? a 

: 13. Available figures suggest that the bulk of the a;gregate quantum of animal 
energy available fol farming is used for purposes of ploughing befdre sowing. * 
In many villages, however, a number ,df small farmers have.combined to hire tractors 
for the joint ploLighing of their fiel,ds; this lias moreover *been f?und to be less Iinie- 
consuming and more ecopomical. Thel:e. is everything .to bt iaid for reducing costs 
to small and marginal farmers; but tire findings here are not conclusive. Most of these 

. . 

farmers are probably still obliged to keep animals-just ,&me or a pair of them for h 
variety of o;her uses abput the farm. ThE: Socio-economic Division of the AEDC wiil 
work out the relative ecgno‘mics of these two;methdds and suggest &ernatiVe means by 
which the Agro-Industrie%‘Corporations and v&$#n~ry institutioqs can hire out pairs . 
of multi-purpose animals at a daily rat 

% 
o farmers for short durations. The sharing. 

out of animal energy as between indigent .f&tners, -who cannot afford their Own 
animals, can also be attelipted through the AE.DC Cen’tyes or the State Agro- 
Industries Corporations-in the same manner as tractor services ace sold on a.custom- 
hire basis to a number of consumers. ’ *I ’ ‘?. 

/ ! r -4-‘, - 
14. ‘Based on its own f&dings, ‘the Ai’ Division will take up R & D activities, 

I 

aimed at the development sf technologi& for more efficient utilization. It would, , 
explore possipilities of the diversified use tof animal energy <so. that the latter could 
be used for entirely new purposes not hitherto contemplated. This Divisiold would ’ . ’ 
take up research work on the identification of irijuries land injEairment of working 
capacity caused to &ork;;animals through’unscientifie method]s of branding, shoeing, ‘. 
castrating, roping, yoking, et?. In both cas,es, the objective shopuld7 be lo increase the 
working life of the animal a9.d wiGi this end in view, to secureuthe best possible i 
fitment between animdl &!i&nimfilenGnt-. -Tie avoidance of palpable cruelty is the 
first method by -which &he ecori%&‘s of ani& en&-g7 utilifation can be secured. 1 , 

” .I / _ I. I (” 

15. A rnakr aspect of the Utilization Division’s work will re-late to ‘th’e develop- ’ 
ment of modified descgns of animal-d’rawn implements a‘nd ca‘i-ts to be manufactured . 



under the overall guid;mce 01‘ the Corporation. The Corporation will use the production 
facilities existing in the COLIIILI-y to propagate the new, designs and improved compo- 
nents or will itself engage in the direct production of uomponents of desirable designs 
such ‘as a yol~2-~2c/,7-17ar~7fr;s. It will also-, in consultation with the appropriate bodies, 
lay doi1.n norms and standards in the interests of safety-o ‘roads and animals. Cart 
dimensions and tpe use of mat&ials will also come in for regulation in~the furtherance 
of overall programme objectives. I * 9 

._ 
4 .A 

,16. The Corporation will operate training c&&es for work-animaJs $1, different 
parts of the country to train them for work with varkus improved models of imple- 
ments and c?rts chosen from the re .&on. The improvement of resisting carts through 
the progressive upgrading of disaggregated compon’ents will be attempted on the 
basis of su& w6rk. Wherever district dairying ventures hav$“sprungtiup, these will be 
associated with the rearing and tr’Bining of male calves between the ages of one and 
three. Facilities for veterinary cart and tre_atment will alsy;bz pooled. - 

D 

.c+ 

Animal Feed - 

, 17. The Feed Division will undertake’s survey of the existing practices of pro- 
ducing and consuming processed and fortified feeds. Feasibility stu$i& for the 
starting of Sottage-level industries using local resources will also be unfiertaken. 

’ . 

’ 18. 
&3 

The Division will study the impact of the quantity and ,quality of feed on 
the power output and working life of the animal-both greei’. grasses and ‘foddel 
locally available as weil as dry concentrates for which a money price has tz be paid. 
The availability of pasture land is a crucial factor in animal feeding and this Division 
u,ill also develop an appropriate land-use policy in consultation with the Grassland 
.&search Institute in Jhansi. Fresh enclosure of land for past’ure may not be feasible 
in many villa,ces due to over-population of both. mari and animal. In such cases, 
where the local demand and qse patterns of work-anim’als warrant it, and where .a 
money price is actually paid for local grasses, region-specific fodder should be raised 

. . 

1 

l 

as a second br third -crop. The Corporation will ‘formulate action programmes fol 
co-ordinating the incentive$already being provided for this purpose. It will take up 
studies on t-he i;elationship of feed with the production of beef.and the quality df skin 
for various Li?ses. It will co-ordinate ihe activities of,.privatk manufacturers and public 
sectoi- agt?Ncies in the area of cattle-feed manufacture. ‘-, 

Infrashcjture Development ” 

’ 19. Animals provide the bulk of theElotive power in the rural economy. The 
optimized utilization of’ animal power depends on the formation of well-ot-ganized 
infrastructure throughout the villages, of India. In or$er to be successfhl, infr;a- 

asrructure requires bank credit for the purchase of carts and aliimals, the standardized 
manufacture of well-designed agricultural ‘implements,” the delivery of veterinary 
health care at the farm and the prodtiction and distribution of>feed to, the animals. 
Farriting experiments to intensify the produc,tion of cheaper fodder and cost reduction 
in the making of dry concentrates are necessary.Og In the villages, where animals are \ 
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farm-fed, most owners cannot afford bought-out concentrates. The assignation of 
village lands between pasture and second or third green fodder crops will ‘have to be 
planned as part of infrastructure activity. In all these cases, existing khowledge, facili- 
ties, and institutiohs would be drawn upon and the maximum possible use made of 

&hem, The objective is not to displace these but to use them more fully in the 
interests of increasing incomes and,employment in the villages. Safe and standardized 
procedures for shoeing, castration and the repair and’maintenance of newly designed 
carts should be provided for groups of villages where such facilities do not already 
exist. Where the amenities exist, the craftsmen should, be retrained in the new 
technologies or artifices for repair and maintenance. 

’ 

c Manufacturing 

20. -‘For the efficient and increased utilization of animal energy, it is necessary to 
systematize and regulate the manufacture of various animal-drawn implements and 
carts throughout the country. The research activities of the Utilization Division 

9, could be extended to cover the manuf5rcture of more apposite agricultural implements. 
The Corporation would not normally take up the respo’nsibility of direct manufacture 
but suggest designs, control and regulate manufacture in the private, public or the 
joint sectors throughout India. If necessary, however, the Corfjoration may take up 
the direct manufacture of parts like the yoke or harness or a yokelctrnl-harness kind 
other items not covered by improvements essayed by private manufacturers of 
components. The Agro-Industries Corporations under the administratqve control of c- 
the State Governments will also be pressed into se&ice for production 

r 

d distribution. 
purposes as feasible and necessary. This Division would further ensur the continuous 
and systematic distribution of the items ~manufactured under its control at prices 
which will especially benefit small and marginal farmers. * . 

I f4 
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. 21. ‘Rural roads are less directly related to the utilization of animal energy save 
in the case of animal-powered transportation. Design imp$ovements were effected ’ 
during the ‘forties of this century on the assumption that the improved carts would 
traverse prepared ‘or paved surfaces. The bulk of the benefits deriving from tyri&tion 
was based on this proposition. However, it is in moving freight along kutclm roads 
and field tracks that the anim-al-drawn cart comes into i& own and is in fact 
pee rlesS. 

” ri d .’ ’ 7. 

-. ” 
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22. Latter-day designs have returned to the large-diameter wheel fitted with 
a cap tyre which makes it possible for tEe cart to negotiate all kinds of traction surfaces ’ 
available in the villages. Any design now made especially for roadless conditions will 
be able to stand up to competition from motc&ed vehicles over a longer time. 
However, rural roads are required to promote the exchange of goods of rural and 
urban origin and enable farmers to produce marketable surpl’uses and so to increase 
the duration of gainful employment and incomes. Animal-powered carts have an 
important role to play in the fulfilment of this objective. Redesigned animal-drawn 
carts should be used to foster an autonomous rural transport sector based on intra- 
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viliage, inter-village, and village-town i traffic. This process must. derive strength 
from’ increasing farm producti20n and a resultant access bin the exchange of goods 
between towns and villages. Increased production and exchange will serve to monetize 
operations to a greater degree, and it is only in this manner that differentiated rural 
activity can be accentuated in the villages which, after all, is what constitutes rural 
development. 

-i ‘,- 

* . . 
PROJECT DETAILS 

1 

In the Appendix, projects for’typical research, development, survey, and infra- 
structure development are proposed. The list is far from exhaustive, and much work 
has already been done by. the ICAR and the state Veterinary Research Institutes. 
This work is region’-specific and must be extended to the rest of the country. Again, 
the findings have not been conclusive or generalized enough and have in any case 
not been available for implement redesign work: * \ 

(i) Cattle census: sex, breed and age-grou@s; reproduction rates; details of 
stray, uncared for ‘cattle and population slaughtered before the age of ten; 
studies to bring about reductions in natural reproduction rates; studies prog- 
ressively to eliminate stqay and sub-itandard cattle. 
studi& of ihe 

Meetings with& and 

i 
work of, prqfessional breeders. ‘ -;$f 

* ‘,2 B : *’ 

of ‘thoroughbred aild ct-ossbrik ’ sto;ks in 
- . . 

,I ;(v) R & D leads for breeding out and elimjnating above w neSses. B 

. ;vi) a a for genetic work in order to reinforce draught, or work output, and the D t 
correlation of draught and work capacity with breed and age.. _ 

-- (vii) S!au ht -h g .er o.use practices and the econom’ics of utilization of an?&1 
products by the pharm&eutical and leather-using industries; and 

(viii) The distribution of work-animal time as-between ploughing, carting, water- 
lifting, oil-extracting, etc., with a view to establishipg 
breed and work aptitude. . “1 “I 

orrelations between 
~ ’ 

8 ,.‘- . ~ . i “--,-> ! 
e. I. - “. . 

*- .,s “.-:” o- .fl- r-l. = c-c <.. ci i om-. RC 0~ SC 
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(b), b’eterimr~ Herrlth CLII.O * 
t 

(ij A study of the availability of veierinary health care to animal-obners; based 
both on westefn and indigenous systems of medicirne. 

(ii) Cost and appropriateness of veteripary health care, and the commitment ol 
the hea!th-care personnel to their tasks. 

% (iii) Feasibility data for establishing Animal Health Care Centres. 
. 

~ (iv) Study of t - d’t‘ la I Ional methods of health care in India and the means of 
incorporating proven remedies and procedures in State-run centres. 

3. 

(c) Socio-ecollonlic Srliciiesu 

(i) Analyses f . 1 t‘ o le a lve cost; ‘of production-animal energy vis-cr-vis other forms 
s of’energy. Imputed costs of the rearing il’n’d work-training oi’ calves between 

the ages of one and three and that of the maintenance of farm-based work- 
animals and superannuated’ animals put out to pasture. 

*. (ii) The enumeration of specific empirical advantages of using animal energy in 
preference to other energy forms as derived froin field studies. 

(iii) An ana=lysis of the socio-economic feasibility of providing improved feed; 
proper shelter; adequate health protedtion; of ifistitutionalizing the feeding, 
breeding and training of work-animals; of introducing artificial in,semination 
procedures to produce work-aQimals with desired characteristics. 

(iv) A feasibility study for the AEDC and the ecohamics o’f investing it with 
production and .revenue+arning functions and its relation to the work of 
the Central and State Veterinary Research Far/ns and the Agricultural 
Engineering Institute at Bhopal. 

(v) A futuroldgical survey on the preferability of animal energy to fossil fuels on 
ecological and socio-economic grounds: the duration over which the assump- 
tions would hold good. Studies on the techno-economic feasibility of improved 
carts and implements. Studies to determine the metallurgical quality and 
functionality of designs of agricultural implements and the desirability of 
using steel or other metals a’nd. alloys including plastic in place of wood; 
ensuring feed-back from the art’ of the villnge blacksmith particul&ly in 
the ‘use of scrap metal and customer-oriented services while upgrading the 
technology.=content of his art. * n 

.i i .. 

0 

(LL> Utilimtiorl 
. . 

(i) The, design and develdpment of ‘mart efficient and appropriate technologies 
for usjng animal draught in mechanical systems like ploughs, carts, etc., 
a.nd .the devising of new implements, such as seed-drills and weeders, which 
Mill mechanize an increasing number of farm operations. 

(ii) The design and developme,nt of standardized items like hoof-shoes. . 

(iii) The devel opment of hoof-shoes and nails for buffaloes. 
/’ 
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(iv) ‘The mod ernization of slaughter-house practices. 

(v) The design and development of better load-bearing systems for animal-using 
implements. 

(e) AninwI Fwd -.:. _ -. ~; 

(i) The identification of proper. feeu quality and quantity for difyerent types of 
animals at different ages atid in different parts of thk -country. 

I (ii) Fostering maximum utilization of local and natural raw materials for feeding, 
particularly grasses. Exploring the utilization ofyfood industry wastes, such 

‘as molasses, for enriching cattle feed: 

(iii) The idel lti ca Ion of gaps in (ii) above and the deVelop,nent of processed . fi t’ 

. 

feed for matiufacture in rural industrial establishments. 
(iv) The efrect of quality and quantity of feed on the working life and work 

capacity of anim+ls. Similar studies have already been conductid regarding 
the lactation cycles of dairy cattle. An integrated study on the economics .of 
dairying and work-cattle utilizatf&n. 

(v) Ensuring strict quality control of processed anTha feed and, simultaneously, 
its easy availability. 

(vi) The development of special feeds ‘for supplemen al foods of vaiious types *-’ 
il 

? 
during the formative years in theI life of wqrk-am als. 

\ 2 

( j’) Injwstwctur’e I _ 

(i) The setting up of, executive agencies of AFDC at district or bbck leve! 
to irilplement its plans. Extension servic& development for enhanced s 

- . use of animal feed, work training and health care as recammended by the 
Corporation and its Divisions. ( ’ 

Q 
(ii) The provision of training and guidance to rural craftsmen in .the manufacture 

of the modified and developed d’esigns of carts and agricultural implements, 
. etc. , Retraining and functional literacy for craftsm’en and animal-owners. -w 

3 
(iii) Ensuring easy availability of bank loans’for the purchase of animals, improi/e.d . 

implements? and cdrts. 
e .-. 8 . 

(iv) EnsurilJg quick and easy distribution of aliimal fee&, hoof-shoes, mqdified , 
implements, cart<, etc. 

, 0 , I f . . 

(v) The development of an,imal care units to ensure the healthy growth of 1 
animals during the first three* formative’ years. Integratiqn gf these with *. y 
dairyirig arrangements at district level. 

. 

(vi) Extension of veterinary health care to the field. ’ 

(vii) Epsuring inputs from the field and feed-back to fill R & D gaps. 
1 * w_ ’ 

.+(viii) Funding, f ostering and farming, out of research ‘on. animal sciences to Uni- , 
versities and institutions engaged‘ in social sciences and animal stiiences s 
research. ” -_ 

0 = ,,‘p = ‘,yc- cc 0%. 2 4 e c G-F 3 a,.. 0 OF c-c --,bc; - ..a @& 
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(i) The identification of agencies for the n7anufacture of aninlal feeds: individual 
entrepreneurs, co-operatives, and panchayat bodies. 

(ii) Quality and quantity of t,nodified agricultural implements and cpmponents, 
etc., to be manufactured by individual entrepreneurs. Filling of gaps ii1 
production plans through State effort in, design,’ the procurement of 
materials and products. 

I 
0 

(iii) Transfer to 1nanufactt”reI-s of R & D inputs mentioned in (i) & (ii> above 
developed at the Anilnal Energk ResearchInstitate. 

(iv) Research in design and materials both as relatillg to cost and strength. 
Formulation of projects for the wood research institute as concerning the 
structural’ use of wood in animal-powered implements. 

*c 
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COMPARISON OF INVESTMENTS IN AND LOADS CARRIED BY DIFFERENT MODES OF TRANSPORT 

Transport System 

I 

Investment 
in Rs. Crores 

\ 

Load Carried 
In Billion Tonne-kilomctres j 

9 

i 

,- 
Bullock-cart. 

Truck 

200 
_- 

&B 

0 , jl 

GROWTII OF ANIMAL-DRAWN CARTS IN INDI.4 

Year ’ . -I ~ .r\r,mber in ::, 

< 
l'947 Vagh’s figure a sg 1 

- ) 1956 Il.0 

1961 12.1, D ' PO . . I 

-* 1966 12.7 . . 

.1975” 
i 

14.,0 

1978$' 15.0 
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INCReASING ANIMAL PRODUC-FlViTY ANb IkDilClNG CRUELTY 
TO WORK-ANIMALS 

-. 
1 

I . 1 1’. During the last few years, I have beer! advocating, and working bn, th’g % * 
! modernization of the bullock-cart system. This has possibly Spread the impression . il 
. ‘ that 1 am striving to retain the antiqua‘ted bulloc&art - an anachronism in modern 

India, which has already designed and manufactur.ed aircraft, the Aryabhatta and .- :*i 
” even computers. This is .a retrograde proposal, it is contetlded, particularly as . 

India has fuljther prpgressed so that she today his <he third largest ‘scientific- and . _ 
technical man-power in the world. For different reasons, animal-lovers - unablk I 
to withstand thk plight of animaEs - have been foildly hoping that these carts wcauld- 

~. 

somehow disappear from the lhdian scene. They are wor’ried lest my’ ideas :should 
lead to the perpetuation. of these carts, which me’ans continued suffering ‘for the . p 

- ,aninials. Meanwhile,..the drivdrs of .fast ‘vehicles on t]le highways curse and swear at .’ 
d the carts to their heart’s content, ai “their free and fast moverne$ is impeded by 

these slow-moving cyrio;. *‘If these people’ had their\ wiy, they w6uid keep this relic 
from the past off the roads. As. long .as the. cow-slaughter-tljnllalls and the,bullock . % , %U 
carts remain in India, -the %argLl?7lent runs L the country can have no hope of 
pl-ogress. _ 

‘/ 
7 

. 7 -. Let,me state my- position here unequivocally. 1, to& dream of eliniinating 
the use of animals’ in the drawing of carts, ploughs and other farm equipment. If I had : 1 

Alladiti’s Lan@; 1 should r$lace these caits with trucks and tractors. What a relief 

it Wo’nld be to se& OLII- roads ‘and firms free of these anin&, now ill used,by the beast 
in man ! But, alas! This is wishful .thinking. While we lay claini- to asieving” 

e 

miracles, it is simply not possible to elin,linate an”imal, power in the foreseeable future. -’ 
If prayer would- serve, 1 would even’ pl-ay for hgstening this -prockss of elimination. . 
This result is linlikely, however, to come about for economn’ic reasons. We have Z ‘\ 

therefore to persi’st with animal .power for many years to c&e. Why not, then, 
c* 

‘) ‘\ 
. i-e-order the system so”that the country can get m&e out of it and help its c+rtn& as’ .’ * 

i.-+.w *. well as its suffering animals ? To those who argue,?hat the suffering of al%als -in 
harness is by itself an argument for their eliminati& - whatever the economic con- 
sequences - my reply would be that there is no way of getting rid?f the carts , , 
immediately. Therefore, redesigning the cart is a more realistic waj, of relieving animal > 
suffering. . , u I ’ (L 

* -c . 
) Tvpes of Clw4j~ 

- . 
i” 

. 
s. 

, ,a*,3., One of the inain objectives of moder!!iz8tion, then, is to reduce’cruelty to 
aniiiials.~ *One kind of cruelty is quite’independen.t of-the q&t itself, suck as the crude 

i ’ . . I _ 
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,methods employed for branding &:d castration, savage methods of sla~~ghte& wl%pping 
and beating. , All this cali be stopped only tlmrough edudatio’n, propaganda and thi 
induction of lleterinary services and ’ sciehtilic ah4 humane slaughter-houses. ‘The 
other kind is to be ascribed to the present unsVcien?ifit design of the cart and has .to do 
with the unsatis?actory fitment between it and th,e anima!. In our -society; the 
Economic Man is still more inJport&t than the Politjca,l Man or the Cu’lturLTl M?n. 
To ensure ma:Gmum proiit from carting, the owner or driver ~~~‘rll~/ starve the animal 
and overload it. Carts are. manufacturePd in-- their hundreds by ill-equipped carpenters, 
and wheel-wrights in,the non-orgaliized sector. There is no standardization of materia’ls 
or of design. Concepts of manufacture ‘are crude in many ways. The net result i> 
that animals are put to’ untold and needless suffering. It is- necessary to ‘return to 
the cruelties?nflicted on the animals and the reasons for each kind,because this papel 
deals with that subject. Meanwhile, the role of anitnal power in the Indian econolily 
mu+be emphasized because it is the economic ,viabi!ity. of animal power that makes 
it at all possible for organizin, * the kind treatment of animals, I - 

1 

’ ~ ( 

I 

I 

t_ 4:; 

1 .4. Though this paper-is on work-cattle, design improvements and certain 
kinds of- cr’Lelty pertain to bullock-carts only. The term “bullock-cart” -is here used - 
to denote not only buIlock-drawn devices but buffalo-carts also. It is necesSary to 
*-e&sign so as to impfove other fa?I;Fn implem&lts as well, sucli as the ghsrri, the plough 
aiid the Persian Wheel-again, in order to get more out of the animal that supplies 

: ’ the power and also ensure its humane use. 
generally extended to other farm implements, the 

Unless t1J.e redesign concept were 
fuller utilization ‘bf animal powe! 

through the better treatment of these beasts of burden would become i~n~ossible of 
realization. 

). =a 

Ecphomic.S 9 f, A nimnl Power 
:. 5. The;e *are around 80: million work-.cattle in the country - 70 million 
bullocks and eight millio!~ buffaloes. Besides, there are a ,Jnillion horses and an equal 
‘nuiiiber ofc2m’els. According to’ rough estimates, all these together provide. about 
40 million h,p. of energy; but nothing more precise, is being-attempted than an idea 
in outline bf the magnitudes involved. Work-cattle provide’ about two-thirds of all 
the energi available on the farm. In order to maximize retUrns from farming; thk 

,b’ptimal energy availability will have tq be -doubled. NDRC researchers have come 
out with ,the remarbable finding that agricultural production in ‘our cduatry has 
sufFered on ,account of* an acute energy shortage on the farm, the shortfall being a 
third t’o one half of the ‘present levels of energy utilization. There is 110 possi- 
bility of augmenting other forms of energy to any ,.appreciable extent in the near 

‘future. Therefore, cattle must continue to provide the energy needed O;I our farms 
for a variety of uses’ o.yBr’ many years to come. Though, nq clear estimates ‘are 

_ -. _ . . . 
available, -the bulft of the farme,rs are using work cattle for drawing carts as well. , ^ 

,z Besides, in the cities and .towns, a large number of bullocks are used ex&lsively for _ ’ 
drawing carts. e . *. ? - .-=. -;G’ 

.- .% 
- .“S ‘. ~ 2 

6. Another roygh estimate. has ‘it that .there are, about 15 million animall. ‘.!, ’ 
drawn carts. in the ,-5ountry. ’ ‘The indications are’ that the ,number ,is still incr’easing . ’ * 



‘. “3 
except in two or three States. Most of these carts are bullock ‘dlpawn. III northern 

. !ndia, buffaloes .. are being increasingly used for ploughing and. draying carts. 
Horse-dra<\vn cjrts are popular particularly in the smaller towns, ivhile camels are 
used in Rajasthan and in some parts of Haryana and Gujarat.. l :, - .- , 

&-First of all, the investment in the bullock-dart system, including the anilnals, 
is of the order of Rs. 3,000 crores. About 20 million people are employed in the . s * 
iystem - part time 0; full time, directly or indirectly. It is estimated that the bulk --~--pm- \- 

of the rural produce is carried to the mumli.v in bullock-carts; and so are the inputs 
originaring in to\\ns and bound for the Ihrms and rural households. In some regions, 
czrts arc also used for passenger lransportation: Carts tigurc in intra-villagq tr,lns- 
porration, in trafljc bt-t\vcen village and village, and between village and town. Where 
road-length per square hiiometer or thousand of populaiion served is low, the bullock- A 
cart still rlsmains- the only feasibl8 method of carrying goods and people. 

8. 1 Only about 50 per cent of our villages have paved roads on which.truoks 2 

can ply. Freight carried by carts is far too small and therefore uneconomical for 
trucks and tractors. Also, the distance over which these are moved is too short. 
,The low average freight in the rural areas is at ,once the-rationale of the bullock-cart ’ 

and a cqnstraint, on the financing of the redesigning. In most cases, where carts 
are used, the loading and unloading operations take up the bulk of the time, and 
transporting time is relatively small. In such cases, trucks are ruled out. Therefore, 
for short distances, carts are most economical. Furthermore, the cost of petroleum 
has risen so high that bullock-carts are bound to reclaim some ,of the load being 

. 
-, 

at present carried by trucks. We requi& -our limited oil resources for o?her more 
important uses. The worldwide oil crisis is another reason then why bullock-carts 
should have a fresh charter and an added lease of !ife. Animal-lovers would be dis- - 
appointed; but there is no doing without the -wax-k-animal in the Il.ear future. Instead, 

the country must set about the task of getting the utmost bio-energy from its animal 
population in a manner that is also humane. 

1tcrstag,” 

9. Let us no\i look at-the system as it osists today. Due to defects in design 
arid inanufacture, the- cart can only use’iiatf the dufpuf-oTenergy by-the nnlniiIn 

_-.--~ ~- _--- _-- ---- 

itself. this is an enormous loss and must add up to a few million horse-power. in 

the past, isolated experiments were undoubtedly conducted towards impro\,ing 
the carts, the results of \\hich show that cart capacity could bc easily doubled without 
in any b\aay imposing an estra burden on the animal. Even assuming that 20 01‘ the 
80 millions,arr used to pull carts, the toss in draught efl‘ort may be of thz order ol‘ 
three to four million horse-power. The ivasted effort shortens the animal’s life, and 
the fodder it consumes is almost directly proportional to this effort. By inferet;ce, 

the \s.asted draught effort must be worth crores of rupees. 
4 

11 . 
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10. With improved designs, the efTort required by the animals for the same load- 
can be reduced to one half. Redesign will thus not only attempt extension of capacity j- II 
but press into service smaller animals which can be used to ,haul smaller payloads 

‘_ ‘.Y. . 

- often the only ones available in the villages. SLI:II redesigned carts will, howevc~-, 
ha\Je to be cheatzer than the traditional ones if they are to win the farmer’S favour 
and catch his fancy. This would straightaway mean that animals will work ,co*m- 
fortably and without impairment of hea1t.h whiie pulling the same load and need not 
struggle as they do today. Animals will live and work longer. Due to the poor ’ 

- .--Xsignithe carrying capacrty OT the cat-t islbw today; therefore thLGnGn$are-few. *, 
The carts are moreover only an adjunct to farming which is ,thc principal operation. 
In most ,farms, animals are ~con~pulsory for ploughing bu.t returns attributable to 
animal use in carting are marginal. The economics of carting operates in a peculiar 
fashion for, if the cart wererl_lot there, the farmer would have to pay an inordinately 
high price for .obtaining’its use on hire. He simply cou!d-not afford it. Improved 
design will help operations to break even while incomes increase simultaneously. The 
employment potential of the bullock-cart is greater than *that of the trucks which 
are themsel\.es empioyment-intensive.. Slowly, an autonomous rural transport sector 
will emerge and help to diversify: the rural economy now dependent heavily on 
farming. This-is an important long-term macro-objective for bullock-cart redesign. 

. 9 
0 

11. In towns and cities, the level of earnings and utilization of capacity are 
rather better but the scope aPd need for idrovement are as great - and for the 

4 same reasons. As the cartma . ’ 

“$” 

self earns very little, he cannot afford to be fair to 
the animals. He overloads hi cart and works the animals for-longer hours for ext.ra 1 

money. By doing so, he is really living off his capital and does not know it. He L1 
- -works the animals .eveb while they are sick as he cannot afford to keep the cart idle. 

A day off’the road may mean that he and his family go hungry that day. Even as 
-things are, the city animals do not get enough by way of feed. On a lean day, they 
get less. When the design is improved so as to augment capacity, the cart-owner’s 

. 
earnings will automatically go up. Hopefully, a more prosperous cart-owner may 

- be kinder to the animals. He would not overload them and overstretch their capacity ‘. 
for distance as he does today. If he is able to save money after meeting his expenses, .. 

! he may even deign to rest the animals. 
’ 

12. When the design improvements are effected ina majority of carts, the bulk 

-?- 
of the 80 million animals will straightaway benefit - each in some measure. Con- 
temporary modes of cruelty by way of underfeeding, overloading, and overworking, 
the drafting of sick cattle to work will, hopefully, be somewhat mitigated. The animals’ 
wili benefit, thanks to the vastly reduced effort that will be required for pulling the * 
Lame loads. Design improvements proposed arc such that the animals will always ~ 
be left \vith a reserve of draught power, which i how it should be. 

Y! 
This reserve of 

energy will be available to the wretched animals ven when the carter overburdens 
them. For ov,erloading is going to be much more difficult to control even after other 

r 

. 
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. cruelties hav.e been taken care of tllro~~gll better design and the more diligent enforce- 
ment of chisting la&s. The problem is going to be as intractable a-s man’s cupidity 
itse!f. Strungcl~~ enough. COIICL’I~II for animal ‘welfare has never prompted any of the 
redcsipi attempts. The pneumatic tyre introduced in th? ‘thirties did eliminate rcj;td 
d3llM~C :alu~d at crorc~ of I-upws as it !WS intended to; it even improved cari ehici- 
txC)~ >OlllL’\\ hat. But it did nothing ti, relieve the animal of ifs ancient btirdeil or 
sal\ e its unhealing 1%.ounds. 

13: The principal ~elen~ents of structure that will figure in any major redesign 
,attempt are a lighter platform, smooth bearings, wheels designed’for dynamic motion, 
a better harness and a brake. There will be a variety of designs to suit varying ty~pes ’ 
gf terrain and freight - slushy roads in the villages as well as the concrete ,s@aces 
of the city. and for both heav$ loads, such as construction steel and high-volume‘and- L 
lo\\-density loads like Ilay. or v,egctable. While smooth bearings will be universal 
in all nev\ designs. the large wooden wheel from the traditional country cart will be 
retained for use on v,illage roads alone. The new designs will be so conceived as to. 
pro\,ide for widely varying sizes of animals. Both hard-rubber and pneumatic tyres 
will be used. They commend themselves especially for loads on .paved ‘or smooth 
city roads. Four+,heeled carts W.&h pneumatic tyres could be used for carrying 
heavy loads in the cities - even up to a maximum of three tonnes. For bulk loads 
are available only in the cities. Some buffalo-carts in Delhi have trailers attached - 
to them - like a jeep or a tractor. Single-bullock carts of improved design would 
be adequate for loads up to one tonne on all kinds of terrain. This arrangement 
will serve u,ell the bulk of the carts in our country. Many of the existing double- 
bullock carts which only carry a one-tonne load can be converted for hauling by a 
single animal and the economies so effected in maintenance costs can be considerable. 
Multi-purpose carts with interchangeable parts are also ‘a distinct possibility. 
Importantly, improved designs will be such that, to the extent possible, they may 
continue to be manufactured in the.non%ganized rural sector with a view to ensuring 
the utmost utilization of rural manpower. Also in the manufacture of carts, local 
materials will continue to be used. 

14. , Probably ha?f a million- tyrized carts even today carry two-to-three-‘tonne 
loads, particularly those transportihg sugar-cane and construction materials. Most 
of these’improved car& are of the Dunlop design and use the latter’s patented pneumatic 
tyres. Otherr improvised versions use worn-out axles and tyres from discarded trucks 
arid are.sizeable in numberiparticularly up country. Fo’ur-wheeler carts are commonly 
seen in Madras and New Delhi and do brisk business. Earnings from these carts . 
can be as much as Rs. 40 a day which is four times the daily earnings’from a tradi- 
tional cart. 

\ 

15. Animal-lovers will readily appreciate that it is more probable that a hungry 
man eking out a marginal existence will be more cruel to the animal than another. 
who makes a bit more out of his cart. This point cannot be over-emphasized. Also, 
when he overloads the cart or presses into service sick and hungry animals, he has to 
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use the whip far more than he would normally. Thus, it is hoped that when the 
animal is able’to pull the weight comfortably, there will be less need of punishment. o 

16. It is assumed that carters beat the animals partly to force them to haul loads 
a;;,1 such treatment strains both animal and cart capacity. - Or they have’to climb 
a’ steep hill or cope with a bad patch of road surface. l&ted tith holesL or congcstsd 
traffic conditions. This’ feature of cart operations can be eYTectively tackled in the 
improv.ed cart. The carter also beats the animals out of boredom, sheer habit or in 
a fit of Sadism. A drunken carter is also liable to be merciless with ‘his animal 
often to no conscious purpose. He would abuse the animal and make it put on 
bursts of speed. In Meerut, I have seen butTaloes being made to trot. Now, buffaloes 
vj.alk rather more slowly, thoughthey can pull heavier loads than a bullock. 

\ 
P 

The Peruiciorts Yoke 3 

17. The most pernicious part of-the traditional design is its harnessing device, 
of which the yoke is the most important member. In the unimproved cart, the neck 
of the animal forms the third point of the load. Besides pulling the cart& which is 
their primary function, the animals have to carry a vertical load on the neck. Studies 
ha1.e shown that 50 to 60. kilograms (out of the combined weight of the cart and 
the freight) rests on the animals’ necks. This not only tires the animal prematurely in 
the course of the journey; but has also deleterious effects on its health in the long run. 
In the revised-designs, attempts are being made to ensure a balanced load which would 
reduce the weight on the animal’s neck. 

18, Three-and-four wheelers automatically relieve the load vertically incident 
on the animal’s neck, though they add to the tare-weight of the cart and call proportio- 
nately for greater draught effort by the animal. The two-wheeler design is the best 
for village roads, for, on the%? rough and unformed surfaces, wheels tend to get in 
the way of the cart rather than help it to go along. For light loads on paved roads, 
too, two-wheelers are economical. A number of ideas for yoke redesign are being 
tried out, such as a padding for the neck under the yoke, ahd a two-piece yoke of which 
only one would rest on the animal and the other would be linked to the harness strapped 
to the back of the animal. Furthermore, another kind ,of injury resulting from a 
defective yoke is very widespread and causes much pain. The common run of yokes 
is by no means smooth. As the-yoke rubs and chafes the neck of the animal with every 
turn of the wheel, the skin tissues die off and become callous. Most of the animals - 
develop neck-gall which is a form of cancer. Spot studies in one town showed that 
as many as 40 per cent of the animals, ended up in the slaughter-house well before the 
end of their normal working life because, in this manner, the animals become un- 
serviceable for draft. 

19. There are two consequences, then, of bad design - the econpmic loss and’ 
the suffering of the animals. It is necessary to distinguish between them because 
the need of kindness to work-animals is well, founded in economic common sense. 
The redesign project is not therefore an extravagant indulgence of my or any one 
else‘s over-sensitive humanitarianism. It has been estimated that the working life 

e 
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of the animals is reduced by as much as one-tenth to one-fifth, ar<d this can be directly 
attributed to cruelty as the cause. Even if we take the resultant capital loss to be 
equivalent to the value of one year of animal life, social costs would be of th,e order * 
of Rs. 200 cr,ores. This is a fantastic,amount by any reckoning. Even if improved 
designs make a ten -Tel- cent,diReren+, to operations, measured either by money 
yields or the longevity of the animal So’adrieved, the ecofiomic benefits to cartman and 

’ country could be substantial. It must be noted that the benefits will mostly accrue 
to the small man in the non-organized sector. 

20. No language form can describe the agony of the animal which is hurt in 
the neck. The effort put forth by the animal under a heavy load is readily perceived. 
It stretches its neck, its head lowered, and it exercises neck and head up and down _ 
to produce the energy for draft. Each contact with the yoke sends a shock of pain 
throughout its body. You can see it wince if you look carefully enough. There is 

* more to it than a needless vertical load and the constant rubbing of the yoke and skin. 
Since the chassis of the cart does not rest on springs or shock absorbers, the shock 
load resulting from the uneven terrain is furthermore transmitted to the neck through 
the wfieel, axle, platform and the yoke - in fact through all,’ the principal members 
of the cart structure. * 

21. Again, in the improved designs o neck c%UIe &&al is -us= 
s to slow down the ,cart and stop it - a most ingenious device indeed! A variety of 

--l 
forces impinges on the poor animal’s neck. The neck which is a vital part of the 
animal is being abused in the most outrageous ‘way in the existing design. Man 
assumes that *the ‘hump is God-given so that the animal may serve -man the better. 

*It tiuld be edifying to undertake an enumeration -of bullocks suffering from neck 
injuries all over the country. The attempt to provide a harness for the bullock is 
addressed therefore to a problem that is at once’ economic and humanitarian. 

22. Anotlier kind of unnecessary injury is caused by the two beams floating on 
either side of the yoked animal. Since the distance between the two pull-beams is 
often short, the body of the animal rubs against the beams and this results in open 
wounds. This is entirely avoidable and can be stopped by increasing the distance 
between the pull-beams. This form of cruelty is in evidence in the double-bullock cart 
in particular. . . 

.~ 
., ’ 

- _ ., 

0 ther Design Fpcr trrres- 

. 
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23. The fitment between the animal and- the yoke is the most difficult and 
challenging part of the design. Other aspects, such as a smooth bearing, a lighter 
platform, reduced tare-weight, and more functional wheel dynamics, etc., are relatively 
easy to achieve both in redesign and manufacture. The concept is easily exemplified 
from the design of the much lighter and faster horse-cart. The pull-beams in the 
single-horse cart float. They are secured or lashed to the animal with straps. The 
weight of the cart is so balanced that the pull-beams do not impinge vertically on the 
animal’s neck. The carter can easily detect this point of balance. Even when the 
pull-beams oscillate up and down, the stress or the shock is not transmitted to the. 

. - 



animal. It is dissipated through the harnessing. The horse has merely to pull the 
weight, not carry any of it like the bullock. Also, the tit is so clean that the animai’s 
body or skin is not injured bec\ause no part of the cart comes into direct contact with 
the body of the animal. A comparable harness for the bullock and buffalo-carts 
has not eveti been “&ought of. Steel chains are used to secure the buffal~~ the‘ 
camel and the muIt: to the Cart. This, too, is wasteful of the energy output only. 
;I fraction of which is transmitted to the cart system. Perhaps, they are as cruel as 
the yoke. 

24. Another major defect in the traditional cart is that it has no brake. In 
Kerala, a log of wood is hung at the rear of the cart and connected by means of 
rope to the reins which the cartman holds. The log ~11 thus be manoeuvred by the 
carter. This device is commonly-used in the hilly areas. Another variation ‘uses 
two logs of wood in the front and the rear of the wheels and is worked through a ~.~~~-~ 
pulley. A further improvement is being tried out whereby a block of wood can serve 
the same function as the logs and for greater e.fhcie~ncy, it could be m?mipulated 
through a lever system. .- ’ ., 

.&A-, 

25. The animai’s neck is at present used to slow down .the cart -br % stop -it: 
It is also strained whenever the cart has to be turned sharply. Under this systgn,““\ ,, 
one animal is made to stop and serve as a .pivot round which the other animal is 
made to tuin. The bullocks suffer greatly in the process. The milling animals pre-* 
sent a pathe.tic picture on the streets. For.the animals, it is very difficult indeed to.stop a 
traditional cart which is loaded with a tonne of freight and is going down an !in- 
cline at a speed of four miles an hour - through the exertion of their neck muscles 
alone. 

26. 1 saw a heart-breaking scene at one of the traffic intersections in Bangalore. Y$ 
A single bullock-cart fully,loaded with sugar-cane was approaching an incline. The 
animal tried to stop the cart with its neck. It ‘had an open wound on the neck; .the 
pain was so excruciating that the animal collapsed. Three men tried to make it c. 
get up by systematic torture: ,one stopped the nostrils and the snout to prevent 
the animal from bkathing; the second man twisted the tail, and the third one was 
beating the animal. The *poor animal was dead beat and simply unable to get up. 
The men explained to me that the animal was feinting and nothing was wrong 
with it. At my. suggestion, the cart was detached and rolled down the in&e, and 
the animal got up on its own. ‘+ 

27. Literally thousands of such scenes are enacted under one’s very nose. We 
notice. them and pass on unconcerned or, worse still, helpless. The law of the land 
must make brakes compulsory for bullock-carts. Technically, brakes become 
mandatory when smooth bearings are introduced.. Today, the roughness of the parts, 
the crude fit between axle and wheel and the resultant friction help slow the cart. But 
the same grinding friction acts against the animal when the cart is being hauled over 
a gradient. In a sense, the smooth bearings are harder on the animal as it has now 
to provide the retro-force to stop the cart. 1 am told that a’nimals drawing carts 

,.’ . 
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equipped \)ith smooth bearings fall down because of the enforce@ s&d at which the * P 
cai.‘t hurtles down an incline. 

!’ . 
i ,. . 

28. Carters also use nose-ropes for manoeL!vring the aninia.ls. This is un- 
In Andhra Pradesh, where there are almost a million carts in use', they * necessary. l 

m’anage without the execrable loose-roe. The rope is taken round the mouth.and 
_ , the horns. This At;dhd-a variation cif the rope-reins and ,the Keralil brake deserve 

to be introduced all over the country. Here are obvious and inexpensive methods L ~ 

. . ,of averting some measure of animal hardship. . 

29., TheYe are at least three kinds of suffering which the animal undergoes. Ohe 
kind is a direct or indirect consequence qf defective design; the waste of draught power, 
the animal having to supply the deficit; the vertical load incident on the’ neck; the 

: rubbing of the yoke and pull-beams against the skin; the absence of a brake are exam- 
ples of.‘the first kind of suffering. Means of remedying these defects have been referred ‘” ” 
to before. The second kind of cruelty’ is due to the bad fitment between animal arid 

l 

1 
cart, resulting in overloading, 
undergo as a consequence. 

overworking af the qnimnls and the suffering they 
These too have been described in some detail. The d 

; .7 . third kind of cruelty has nothing to do, with the cart, but arises due td other factors. 
One is the constant beating, whi)ping and goading of the animals. This third mode ’ 
of inflicting cruelty calls for attitudinal changes ‘in‘ people working on the cart and 
the animal-and cannot be dealt with through design. 

_ Torture of Ani&ls 
. 

. 

30. The way dattle are beaten in the normal course of work,. quite irrespective 
of their p.erformance, defies the imaginatioq. The cartman’s hand is ever held high, 
ready to come down 011 the animal at the least provo&tion. This image of the cart&- 
is indelibly impressed on memory. Every day, an approximate 50 million animal& 
are yoked to carts or to the plough. They get five thou;and million beatings on the 
basis of 100 beatings a day per animal on an average. 

M-r i quicker to 
Animal-lovers are usually 

notic C the scars on the, animal’s body. In the case of the buffalo, the .’ 
bruis’es and the cut skin from which blood is obzing stand out better. These are not 

* isolated instances; they take place in the presence of each of us several times on the 
road in the course of each day. Most of us cannot be bothered, and even an SPCA-scale ._ 

of voluntary effort with a modicum ,of support from legislating and.enfsrcing agencies 
is going to be difficult to organize. Thus 70~ million bullocks and eight million 
buffaloes receive ‘1000 croccs of beatings per year in our holy land. Immediate action 

-.._ 

has to be taken to ban the use of whips, sticks and other weapons which hurt the 
animals. Tn *estern countries, any evidence of cruelty found on the animal’s body 
is a comizable oFence and the owner can be apprehended for it. 

L 

We, who profess 
compassion for animals on the authority of our scriptures in unbroken continuity , . 
right from Vedic times, are too apathetic and insensitive to pre.vent the cruelty 
being inflicted all around us. This is a sad reflection on our value system. 

31. Other forms of cruelty are used to urge the animal on faster or to pull loads 
heavier than they can bear. ,A nail fixed to the end of a stick is used to. hurt the animal. 

, 
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Recently, in Avdhra Pradesh, 1 stopped, g cartriian and chided Gin;1 about this. He 
explained to me that he hard.ly ever used it and that the nail ‘was intended as an 
a~01-11111c11t. t&r1 

animal’s ba‘r$ 
other t‘orni of cruelty is wanton excoriation a$:$b-e - *” 

Q,\Vit-h a stick to C~LUY~. .pain. ‘ihough the last two 
t 

. 

methods are no ,is whipping, .the yract’ice is enqountered with in scat- - . 
tered parts of the countr’y. The twisting of the tail is- well nigh universal in all regions 

, wit the re&lt that the tails of some bullocks l-en&n pcr@nently disfigured. T’he 5-i 
anin~~ was given its tail to keep-otf flies, but man disp&es and bcsports him:elf with-. 

62. 

- 
this perverse diversion ! CJ ‘. j 1 * 

* 0 *.. ic , * . 

I 32.’ ‘At traffic intqscctions, the salzi/)s i11 c~~~I‘s aud scooters are ,always in .a hut-~-y 
to be on their \vay. They hQ0t their hOillS (inczssant lloot~ng fs man’s .in?<unianity .- 0’ . 

’ . 

to man,) and curse anyone who darq to cross their p;$h or slow them down. Tlie i 0 
cartman all-ays find’s himself at tht: hearins end of this daiiy +tr&lsaction. Hc then 
vents his feeling’s on the animai +vhich getfa another spate of b&ili’gs. dnimals 
making a desperate dash to the other ‘side of tlje road and, having to compete with 

_.. 
: 

other faster trhffic doing $0 are a daily sight. The .wrhi/~ say indiffwently : “This I’ 
cc’ c country cannot improve unless the carts are taken OK the road. It is my misfortun’ 

7 that I should be born in this backward country and put up with all this.” J$eaFwhile, . 

the traffic light goes red zgnin. The motorist in a flurry has been thwarted. As for 
the. bullock-cart, it is caught in the middle of the .road and IJOW holds up the new , ,’ 

/‘ stream of traffic perpendicular to, -the earl’ier one. Are traffic lights suitable and, 
adejuatc iii n country where vehi’cular trafic moves at different speeds-pedestrians, 

” . 
‘. C 

I 

cyclists, motor-cyclists (who always’ get off to a flying st.art), motorists and truck- 1 
A. b drivers? Nobody.*& cared to study this. A traffic policemen has to modulate his- 

instructions to su?‘the speed of the slowest %ehicle in the stream. Once, some of us 
in a car cros:;ed a trafic point followin g the green signal; *yet the traffic policeman 
stopped LE. Wh& we protested pointing to the green 1ighL he shouted back at LIS: 

“Nev&- mind the g&Zen light! -Why didn’t you ‘notice my,signalling you to stop?” 
L-,-b,- 

-g-$qr-&i- 
> - 

.I ‘es 

33. Another kind of torture is applying a stick to the scrotal sac of the cgstrated 
animai, and drivers sometimes use their toes for’ this purpose. This tickles the animal 
to.the point of pain. Here is methods study in ful1.swin.g: the toes prod the scortuiil, 
a hand twists the tail and the.other works the.whip unremitGgly or just a plain stick 
that hurts even more. It is a pitiable sight to see halfrstai-i;ed animals bravely lowering 
their manes in order to cope with their heavy burden and4 their eyes glazed over 
uith a numbness to pain. When the animal falls down, chill’i powder is blotvn into 
its nostrils in order to make it to rise on its legs again. 

I’eic~l~illclly~ SPl’ I ices 

34. Another unnececsai-y ci’ucl4y is the way the animals are branded or niarked 
indelibly with a hot iron. This is still done iii some parts of India to establish owner- 
ship, This leaves as intended a permanent mark on the body of the animal. The 
same result can be got with chemicals, and much suITering thereby avoided. In 3 

farm in Ooty, a numbered tag is strung, through the animal’s ear. The initial pain 
is minimal and is in any case not recurrent. Again, though modern methods of ’ 
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castration are available at every State Veterinary Farm, I am told,+,.that animals are 
still castrated in the $arne old excruciatingly painful way. La+ must enjoin that ’ 

0 the castratio‘n operations can only .be performed by qualified doctors or technicians 
using mod&n scientific method;. The veterinary services, in the country are as yet 
woefully inadequate. Inexpensive field-b;+ed veterinary services ought tgbo be intro- 
duced-to cover the whole countryside so that our cattle population get adequate treat- 
Inerit an9 health cover. The country possesses 180 million white cattle (bullocks 
and cows), 58 million buffaloes, 40 million sheep, 60 Ipillion goats, six ‘million pigs, 
one millidn horses and another million camels. Thus, India has the largest goat 

l popul&ion and the second largest cattle population in the tiorld. Their capital iralue. 
can he rated, according to a conservative estimate, at Rs. 15,000 crores. Surely, 
the country can afford better veterinary services to service such a huge investment. 
The difficulty in paying for the services arises from the fact that half of the animals 
are probably owned by the poorer sections of our population. It is of course kgown 
that,.when cattle diseases break out in epidemic form, it is easier to destroy the large 
animals than to treat them or to contain the disease. Yet it is undeniably true that 

A ani,mals in our country suffer. because of the inaccessibility of rudimentary v@eCnary 
assistance to most cattle-ownms. . ._ 0 

35. Their last journey to their ultimate peace can be a gruesome ;tffair,: The *. ‘j b 
cattle are ltiarched for miles without food or water,, as they have to reach the shanty v 
where they will be slaughtered by a given date. They are made to run all along the 
journey: why waste money on the food of ani.maIsl about.to be killed? In order to 
save on the manpower necessary for herding and managing the animals, they are 
tied together in twos and fours. Motorists hoot their horns to clear the way, when 
they are obstructed by the herd. A veritable stampede thus breaks out every time a 
motqr car or a truck passes, and the animals get a few more gratuitous beatings.i Some 
fall down and get tranlpled I upon. The animals are all over the road, and they are 
beaten each time so ‘that they may be gathered on one side of the road. As they 
are tied together, it is difficuit for them to get up. 1 once saw a naked torch being 
applied to the skin of the a/.imal in order to make it get up. Thus, after serving I . 
man usefully for years without demur or reward, the animals are led off mercilessly 
in a forced march to death, following which their life is ended in the most savage 
way. 

Savage Slaughter-houses 

I 36. The method now used for slaughtering cannot be termed.as anything else 
but savage. There are nearly 3,000 slaughter-houses in India, and about 38 million 

.A .I* . ..h_ _- goats and sheep are slaughtered every year. About. 1,5 million white cattle and 
buffaloes are also slaughtered, some of which are draught cattle, either disabled 01 
superannuated. The slaughter-houses are unorganized and unregulated. Animals 
art: not stunned before slaughter. Each animal is done to death in the most cruel 
way in the presence of other animals. Though Herculean efforts are being made to 
introduce stun&g devices, progress has been all but negligible. ‘Fear leads to 

I 
excessive secretions from the endocrine glands which are a’valuable source of hormones 

11 
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and pharmaceuticals; these are .now lost through unscientific slaughtering methods 
.which‘are also painful into thk*bargaia, ‘Immediate legislation on the subject is called 
for., Our Prime Minister has spoken touchingly in his compassion for animak, It 
is hoped that, during his regime, slaughter-house; would not only be reformed but 
modernized. Apart from the avoidance of cruelty, there are influential econo&c 
reasons for modernizing them, At present, animals are sold only for the value of their 
skin; the byq-oducts of the slaughter-houses can be used in a variety of ways and 
with great profit. 

-37. Work:animals wl$ch are rented out are beaten more than others which are 
worked by the& owners.’ Once a pair of animals came back from a trip totally mauled 
by the driver who had rented in the tart. When asked about this, he replied, “I .did 
not hire in.your animals to do yoojn to them.” ” . 

38. It is for us tb pondel’why we are, so cruel to the &imals in a country 
which gave birth to divine human beings, such as. the Buddha and Mahavira, who 
have preached compassion. Our ancient folklore appeals to us to be kind to animals’. 

ur 

s 

mythology is replete with animal worship and dedication to the cause. Kamadhenu 
i noble, God-like and Cornuco’pia personified. Nandi is the popular God of the 

ate in every Siva Temple. Eveq the buffalo is the vahana of Yama Dharmaraja, the 
Lord of Death. Yudhishtira refused tb enter Heaven without ?the loyal dog at his 
heels. We worship snakes; Naga qanchami-,is observed in every part of India. Mattu 
Pongal is celebrated all over South lildia when the s%‘~, the giver of ’ wealth, is 
venerqted. Hanuman, the monkey-faced king, is part of our pahtheon. * 

4. 

.L p . . 
,f 

39. are perhaps the only nation in the world which preaches-&d practises 
vegetarianism as a creed and a way of life. Yet we t’reat animals unfeelingly and 
callously. PerhAps alien rule for centuries has stripped us of. our own culture 
without intimating to, or impressing.on, us the nobler values of their own more ethical 
and hunlane civilization. For it was the selfsame aliens who initi%ted’ the Hackney 
Carriage Act and the SPCA laws. We have not implemented these faithfully, nor 
have we thought of new, more Indian laws to take their place. There is no violence 
in our culture that brutalizes. Yet, why are we so apathetic - particularly in the 
face- of cruelty inflicted on other sentients in our presence? 

40. Everybody would agree that c&passion for ani&als should be inculcated 
b from childhood. I am’ now -surveying children’s text-books and. stories to check 

whether they foster and evoke sensitiveness towards animals. Ali?e .i~ Wonder-lcmd 
and wind in the Willo~tqs‘ endear animals to childlike imaginations, and the Hindu 
pzrranas teach children to eschew fear in the presence of animals and indeed regard 
them as a God aspects. 1 find that Westerners who are non-vegetari*ans are yet more 
compassionate to work-animals and pets. In many countries, slaughtering without 
anaesthesia is a criminal offence; so is the beating of animals in some @hers. Children’s 
attitudes to animals a<e the easiest to alter and to improve. The nameless Pnnchatcbm6 .‘, 
characters would be lovable if the tales were not so didactic, Winnie-:the m Pooh may 
be genteel and addicted to honey, but he is deeply and widely loved. 

, k b s 



instantaneous. The animal without 

killing it. the cru&ty starts the day it is born and’ 
does not cease until 

I 
47. The good Gdd did not invest cattle with a voice to protest, and man did not 

give them votes to dispose of political power. It is hoped that the easy conscience 

$pr countrymen can be aroused once again so that our fellow-citizens-the work- 
cattle - who serve us so well can get a better deal. 

). 
‘? 
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A NOTE ON STUNNING AND SLAUGHTER / * . 

The stunning of slaughter admals was stopped in the Bonibay ahbntoir following 
a, decision of the Corporato&,. To m’ost Indians, compassion for living beings is not only 
a matter of sentiment but is enjoined as a part of their life and rel’rgion. For ‘long, the 
deplorable conditions pre&iling in hundreds of approved slaughter-houses. and thau- 
sands of backyards in the country have been kept out of public gaze and the purview of 
criticism. Consequently, there is much ignorance’about everything regarding slaughter 
among policy-makers and the public at large. It is high time that a national debate is 
launched to rouse the public to a consciousness of the frightening state of affairs. 
Nobody gains and no cause is served-religious or ritualistic-by these Qarbarous met- 
hods. In fact, the primitive and most reprehensible slaughter practices now in use in 
India lead to loss of hide, flesh and other by-products, both in quantity and quality. 
Furthermore, the animals are subjected to needless cruelty.. 

Certain sections of the Muslim community mi$akenly believe that the animal is 
dead, or nearly dead, after it has been stunned, and therefore, is not alive when the 
throat is severed. On the contrary, the animal is very much alive during slaughter. It 
is kept alive so that r$gi~~s.stipulations are met. All that stunning does is tp immo- 
bilize the animal %y%enumbing its senses so that it does not struggle during slaughter 
and possibly so that it do&s not feel the pain which is reduced as in anaesthesia. But 

stunning is resorted to only in one or two slaughter-houses in India. 

‘ 

Since members of some religious groups may not partake of carcass meat, it was 
considered essential that the animal be kept alive at the moment of slaughter. Further- 
more, to ensure compliance, this was enjoined in the scriptures of the respective religioris. 
Modern stunning methods by captive bolt fulfil conditions laid down while emring 
many advantages. Therefore, facts regarding stunning should be explained to those 
who object: , ’ 

c 

.- . 

In the present practice, the animal’s brain is under great str&s due to fear and 
bain resulting in the loss of hormones from the cattle pancreas. Twisting, rolling and 
being thrown and tossed about on the rough, unhewn floor damage its skin. Man easily 
overpowers smaller animals-sheep and goats. But buffaloes and oxen are difficult to 
control, which makes stunning a greater need. III any case, the bigger animals are not 
being stunned in Bombay. From the moment the animal is slated for slaughter, 
wanton violence is inflicted on it till its death. As a preparation, about 20ianimals are 
thrown downand their legs tied up. While assistants clamp the animal down /into 
position, butchers take turns cutting throats one by one. The carcasses are dragge’d from 
place to place and ripped open and flayed. Frightened by their horrifying struggles to 
wriggleout, the other terror-stricken animals panic to free themselves. They scream 
and wail, nervously urinating and defecating dn the floor already bespattered with 
the urine, dung and blood of the slain animals! Thus, writhing in pain, f.hey thrash 



. about in this medley of filth whila others wait for their turn ‘to come. ,Such grue- _ 5 

some scenes a;e not visualized even in the conventional pictures of hell. 

b 
.‘T Ftunning quiet IIS tb% animals, making them easier to handle. 

@ 
.: III modernized a 
slaughter-houses,Bn mals are led of? one by one-to a ramp, stu@ned and sla:ughtered. + 
Those that wait their turn in the queue are spared the agony, of %itnessing the process 

. -Here, animals are kept cool, calm and I+ested for one or two days-not so much for 
reasons of humanity but for improving the qu’ality of the meat. 

7 In western countries, aniriials due fo: slaughter are transported in special vehicles. 
_ I&de the abatfoir, they are taken to the slaughter machine on cotiveyer belts; they are I 

%ercifully kept oblivious of their impending fate. Alas ! in our‘ country, when their 
utility to man is over, they are tied up’ ip twos and fours, and marched mile after mile A 
to distant gallows. During this last?lap of their journey on man’s earth, they do not ‘:? 

i qualify for food or even water. From western Tamil Nadu, animals are made to trav_el “1 
200 miles on foot, up hill and down dale, so that they may serve their m@,t-s in d 

Kerala, who have a pronounced preference for their meat. ! 
/F 

All along the route; man abuses them as they impede his journey to wdrk and 
pleasure. Every hoot of the horn from passing vehicles means a shower *of beatings 
for’ the animals. The scramble and trampling over of the fallen ones tied together are 
routine scenes on the highways. Unlike slaughter-houses, which are kept out of man’s 
sight in order not to offend his aesthetic sensibilities, these wicked practices are carried - 
through in his very presence. l?le hardly notices them, not to talk of ‘his doing any- 
thing to prevent them. Muttering a curse, he turns his face away to savour the beauty 
of Nature in contrast to man’s brutality. He doe’s not see that NaZure is <‘red in to*0th 
and claw”. . is. 

l 
.I 

Concerned over these practice< elsewhere, -Britain put an end to the export of its 
live animals. Slaughter without stunning and abuse in any form are punishable under 
law in western countries. While we imitate western concepts and technology, should 
we not emulate their humanity’to animals ? To them; animals afe commodities while . i^ 
to us, they are sacred. Kamadhenu and Nandi, Ganesa and Mahisha, Naga and 
Anjaneya-are all part of our pantheon and adorn temples: Buddha and Mahavira- ~ 
the immortal sentinels ofahinsa and karzlrza to all living beings-heralded our heritage. 
As inheritors of an ancient [culture [and as spiritual aspirants, we should subdue 
the beast in us and avoid torture in slaughter. 

Even according to a purely economic rationale, our attitude to, and treatment of, 
animals should be subject to review. From the dawn ofcivilization, man and animal have 
been partners in progress. During their life-time, animals provide us with milk and 
medicine. draught power and energy, entertainm’cnt and companionship. I II death thejl 

leave behind their flesh and hide, hoof and horn, bone and hormone. Their bodies are 

used for medical research. In spite of their magnificent contribution, man is not only 
ungrateful but cruel. Millions of male calves -mostly of buffaloes - are aband- 
oned a few weeks after birth-to die of starvation, or they are buried alive. Those 
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corqcerned cannot afford to’maintain them and no attempt is made to seperate and save 
the prospective work-animals. Millions of kilowatts of potential energy are thus lost. 

c * Slaughter for meat cannot be avoided till man /&comes vegetarian. Meanwhile, 
* , millions of animals \+41 be slain in wicked ways. OQ pretensions to humanity will”, 

I however, remain a mockery tiil we modernize slat&t+ Professions and trade unions, 

~ 
institutions and organizations, and the nation-state-all fight to foster the sectarian and 
parochial interests of classes and communities. To plead the cause of hapless and 

, ’ , ,, . helpless animals, there are not many around. For unknown reasons, the compassion- 
.V ate creator did not give them strength and voice to organize and protest.. Economic 

h :-.’ ,. man did -not endow them with money and franchise to please political parties. 
_ I . 

Hopefully, those who oppose cow-slaughter might be ‘expected to campaign for the 
humane treatment of all ani-mals, particularly during slaughter. ,The meek and mute 

‘conscience of man has still enough strength left for a massive movement for the edu- 
cation of those concerned with animals-their utilization and trade, transport and 
slaughter-so that rational policies and methods are evolved and enforced to help the 
millions of animals who serve us so well. 

I r - d _ L , . , 
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WORK-ANIMALS IN INDIA 
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SLAUGHTER OF CATTLE 

Sentiment and Sanity 

The Management of Modernisation 

The issue of slaughter of cows has been in the news during the last few weeks. 
The Chief Ministers of Keraia and West Bengal have not acceeded to Bhave’s appeal 
to ban cow slaughter. The Acharyn has ended his fast. Strangely, public respoljse 
has been restricted largely tq the propriety of the Achnrya in taking such a drnstiq. 
step, the sentiment of the people in Kcrnla, tile rIpprehension of communr~l violence,’ 
etc. There are a number of related issues which have not been discussed at all in 
public. For a variety oi‘ reasons - ignorance, public apathy, unwillingness to face 
harsh realitiss and religious sentiments - issues connected with slaughter of cattle 
and other animals have been kept out of public gaze and attention. Consequently, 
this has led to enormous economic loss to the nation, particularly to the small man, 
and untold suKering to millions of an&~ls being tortured dluring their working life 
and in death. This is an opportune time to launch a natio@ debate on all aspects 
of slaughter of cattle. 

Ban On cow slaughter - genesis 

If the bail on cow slaughterderives its sanctity from the fact that it is included 
in the *Directive Principles df the Constitution, one can point out that there are equally 
important principles listed in the Constitution which are yet to be taken up for imple- 
mentalion. If the appeal for ban of cow siaughter is based on religious sentiments, 
bullocks qualify equally, for such a rcgL;l’ation - perhaps even more. Bullocks are 
equally sacred to Hindus who worship them in the form of Nandi. To a lesser degree 
is the case of the buffaloe, which’ is the Vahaha of Yamadharma. If slaughter is to 
be considered for regulation, all animals, particularly those useful to man, should 
come within this purview. 

\ 

Supreme Court ruling 

The Supreme Court judgment of 195!, as quoted in the. papers, states that 
*“total ban of slaughter of cows of all ages and calves of the buffaloes (male and female) 
was quite reasonable’and valid and in consonance with the Directive .Principles, laid 
down in Article 48 of the Cpnstitution. A total ban of slaughter of she-buffaloe, 
or breeding bull or working bullock (cattle as well as buffaloes) as long as they are 
milching or as draught crittle was also reasonable and valid. A total ban on slaughter 
of she-buffaloes, bulls and bullocks (cattle and buffaloes) after they cease to be capa- 
ble of yielding milk or of b;-eeding or working as draught animals could not be sup- 1 
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. 

ported as reasonable in the interest of general public.” All the States, except Kerala 
and West Bengal, have enacted laws in varying !forms .in the light of the above 
ruling. 

8 
: 
Economic aspects 

We’may now review the economic aspect. The number of cows, bulldcks and 
“*,buffaloes may be about 234 millions in .India (See Appendix). .The total investment 

‘@n these animals will be anywhere between 15 to 20 thousand crores of rupees - and 1 

that too of the small man. If we add camels, horses and donkeys, sheep, goats and 
pig the total investment may be about 25 thousand crores of rupees, which is roughly ’ 

t 
the iFvestment in industry in the organised sector. In spite of such a vast invest- 

ment ‘ynd their tremendous contribution to the economy, the attentiofi given to the 
animal*?system is far less than what is needed. Except in the case of breeding of milch 
cattle an’d dairying and development of hospital base‘d veterinary services, most of 
the other aspects of animal system have been neglected from the point of view of ani- ’ 
ma1 care, feed and utilisation - particularly of draught animals. Methods of slaughter . 
and recovery of by-products of all anin!,als are totally neglected. The loss to the 
nation will be in terms of hundreds croi’es. of rupees. - Therefore, the whole cycle 
of animal system, from birth - through utilisation and care - to death should be ’ 
studied and appropriate policies formulated. 

Work Animals - economic contribution 
-1. . 

If the reason for banning cow slaughter is economic, then work animals q&fy 
far more for regulation of slauihter. 70 million .Bullocks and 8 million he-buf$aloes 
as well as a few additional millions composed of cows and female-buffaloes used for 
draught, horses, camels and mules - all together -.make available about 40 million 
horse power as energy. This energy is cri$cal to the country, and not easily replacea- 
ble for some years to come in the rural se&r. This is more than the electrical Dower 
installed in the country. The investment in the animal energy system may be Lf the 
order of ten thousand crores of rupees and replacement by other.forms of energy may 
need twice that amount. Fifteen million carts are hauled by work animals, and,’ 
thee cannot be replaced for a number of years by trucks. In?estmqnt in the bullock 
cart~‘$&&n . is Rs. ?3000 crones. 

,’ ‘, 
’ 

Dependence on Animal Energy 

I Even replacement is not easily feasible, since animals are the only form of energy 
w&ii are appropriate to existing conditions. 60 million farms Qe below 2 hectares 
where work animals are the only economic and fetis!ble possibility. Tillers and -2 
tractors need a much larger area for economic operation. I;Ia!f of India’s villages 
do not have roads fit enough for trucks and tractors, and only bullock-drawn vehicles 
can ply on these terrains. For short distances and slnall loads, .tractors and trucks 
are uneconomical. 

\ 

.c \ 
\ 

. * 

__ ._..^_. 
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Two-thirds of rural energy in-put comes from animals, and only ten per cent 
from hydel and fossil fuel sources the rest is provided by humans. 

The present energy input has to be doubled in order to get optimum output. 

\ 

Such vast quantities of energy can come only from work animals. Millions of marginal 
l farmers do not even have animals and they have to rent them. Petroleum will become 

more and more scarce; and we may have to fall back on animals. c 

Such is our dependen& on animal energy. We have neither recog’nised their 
contribution nor cared for their welfare. In fact, Mao Tse Tung himself had led an 
agitation for ban of bullock slaughter. China is raising work buffaloes in a big way. 
In contrast to this, we are, relatively speaking, neglecting work animals -not only 
their effective and economic utilisation but also thei! welfare. Cows, buffaloes dnd 
bullocks not only serve man during’thGr working life but leave behind for man their 
meat and skin, blood. and bone, horn and hoof, barn-tones and several other by- 
products, Lack of appreciation of their contribution is part of the reason for their’ 
neglect. 

l 

I 1 I 

.wSlaughter - economic compulsion ’ 
_- 

‘- 

Now let us look-at the picture of what is going on. Ban or no Ban, animdls 
will be looked after and slaughtered according to the’emnomic conditions of the owner 
and their utility to him. This may sound rather cynical and laying- too much stress 
on the >economism of man; but it is true. In spite of the ban on cow slaughter, in 
most of the States, cows are being slaughtered in large scale in clandestine ways. 
This is evident fron” the all Tndia statewise st@istics. For the country as a whole, 
there are only 70 cows for every 100 bullocks, which means that 30 cows for every 
100 bullocks have been slaughtered. Bullocks can work till their last muscle becomes 
weak or they become sick, after which they are sent fbr slaLightef. In the case of 
cows, they stop lactation 4-5 years ahead of their normal life and, therefore, are sent 
for slaughter Soon after. The normal sex ratio at birth for the country as a whole 
is 1 :l and, generally speaking, mortality rates are the same. Therefore, what these 
figures mean id that cows are being slaughtered after their utility to man is over. which, 
compared to bJullocks, is a few years ahead of their natural life sp?n. And hence 
this imbalance in the mals-female ratio of bovines. Ai per the report. of National 
Commission on Agriculture, there were 72 million bullocks and 56 million cows - 
all adults, excluding young stock. Therefore, in one generation, if say 12 years, 
.16 million cows have thui been slaughtered: 

StrangeJy, -it is precisely in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, where we have a number 
of active proporents of coiv slaughter ban, that we have the lowest ratio of cows to 
bullocks. There are only 55 cows in UP and Bihar for I every hundred bwllocks. a 
Thus, in one gdneration in these two States alone - millions of cows have been 
slaughtered. StGangely again, it is in Merala that there are three times cows than 
bullocks. This i$ of course not due to any s@ecial affection for cows. Bullocks are 
raised for slaughlter as they do not need so many bullocks fo,r ploughing. Cows 
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are well cared for their milk. Kerala gets their recluirements of cows and bullocks 
from the other states. . 0 

it is admitted that part of this is due to natural death, since most of the farmers 
do not want to see their dear cows being sent to slaughter. Their sentiment has to 
be admired. Wherever they have pasture land, they will keep them till their natural 
death; but this is not true of most parts of India where there is dearth of pasture ’ 
land which can be spared for suc11 usciess cattle. In fact, availability of land per 
anima! in India is low indeed. As the owners cannot stand the emotional st<ain of 
sending their cows, or for that matter their buliocks as well, for slaughter, they find 
various ways of disposing them of,, satisfyin g their conscience that they are not res - 
ponsible for its eventual slaughter. Sentiment should also have some value, and it 
should be appreciated. 

C&e for no-slaughter 

In a society which reveres cows and bullocks and treats them as partners - 
and not as commodities as in the Western countries -there is perhaps- a.case for 
keeping cows and bullocks till their natura: death. After all, we do not kill off people 
soon after their utility. is over. Just like capital appropriates value from labour 
power, man appropriates value from animals. The total contribution of an animal 
- milk or draught - can be amortised over the natural life s.pan of these animals. 
After all, the animals have worked and contributed when they can, why not give 
them some rest and allow them a natural death ? But economic man does not consider 
animals in that light, though for purposes of sentiment, Hindus would like to feel 
that way. But economics supersedes sentiment. 

Case for slaughtei* 

There may be about 5 million cows which have never calved at all. . There 
may be another 5 million which have finished their lactation period anh, therefore, . 
will not yield milk any more. This means that, at any one time, there may’ be as 
many as one crore cows not useful to man in living state, except as a companion or 
object of love. Even if we take a conservative estimate of spending one rupee a day 
for’ keeping them alive, we may need 300 to 400 crores of rupees per year. Pinjrapoles 

, 

and Gdshalas are being tried, but these are far too small in number to be of any signi- 
ficance. But in order to satisfy the sentiment of Indians, this need not be discouraged 
by public policy. 

Suffering of Animals - Cruelty 8: Economics 

Bullocks are worse off than cows. Cows suffer only due to starvation 
and occasional abuse as well as in death. Bullocks suffer right through their lives. 
They are branded with hot iron; their horns are removed in some parts of India; 
a-good number of them get castrated in the most painful way by their testes crushed; 
the5, are under-fed and overworked; and sick animals even with injuries are worked. 

r 
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They get millions of beatings every day right. in our presence, their tails are twisted 
and their bodies pricked with sharp nails - all to make them pull loads 
beyond their capacity. They are subjected to inhuman cruelties right through their. 
working life; and when their utility is over, they are marched upto 300 miles to death, 
tied in twos and fours. There are economic penalties for each one of these cruel 
acts, For instance, branding and beating damage leather:, long marches affect quality 
of meat, and castration by the crude method is’dangerous for their health and so on. 

e 

Flight of he-buffaloes ----‘Loss3 

The state of affairs of male buffaloes is pitiable from the economic and humani- 
tarian point of view. There are 58 million buffaloes, 8 million males alrd 30 million 
females and the rest are young, sex ratio of which is not known. This just shows 
that 22 million males have been disposed of before they came to adulthood. This is 
a fantastic loss indeed. It is euphemistically said that the male mortality is high. 
This is simply not true. Male calves are not cared for and are actually abandoned, soon 
after birth, to die of dehydration and starvation. This is being done at a time when 
there is shortage of energy in the farms and thousands of marginal farmers do not have 
any auimal at all. If these animals were raised with proper food, they can be used as 
draught cattle or for meat or for both. .Taking an eleven year span, about two millions 
are being abandoned like this every year, which means at least 200 cror& worth of 

~buffaloes are just thrown away every year. Compared to this, China has raised 
50 million work buffaloes. Care for them is so much that it is reported that butTaloes 
are given nylon-netted socks to protect their feet. 
in’all areas. 

Work buffaloes may not be suitable 
But they can be raised in selective areas where they can work and where 

there is pasture. Statewise statistics are available of sex ratio which reveal extent of 
deliberate disposal of young ones. She-buffaloes are cared for, since they produce 
milk; and 60 per cent of India’s milk production, it seems, comes from buffaloes. 

Thus the economic analysis shows that in spite of sentiment for these animals 
and the ban on slaughter, actual situation is totally different. Banning sends slaughter 
underground, as in the case of ’ 

vf 
rohibition. however, in our country, slaughter 

in approved slaughter-houses as 11 as in the clandestine methods in the backyards 
are equally cruel. Therefore, animals suffer under both conditions. Regulation of 
slaughter of productive cattle can be done, only when slaughter system and orga- 
‘nisation are modernised. 

\* \ 

Case for ti~odernisation 
* \ 

i. 
* 

60th ‘from the humanitar~n and economic points of view, modernisation of 
slaughter, rather than banning issues, is the most urgent task before ~1s.. But there 
is so much of ignorance about sla$hter in th- L country amongst all sections - leaders, 
policy-makers, professionals and public at large. Since the whole process is so brutal 
and gruesome, the matter has been ‘kept out of public gaze. tiTllere will be enormous 
economic gain - private and public - by modernising r slaughter. Unfortunately, 

. 

. 
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even the recommendatjons of the Task Force Report of the Government of India 
advocating modernization of slaughter-houses have not been implemented yet with 
any vigour. 

Except two or three slaughter-houses in India, all others - 3000 Municipal 
slaughter houses and 5000 others run by Panchayats are most primitive and crude. 
Nobody gains by these practices. In fact, everybody loses - man and animal as 
well as the society, Losses are in hundreds of crores of rupees. This is a tragedy of 
our society that such wanton cruelty is being inflicted on the animals with no corres- 
ponding gain to anybody, but loss to everybody. And this too, in our country, 
where animals are sacred. 

When modernised slaughter-houses are introduced, smaller animals - goat, 
sheep and pig - can also be slaughtered in adjunct slaughter-houses. Presently 
these smaller animals are also slaughtered in painful ways., l.~i fact, pigs are slaughtered 
by beating them or burying them. 

/ 
Methods of Slaughter 

There are three niethods of slaughter. The Jutka method, where the head 
is severed at one stroke, is the best method from the animals point of view, as it reduces 
pain. But the blood gets clotted inside. The blood is the carrier of viruses, and 
therefore, this method is a health hazard. In the Halal and Koshar methods, the 
jugular vein is cut partially and the animal is bled to. death. There is less health 
hazard, and it is reported that the meat is better. 
ferrr-d from the point of \/iew of meat eaters. 

The latter two methods are pre- . 

Stunning is the first step in modernisation, w$ich is -essential for makin it * 
easier to employ the Halal and Koshar methods. U&ortunat4y, a certain sectiol f of 
the Muslim community mistakenly believe that stunning does not satisfy certain con- 
ditions laid down in their scriptures. But this is a wrong impression which can be 
explained by showing that the animal is very much alive after stunning and during 
slaughter. In some Muslim countries, stunning has already been introduced without 
any difficulty. The problem in India is ignorance and lack of effort to explain 
matters to those iyho object. In one or two slaughter-houses in India, stunning has 
been introduced v,.hich has been accepted by people. 

Modernisation - stages 

Modernization can be carried out in various stages and aspects. The immediate 

need is to introduce stunning, before slaughtering the animal, which is beneficial 
to all. 

. 

-I 

Firstly, stunning quietens and immobilises the animal, rendering slaughter 

easy and faster. Secondly, stunning reduces pain for animals which is a great relief 
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to all Indians, particularly animal lovers. Thil’dly, draining of blo,od before death & 
so essential for maintaining the quality of the meat and preventing health hazards - 
can be ensured. Stunning is relatively a simple method and, can be introduced not 

only *in large modernised slaughter-houses but also in small ones run by panchayats. 
-. \ 

‘\ -7ti the case of‘i%-lger animals, stunning is done by use of a captive bolt. pistol 

which may cost about KS. 2000/- or so. Even if we were to distribute such pistols 
to all slaughter houses, it will cost only about five cl-ores of rupees. Cost per slaughter 
for stunning v,~ill war!c out to less than a rupee per animal. Smaller animals such as 
goats, sheep and pigs can be stunned with an electric:ll device, the cost of which will 
be about the same. This is the minimum that a country like India could do i.e.,. 

investing Rs. 5 crores, when the investment in the animal system is twcniy thousand 
crores of rupees. Unfortunately, the priorities of our society are such that an impor- 
tant subject from the religious, psychological, moral, economic and social points of 
view is receiving very little attention. 

. 
. 

The seco~tl step in modzrnizaiion is to see that animals are slaughtered one by 
one outside the presence df ofher animals awaiting slaughter. In the existing practice, 
animals are herded in one room and all the other ahimals see the proce’ss of slaughter 
of their species. Seeing the waiiing and struggles of animals being slaughtered, ‘the 
other animals awaiting their turn get frightened and terror-stricken. Apart 
from the psychological pain they undergo, the quality of the meat is affected. 
It is. also believed that they secrete valuable harmones which can otherwise be re- 
cove!;ed. In Western countries, animals are taken one by one and slaughtered outside 
the presence of other animals. This can be even now implemented, even without 
stunning. All that is required is a separate room or, to be?gin with ai least a screen. 
The present sight is brutal and gruesome indeed where animals, witM their feet tied, 
wallow ‘for hours in blood, dung and urine of their own kith and kin\ awaiting their 
turn. + 

1 

Hygiene : 
$ ‘~ I 

The third element of modernization is to improve hy&?ne. it is a paradox 
that foyers and drawing rooms ar’e kept clean, while slaughter-hou&s frorri where 
meat is recovered for consumption, are kept so unclean, It can be $asily seen 4hat 
the meat gets tainted, after being smeared with blood, urine and dung ar$ other wastes. 

. All these are health hazards. I 
i 

’ Transportation: ! 

The fourth element of modernisation is to bring the animals in /sp&ially made I 
trucks and trains. Today they are marched long distances which affect the quality ’ 

. “m7d quantity of meat. Also, it is a health hazard, since animals also secret; certain 
toxic substances, which are harmful to man. Thousands of animal9 in Sduth India- 
are marched to Kerala where there is no ban on any slaughter. - , 

. 

By-pl-o&t cts : 
The fifth’ element of modernisation is mechanisation of the process and intro- 

duction of modern methods for recovery of by-pro’ducts. Today, meat and part of 

‘, 
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leather are being recovered. Blood and bones are also recovered partly. But recovery 
can be substantially improved. An analysis shows that Rs. 200 to 300 crores war-th L: 
of by-products can be additionally recovered by modernising slaughter-houses.’ If 
we export them, the value will be far more. Some items such as harmones and enzymes 
could be of significant value to the country not only from the pure economic point 
of view but from health point of view as well. 

When slaughter-houses ari modernised the same organisation can be used 
to reco\‘er some products out of dead carcass. Meat, blood and bones of dead 
animals can bc recycled as animal food. Today dead animals are buried, though in 
some locations certain conimui;ities cat the mcnt aild salvage part of the leather. 
Today. our slaugh~cr houses ;IK :L heal!h hazald I’I-~IT the ecoiogical point as well. . 

CnllcIu.sio/c. 
* 

b. -- .> 

-1 I!Llh it Glil hi tYliiij’ SCell tll:il I‘l-0111 LllC h~~lltll :llld CCOilOilliC 21s Wei ;I5 humani- 

tarian points of \ ie\L, in:mediate atiz~:iian should ‘.be gi\/cn for modernization of 
~iaughte:--1iouses in various stages and aspecis. Except the technology bf recovery 
of certain by-products SLICK as harmones, enzymes, _ liver extract, etc:, which need 
foreign coiiaboration, ai! other aspects can be implemented with Indian know-how. 
Further processing and disiribution of certain products may need, selectively, foreign 
help. Export ‘potential \i ili be enormous. There wil! be great scope for additional 
employment in recovery and processing of by-products.8 Investment required for 
total modernization of slaughter may be in the region of 500 cl-ores of rupees. But 

we can make a beginning with State capitals, District towns and taluk-t-owns. 
Panchayat slaughte’r-houses can be modernised partly with the introduction of stun- 
ning, slaughtering one by one and improving hygiene. 

The total animal system is so crucial to the country that it needs immediate 
attention from the economic p’oint or view as weil as l‘rom the humanitarian aspect. 
Westerners hai% already moder@sed. India, of all countries, must not- lag behind 
in its treatment to animals. Therefore, along with this issue of ban on slaughter, 
modernisation -of slaughter should be of public interest. L 
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APPENDIX 

. 

Livestock Population as of 1972 
(Figures in million) 

CLASS 

Cattle 

Adult COUP j’ 
Adult Bullocks 

Young stock 

Buffaloes 

She Buffaloes 
He Buffaloes 

Yom~ stock 

. Bovines (Cattle & Buffaloes) 

Large Animals 

Her% & Ponies 
Donkeys 

. 

1 Mules 
Camels 

Small Animals 

Sheep 
’ Goats 

Pigs 

56 
74 -- 

----_ 130 
48 

---- 

30 ./ 
8 

-___- 

. ----+- 
. 

1 
1 
1 
1 

--~- 
-_ 

TOTAL’ 

178 

56 
234 

4 

40 
68 
36 

. 
Source : Report of the National Commission on Agriculture, VII, 1976. 

I 
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I. Input, . 

. 

Population 
( 1972 Census) 

. 
a. Mortality1 

Population Alive 

Animals Available for 
slaughter every year’ 

11. output 

Meat 
(at 50 Kg/Animal) 

Blood 
(at 8 Kg/Animal) 

Bone 
(at 30 f(gs/,Animal) 

Hicks 
(at 15 Kgs/Animal) 

Horns and Hbofs 
(Million pairs) 

Fat 
(at 5 Kg/Animal) 

Hartiones/Glands 
(1 Kg/Animal) 

. 

I 

b 

Gains of Modernization of Slaughter 

(IN MILLION). 

COWS Bullocks Buffaloes 
Male 

Buffaloes 
Female 

56 -B 74 8 30 ’ ,: 

5.6 7.4. 0.8 3.0 

50.4 66.6 7.2 27 

5.0 6.7 0.7 2.7 
. . 

I 

(IN MlLLlON) 

cows Bul!ocks 

KGs 

Buffaloes 
Male Fern ale 

d;- 

Total Value 
In.Crores Rs. 

250 335 

40 54 

150 201 

75 100 

15 + 20 

5 7 

5 7 

- ’ 

35 135 - 755 ‘377 * -. 

5 * 22 * 121 6 

21 81 453 45 

10 41 226 68 

; 8 45 . 2 

1 3 16 5 

1 3 16 3% 

B 
5066 

I. Mortality due to natural causes is taken at 10 percent 

2. The population alive is spread over 10 years to derive the number of animalspavailable for slaughter each year 
Ihe weight of the live animal is taken as 200 Kgs. 

3. Average values assumed are (a) Rs 5 per Kg of meat (b) 0.50 paise per Kg of blood (c) Re 1 .Ml per Kg of bones 
(d) Rs 3 per Kg of Hide (e) 0.50 paise per pair Or Hoofs and Horns (f) RS 3.20 per Kg of fat and (g) Rs 2 per 
Kg of Hatmones and glands. 

4. In addition to the by-products referred in -the table, there are other items such as tongue, lungs; spleen, offal, 
Kidney, casings, punch and stomach which can also ,be collected and utilised. 

5. Under the present method of slaughter only 20 per cent of this value is recovered. 



India. The cost of sugar production comprises 

a high transport component. . I 





.A. tradltional metal-wheeled cart on the Delhi-Gurgaon road drawn by an imprr\rivc pair of H;ir)nna hulioch<. 

The hulk of the cArI\ rn the interior of Haryana are of ths design. Tyrlzition of the whc~ls with hard ruhhcr 

will greati> rmpro\e tractlxe prrfor&ncc and rrduce road damago. 

‘An Ilhl-B Photo 
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‘A two-piece harness use$ on a [buffalo-cart’*in 

China. It serves to avert the vertical load incident 

on the animal‘s neck and increase draught effici- 

ency. Courtesy: W. Ross Cockrill: T/w B~rfiirlo of’ 

CIIIIIN; Freedom from Hunger Campaign: FAO; 

Rome; 1976. 

A donkey-drawn milk float with improved 

- whccl~ of traditional diameter Courtesy: Adam 

Woollitt: Ncrtiuwrl Gcopqd~ic~; Vol. 154. No. 

5; November 1978. 

-. k 

\- ..; 

A single-harness buffalo-draun carI In China. 

The cart is nominally improird \rlth pneumatic 

ryres, and has a traditional yoke partially but 

simply modified for animal comfort. The Gngle- 

harness cart is carrklng ‘about a tonne of bran 

or husk. Co,urtesy: W. Rosa Cockrill; FAO; op. 

Cit. 



4 Ir.ldill~‘ll.ll d~~uhle-h.irn~.. bul’~~h~.tr~. In It, pre\enr dondltlon. II cannot carry much more freight than one tonne. When freight is ava‘ilable, these cartsa 
un,,~nu~~n.~bl! o\erI,ldI14 rhe \<LJ\L’~ \\~;Lcr or c.ine i\ u\cJ a\ a containcl. fcr lime. sand, garbage and even frrttlizct an 1 inferior grain. With smooth bcarin 

dnd .~x/c,. ,tn ~mpr~~\ed !~lhc and mLiterul> CI~ high rtrength-\\eight ratio, these carts can be made to carry as much as 2.5 to 3 tonnes of load, 

Thl. h<t<)d,-d LdrI ~~~rnrn~~n in all Sra~?x of Sourh India I\ used for passenger and goods tralk; it affords pro ectlon \ against rain and sun. A convoy of cal 
tr;L\el\ 411 nihl Larr!lng rural pr~ldux and input> for farmIng and i\ met \rith on most Nattonal and State Highnabs. 1 .* 

L, 





C 
A panoramic view of prototypes built by HMB under the Modernization of the Bullock-cart Project funded by the Depart- 

ment of Science and Technology in 1976. Some have been designed afresh while others are existing designs which have been 

improved piecemeal. 

An IIM-B Photo 

. . 

I 
. 

9n impcoved bake \\ith padding. 
rit> in the animal, 

An IIM-B design exhibited at Agri Expo-7 

5 

7, Delhi. The objective is to reduce neck callo- 

An IIM-B Photo 
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Herr a live 
held down 

dKalh 

‘and 

tn 
sentient animal is being 

four men and hacked to 

I 

For shoaig, the animal IS 
thrown prostrate on its 

side, its legs arc tied up in 

pairs, and two or more 
‘men hold it down. While 
lhe ill-fitling shors, invari- 

ably too large or too small, 
are nailed on t.6 it> hoofs. _ 

Oflcn, becsuse ol’ the long 
nail. wpsis sets in. 

, 



IIMH Photo 



-’ Dunheys being used as 
p.lck.animals for currying 
fertilizer somwherc near 



Sore on the ;mimal’s back: Matzricllc rubbing against the 

xmmal’s bath cauws this kind of wound. 

J 
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Four-wheeler carts-double bullock and single bullock d$awn: one of the improvements brhught about in come cities is 111~ 
Introduction of pneumatic tired four-wheeler carts. As against the normal capacity of one tdn of a trxlitionnl cart, such 

tlrrd cart4 carr) as much as 4-j tons on lcccl roads. On ;f fouc-wheeler, that vertical load on the nnitiul‘s ncch and 

constant rubbing IS tzliminatrd. 
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